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FLOW FIELD  ANALYSIS O F  AIRCRAFT  CONFI'GURATIONS 
USING A NUMERICAL  SOLUTION TO THE THREE- 
DIMENSIONAL  UNIFIED  SUPERSONIC/ 
HYPERSONIC  SMALL-DISTURBANCE 
EQUATIONS - PART I1 
E .  D'Sylva, Boeing  Computer Services 
1 .o INTRODUCTION 
This part  of the document (Par t  11) describes the digital computer 
program developed t o  implement  a numerical solution to the unified 
supersonic/hypersonic smal 1 disturbance equations for flow about 
a i r c ra f t  type  configurations. I n  hypersonic  small  disturbance  theory, 
the concept of equivalence of  a three-dimensional steady flow to a 
two-dimensional unsteady flow allows the solution t o  be advanced 
successively from one cross-cut plane t o  an adjacent cross-cut plane 
i n  the free stream direction. 
The numerical method used to  update the flow field in a cross-cut 
plane i s  based on a  Lax-Wendroff difference approximation t o  the flow 
equations w i t h  special treatment of points on and near the boundary 
contour. Boundary po in t s  are updated u s i n g  e i ther  a quasi-one- 
dimensional method of character is t ics  (cal led BND3) or a conservative 
difference scheme derived from the Lax-Wendroff difference equations 
(cal led BND1). There a re  a l so  f ie ld  po in t s  near the boundary contour 
(cal led 'between' points) which are updated by interpolation.  Details 
of the theoretical considerations underlying the method are presented 
i n  Part  I of this document. 
1 
2 .o DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
The computer program is coded i n  CDC FPRTRAN 2.3 language for the 
Control Data Corporation 6400/6600 computers and the Scope 3.1 
operating system. 
To keep w i t h i n  the  f ie ld  constraint  of 70,000 octal the program 
uses  the  overlay  feature of the loader. The program is divided 
into ten subprograms consisting of a main overlay and nine primary 
overlays. Each overlay  consists o f  a s e t  o f  subroutines. The overlay 










TEA270D, the main overl ay or  overl ay (0  ,O) ca l l s  the primary overl ays . 
I t  contains basic subroutines used by several primary overlays. 
INIT i s  primary overlay  (1,O). I t  i s  the init ialisation overlay and 
as i t s  name suggests, i t  executes the tasks that need t o  be done once 
and fo r  a l l  a t  t he  commencement of a  program run. 
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The next eight overlays from RESET to  STBPRN are executed i n  a loop, 
Each cycle through the loop advances the flow f ie ld  solut ion i n  the 
free stream direction. 
RESET i s  primary overlay ( 2  ,O) , I t   i n i t i a l  i ses the program w i t h i n  
the time integration loop, 
BNDRY (primary  overlay (3,O) ) or  BNDRC (primary  overlay ( 3 3 , O )  ) 
updates the points on the boundary o f  the contour. 
FINDCT (primary overlay ( 4  ,O) ) interpolates for the cross-cut contours 
a t  the new time leve l ,  
MAPS , which 
Cartesian g r  
'between' an 
i s  primary  overlay (5,O) locates intersections o f  
i d  l ines  w i t h  the contours and generates maps o f  
d Lax-Wendroff points. 
the 
inside,  
LAXWDF (primary overlay (6,O) ) updates those points which  can be 
updated by the Lax-Wendroff method. 
BETWN (primary  overlay (7,O) ) controls the interpolation scheme for  
points near the boundary which are n o t  Lax-Wendroff points. 
STBPRN, which i s  primary overlay (10,O) completes the time step for  
the next update and prints o u t  flow f ie ld  data .  
3 
3.0 PROGRAM DESIGN  CO SIDERATIONS 
. .  To achieve a computer program  which  would accept configurations 
. .  requiring quite a large number of g r i d  points for their analysis  while 
s t i l l  using only a limited amount of core, the program incorporates 
the following features. 
A Use o f  overlays 
B Extensive  use of disc storage 
C Parti t ion of flow f i e ld   i n to  blocks 
D Use of  a single scratch array w i t h  dynamic storage allocation 
The overlay feature is used to  reduce the number of program instructions 
which reside i n  core a t  any one time, thereby freeing more core for the 
work area. The use of disc  memory i s  essent ia l  t o  the storage of the 
vast amount of data required to represent the f lu id  s ta te  of  a l l  the 
gr id .  po in t s  i n  the flow f i e ld .  As all these data cannot be  accommodated 
i n  core simultaneously, the flow field is partitioned into blocks. 
As the solution i n  the blocks are interdependent, sufficient overlap i n  
information i s  provided. The par t i t ion of the flow f i e ld  i n t o  blocks 
of optimum s ize  i s  automatically executed by the program. 
The key decision of the program design i s  the use of a single one- 
dimensioned scratch array and the avoidance of arrays wit11 
fixed  dimensions. This scratch array i s  then used i n  the following way: 
The  main  program i n  each primary overlay i s  only used t o  cal l  a number 
of subroutines which do the computation. B u t  before each subroutine i s  
cal led,  the scratch array i s  cut up into various subsections and the 
addresses of these subsections are transferred t o  these subroutines. 
4 
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The subroutines themselves have various arrays which may be m u l t f p l y -  
dimensioned, b u t  have adjustable  dimensions. The values o f  these 
adjustable dimensions and the  addresses of  these arrays are brol lght  
i n  through  the  parameter l i s t .  I n  t h i s  way, dynamic s to rage  a l l oca t i on  
o f  the  work area A i s  achieved. 
The benef ic ia l  resu l ts  o f  these des ign  fea tures  are  
Arrays wi th f ixed dimensions are wasteful  o f  core, except 
when the  b igges t  cases are being run. There are no such 
arrays i n  the program. Instead,   the  s ing le  scratch A i s  
a u t o m a t i c a l l y  p a r t i t i o n e d  i n t o  s u b s e c t i o n s  i n  an optimum 
manner on every  run. No a l t e r a t i o n  i n  dimension o r  o t h e r  
statements needs t o  be made from run to run. 
I f  the core const ra in t  needs t o  be changed, i t  can be 
achieved  by a s ing le  card  change i n  the  program. The card 
t h a t  needs t o  be changed i s   i n  the main over1 ay , namely, 
CBMWN/CM999/NN  ,A( 9000) $NN = 9000. 
For example, the length o f  the scratch array P, could be 
changed t o  20,000 by rep1 acing the above card by 
CBMMP)N/CM999/NN ,A(  20000) $NN = 20000 
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4.0 PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS 
The  program flow charts are listed in this section. Fjgure 1 
i s  an overall flow chart of the over1  ays . Figures 2 to 11 are 
f low charts of the individual overlays. 
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There are no secondary overlays in the program. 
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XYCgRS CUBARG GENDRE 
b NRMCUR 
Only TIMER is  cal led by TEA270D. The other subroutines are 
used by the primary overlays. A1 1 are retained i n  core. 
FIGURE 2: SUBROUTINES I N  MAIN OVERLAY 
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FIGURE 4:  SUBROUTINES I N  PRIMARY  OVERLAY (2,O) 
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FIGURE 6: SUBROUTINES I N  PRIMARY  OVERLAY (33,O) 
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FIGURE 8: SUBROUTINES I N  PRIMARY  OVERLAY (5,0,) 
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FIGURE 10: SUBROUTINES I N  PRIMARY  OVERLAY (7,O) 
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TIMER I 
FIGURE 1 1  : SUBROUTINE. IN 'OVERLAY (l0;Ol 
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5.0 DESCRIPTION OF SUBPROGRAMS 
Below i s  an index o f  subprogram descr ip t ions  . 
5.1 Overlay (0. 0) The Main  Overlay  Field  L ngth (Octal) 
TEA270D . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Var iab le 
ALL . . . . . . . . . . . . .  171 
CUBARC . . . . . . . . . . . . .  108 
DSBYDX . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  36 
ENDFL . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43 
GENDRE . . . . . . . . . . . . .  248 
GENMSK . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 
MAP CH K . . . . . . . . . . . . .  45 
NLCSP . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  053 
N RMCU R . . . . . . . . . . . . .  74 
PpSCflN . . . . . . . . . . . . .  108 
PBS I TN . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TIMER . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
124 
77 
XYCflRS . . . . . . . . . . . . .  255 
5.2 Primary  Overlay (1. 0) 
INIT . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CHECK . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CgNESaL . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TANWEDG . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PATCH . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SET I CT . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
START 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
START2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
















. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Variab1.e 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Variable 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Variable 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Var iab le  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Vari  ab1e 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Variable 
5.3 Primary  Over1 ay (2. 0) 
RESET . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DE LTAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SAVE . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5.4 Primary  Overlay  (3. 0)  
BNDRY . .  
BNDGPM . . 
BNDINT . . 
BNDRED . . 
BNDl . .  
BNDWRI . . 
PlaL3 . .  
WFGH . .  
BWTPW . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  
..  
5.5 Primary  Overlay  (33. 0) 
BN DRC . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
BNDGPC . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
BNDINC . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




















BNDREC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  363 
BND3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3. 547 
BNDWRC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  134 
P0LC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  176 
STATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  150 
SMALRT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  164 
5.6 Primary  Overl y (4 .  0) F ie ld   Length  (Octa l )  
FINDCT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  551 
NEWCTl . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1. 535 
NEWCT2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1. 161 
5.7 Primary  Overlay  (5. 0) F ie ld   Length   (Octa l )  
MAP s . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  263 
I NTCaN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 572 
INTCUB . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  337 
MAPIT . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  174 
RBBT3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  501 
5.8 Primary  Overlay  (6. 0) F ie ld   Length  (Octa l )  
LAXWDF . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  206 
LXWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.  462 
FF . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60 
FG . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  66 
GG . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60 
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5.9 Primary  Over1  ay  (7 . 0) Fie1 d Length (Octal ) 
BETWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  234 
LAPGUN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 113 
RHSBND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  220 
RHSLXW . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  737 
LHS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  363 
SaLVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  334 
5.10 Primary  Ove lay (10.0) F i e l d  Length (Octal) 
STBPRN . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  150 
STPR . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 .  517 
STPRO . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 . 111 
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5.1 'Overlay'(0;O). 'Main OyerTay . .  . * . . . . \ . L i . I . L c s .  1 
There is only one subprogram In t h l  s overl ay namely TEA270D, . .  which 
i s  described  below. 
. .  
SUBJECT:  FgRTRAN IV program  TEA270D 
PURPOSE : To control  the  calling of primary  overlays  and  provide 
I 
communication  among  them. 
METHOD : TEA270D calls the primary overlays. It contains a set 
of labeled  common  statements  which  contain  information 
which is always in core  and  is  available  to all  primary 
overl ays . 
USAGE : PROGRAM TEA270D (INPUT = 1002 , BUTPUT, TAPE5 = INPUT, 
TAPE6 = gUTPUT , TAPEl = 1002 , TAPE2 , TAPE3, TAPE4 , 
TAPE7 , TAPEl 0) 
Input: TAPEl = file on which geometry data for 
input  contour is stored 
TAPE2, TAPE3, TAPE4, TAPE7 = scratch files 




SUBJECT : FORTRAN IV subroutine ALL 
PURPOSE : T o  compact the  computation  performed by subroutines 
PpSCgN,  XYCpRS , and NRMCUR i n t o  one cal l  statement.  





SUBJECT : FORTRAN I V  subroutine CUBARC 
PURPOSE : To compute the  arc  length o f  a  cubic. 
y = C, X + C2 X + CaX from X = A t o  X = B 2 3 
METHOD : The arc  length  is computed by supplying  the  numerical 
integrator GENDRE with the integrand- 




USAGE : CALL CUBARC ( A  ,B ,C1 ,C2 ,C3 ,EPS , ARC) 
I n p u t  
A = lower l imit  of integration 
B = upper l imit  of integration 
C 1 ,   C 2 ,   C 3  = coefficients of cubic 
EPS = absolute tolerance arc length must  meet 
o u t p u t  
ARC = the arc length from A t o  B of the given cubic 
ERROR RETURNS : If  the  tolerance  is no t  met, the  parameter 
l i s t  i s  printed o u t ,  b u t  processing continues. 
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S U B J E C T :   F g R T R A N  IV subroutine DSBYDX 
P U R P O S E  : Finds  ds/dx for cubic y = C ,  + C2 X *. C3 X 
METHOD : ds/dx = S Q R T  (1 ' t ( C ,   t 2 C 2  X + 3 C 3  X ) ) 
2 3 
2 2  
U S A G E  : CALL DSBYDX ( X ,   F X )  
I n p u t  X = value at which  ds/dx i s  required 






FBRTRAN I V  subrout ine ENDFL. 
T o  w r i t e  an end o f   f i l e  mark and keep t rack  o f  
the present f i l e   p o s i t i o n  on the  sys tem f i l e .  
An end o f   f i l e  mark i s   w r i t t e n  on system f i l e  
I B U N I T  and t h e  f i l e  p o s i t i o n  i n d e x  I B F P  i s  i n -  
creased by one. 
CALL  ENDFL ( I e F P ,  I @ U N I T )  
I npu t  I B F P  = 
I B U N I T  = 
output I g F P  = 
f i l e  p o s i t i o n  b e f o r e  ENDFL 
i s  ca l l ed .  
system f i l e  which i s  being 
operated on. 
f i l e  p o s i t i o n  a f t e r  ENDFL 
i s  c a l l e d .  
ERRPR RETURNS: I f  I B F P  i s  n o t  a p o s i t i v e   i n t e g e r ,  an e r r o r  message 
i s   w r i t t e n  and e x i t  c a l l e d .  
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SUBJECT: FPRTRAN IV subroutine GENDRE 
PURPOSE: To evaluate an integrai  numerically  using Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature, 
METHOD : The integral over the whole range I1 and the  integrals 
over the upper and lower half ranges (12, 13) are 
computed using an 8 point Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
If (11-12-13)  exceeds a given tolerance, the procedure 
is repeated w i t h  the 16 po in t  formula. If  the tdlerance 
i s  s t i l l  not sa t i s f ied ,  the  e r ror  f lag  i s  se t .  
USAGE : CALL GENDRE ( A U X ,  A ,  B ,  CBNTR, KBDE, FINTL, IRRBR) 
I n p u t  AUX = name of auxiliary  subroutine t o  evaluate 
the function a t  the required points. 
A = lower l imit  of integral 
B = upper l imit  of integral 
CPNTR = to1 erance t o  which integral is evaluated 
KBDE = 0 if  tolerance is absolute 
= 1 i f  tolerance is  re la t ive 
O u t p u t  FINTL = value of integral 
IRRPR = error code. See error returns.  
SUBPROGRAMS: AUX ( X ,  FX) returns  function  value FX a t  X 
ERROR RETURNS:: IRRBR = 1 if   tolerance no t  met 
= 0 i f  tolerance is  met 
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SUBJECT:  FBRTRAN I V  subroutine GENMSK 
PURPOSE : To generate b i t  patterns which are needed i n  
over1 ay ( 5 , O )  . 
' METHOD: The arrays MSK and MSKRGT each o f  length  sixty  are 
generated i n  this  subroutine. MSK ( I )  has one i n  
bit  position I ,  zero  elsewhere. MSKRGI ( I )  has  one 
in bi t  Posi t ions Up t o  and including I, zero elsewhere. 
USAGE : CALL GENMSK 
28 
SUBJECT: FgRTRAN IV func t ion  MAPCHK 
PURPOSE : To check i f  a p a r t i c u l a r   b i t   i n  a given word has the 
value 0 o r  1. 
METHOD: This  achieved  by  using  the masks MSK ( I )  which 
are generated i n  s u b r o u t i n e  GENMSK. 
USAGE : FUNCTIgN MPCHK (MAP, KW, NX, J, I )  
I npu t  MAP i s  an array  dimensioned MAP(KW,NX). 
It may be regarded as cons is t ing  o f  NX co l  urns 
o f  b i t s ,  each  column conta in ing 60*KW b i t s .  
Output I f  the Jth b i t  o f  the Ith column i s  zero 
MAPCHK i s  set to zero,  otherwise it i s  non- 
zero. 
.. . . . . .  .. 
SUBJECT:  FgRTRAN IY subrout ine NLC$P 
PURPOSE: To curve fit a s e t  of p o i n t s   w i t h  a curve  which i s  
continuous i n  s lope and curvature.   This  curve  consists 
o f  a c h a i n  o f  c u b i c s  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  l o c a l  a x i s .  
METHOD : E i t h e r   t h e   s l o p e   o r   t h e   c u r v a t u r e   a t  each  of the  two 
end points must be Speci f ied.  The s lope at  each 
in te rmed ia te  po in t  i s  approx imated by  pass ing  a c i r c l e  
th rough  th ree   ad jacent   po in ts ,   Wi th   th is   s lope  es t imate ,  
t h e  c u b i c  i n  each segment i s  uniquely  determined. As 
the cubics i n  general wil not match i n  c u r v a t u r e  a t  
t h e i r  end points,  the s lopes are perturbed using a 
Newton-Raphson type process to  min imize the d iscrepancy i n  
cu rva tu res  a t  t he  i n te rmed ia te  po in ts  un t i l  a s p e c i f i e d  
to lerance is  s a t i s f i e d .  
USAGE : CALL  N CSP ( X ,  Y ,  N, N1, SS1, N2, SS2, TBL, D, CS, 
SN, A l ,  A2, A3, A4, A5) 
I n p u t  X = a r r a y  o f  X coord ina tes  o f  po in ts  
Y = a r r a y  o f  Y coordinates o f  po in ts  
N = number o f  p o i n t s  
N1 = 0 o f  s l o p e  s p e c i f i e d  a t  f i r s t  p o i n t  
= 1 i f  c u r v a t u r e  s p e c i f i e d  a t  f i r s t  p o i n t  
N2 = 0 i f  s l o p e  s p e c i f i e d  a t  l a s t  p o i n t  
= 1 i f  c u r v a t u r e  s p e c i f i e d  a t  l a s t  p o i n t  
If N1 = 0, SS1 = angle i n  radians made by  tangent  a t  
f i r s t   p o i n t   w i t h   t h e .   r e f e r e n c e   a x i s  
= 1 SS1 = c u r v a t u r e  a t  f i r s t  p o i n t  
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If N2 = 0, SS2 = angle i n  radians made by tangent a t  
last  point w i t h  the reference .axis 
= 1,SS2 = curvature a t  last  point 
TpL = tolerance t o  which curvatures should match a t  
intermediate points 
A4, A5 scratch arrays of length N 
o u t p u t  
D = array of distances between points 
CS = array of cosines of angles made by the l ine segments 
joining the points, and the X axis 
SN = array of sines of angles made by the l ine segments 
joining the points,and the X axis 
A1 , A2, A3 arrays of the coeffi.cients of X, .XL and 
X3 of the  local  cubics 
ERROR RETURNS: If  the  curvature  discrepancy  tolerance  is not  met 
within (20 t N/2) i t e ra t ions ,   ex i t   i s   ca l led   a f te r  
diagnostic p r i n t o u t .  
RESTRICTIONS: The angle between two adjacent  line segments must 
n o t  exceed t h i r t y  degrees approximately. 
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SUBJECT: FPRTRAN IV subroutine NRMCUR 
PURPOSE: To compute the normal direction and the curvature 
o f  a cubic a t  a point. The direction cosines o f  the 
normal are  then  transformed to principal axes. 
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SUBJECT:  FPRTRAN IY subroutlne PpSCpN 
PURPOSE : To find the position o f  a point on a contour,  given 
i ts  arc length from the contour starting point. 
METHOD : Since the arc 1 ength of each contour  point is known , i t  
can easily be determined between which  two contour points 
the given point lies. 
USAGE : CALL PPISCgN (N , S,  ARC, J , SS, S1 , S2, SGN) 
Input N = number of points on the contour 
S = array of arc lengths o f  the i n p u t  contour points 
ARC = arc length of required point 
O u t p u t  J the required  point  lies between i n p u t  
contour  points J and( J + 1) 
SS = arc distance of required point from contour 
point J 
S1 = fractional arc distance of required point 
from point J 
S2 = fractional arc distance of required point 
from point (J + 1 )  
SGN = t1 i f  required point i s  on contour 
= -1 if required point is  on reflected half 
o f  contour 
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USAGE : 
SUBJECT: FPRTRAN Z;V subrout ine PPSZTN 
PURPOSE : To p o s i t i o n   t h e   p o i n t e r  on a given  system f i l e  a t  a given 
l o g i c a l  f i l e ,  
METHOD : Af te r   de termin ing   the   qu ickes t  way t o   g e t   o   t h e   d e s i r e d  
pos i t ion,  forward space f i l e  (FSF),  backspace f i l e  (BSF) 
and REWIND are used t o  g e t  t h e r e .  
CALL PaSITN ( IF IL1  , IFILZ, IaUNIT, IND)  
I n p u t   I F I L l  = l o g i c a l   f i l e   i n  which  system f i l e  i s  
pos i t ioned 
IFILZ = l o g i c a l  f i l e  a t  t h e  s t a r t  o f  which pointer  
i s   t o  be pos i t ioned 
IPUNIT = system f i l e   t o  be operated on 
I N D  = i s  a reference number t o   i d e n t i f y   t h e  
c a l l  i f  i t  i s  a f a i l u r e .  A l s o , i f  I N D  i s  
p o s i t i v e  t h e  use o f  BSF i s  suppressed. 
ERROR RETURNS: If the pos 
parameter 
RESTRICTIONS: IFILZ  must 
i t i on ing  canno t  be achieved, the 
l i s t  i s  p r i n t e d  o u t  and e x i t  c a l l e d .  
be greater than zero.  
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SUBJECT: FBRTRAN IV subroutine TIMER 
PURPOSE : Determines the CP time since program load. 
METHOD : The CP time is obtained by calling  the system routine 
SECVND. 
USAGE : CALL TIMER (TMR, TIMA, TIMB, TIM) 
Input 
TMR = 1 for  CP time 
TIMA = I n p u t  CP reference time in secs 
o u t p u t  
TIMB = elapsed CP time in seconds since load  
TIM = elapsed CP time since TIMA 
SUBPROGRAMS : ' SEC0ND 
SUEMECT; FPRTRAN IV subrout ine XYCpRS 
PURPOSE : To compute t h e   p o s i t i o n  o f  a p o i n t  on a cubic  
corresponding t o  a g iven arc  length.  
METHOD: Given  the  cubic YL = C1*  XL + c2* XL**2 + c3* XL**3 
i n  the range (XP , XQ) i t  i s  r e q u i r e d  
t o  f i n d  XLPUT such t h a t  S(XL0UT) = ARCIN where  S(XL) 
i s  t h e  a r c  l e n g t h  o f  the curve from XP t o  XL.  The 
subrout ine CUBARC i s  used t o  compute  S(XL)  and XLBUT 
i s  computed by the method of f a l se  pos i t i on .  
USAGE : CALL XYCPRS ( X P ,  XQ, C1 , X2,  C3, IND , TBLS,  TBLX , ARCIN , 
XLVUT, XP, Y a y  CS, SN, XREF,  YREF) 
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Input XP = starting point of range of  cubic i n  
local  axes XP 
XQ = end point of range of cubic i n  local axes 
C1 C2, C3 = coefficients of cubic 
YL = c1* XL + c2* XL**2 + c3* XL**3 
where XL  YL are i n  local axes 
IND .If  IND=l, the arc  length from XP t o  XLBUT 
i s  equal t o  ARCIN 
If IND=2, the arc length from XLgUT t o  XQ 
i s  equal t o  ARCIN 
TOLS  TgLS * ( X Q  - XP) i s  the tolerance t o  which 
an arc length i s  computed by CUBARC 
TgLX  TOLX * ( X Q  - XP)  is  the  tolerance t o  which 
XLgUT i s  computed 
X@ X coordinate  of  starting  point of cubic i n  
reference axes 
Y0 Y coordinate  of  starting p o i n t  of  cubic i n  
CS CgSINE ((2) 
SN SIN ( 0 )  
reference axes 
o u t p u t  
XL0UT local X coordinate  of  required p o i n t  E for 
which S(XL0UT) = ARCIN i f  IND = 1 or  
S(XQ) - S(XL0UT) = ARCIN i f  IND = 2 . 
XREF = X coordinate of point C w i t h  respect to 
reference axes 





SUBJECT:  FPRTRAN IV program I N I T  
PURPOSE : To i n i t i a l i s e  a program  run, 
METHOD : In i t i a l i sa ' t i on   t asks   a re   pe r fo rmed  i n  INIT.  Data  are ad 
i n  and p r i n t e d  o u t ,  Much used constants are computed  once and 
f o r  a l l .  System f i l e s  a r e  i n i t i a l i s e d .  CHECK i s  c a l l e d  t o  
ensure t h a t  t h e  work  area  provided i s  s u f f i c i e n t .  BBDGPM 
i s  c a l l e d  t o  s e t  up con f igu ra t i on  geometry data on f i l e  ICT. 
STARTl o r  START2 i s  c a l l e d  t o  b e g i n  t h e  computations. 






SUBJECT: FgRTRAN IV SubrQutfne CHECK 
PURPOSE : Checks t h a t  the work area i s  suf f lc ien t  t o  process  the 
current case. 
METHOD : The min imum s ize  o f  the work area needed and the manner 
-. : in which i t  i s   cu t  up  i s  a function of NCTMX, NBTMX, N X ,  
-6 NY,  KX and KY. 
i- 
NCTMX = maximum  number of points defining a contour 
NBTMX = maximum  number of 'between' points 
N X  = the number of vertical  mesh 1 ines 
NY = the number  of horizontal mesh 1 ines 
KX = maximum  number of intersections o f  a vertical mesh 
l ine w i t h  a contour 
KY = maximum  number  of intersections of a horizontal 
mesh l ine  with a contour 
The state variables for all  the mesh points for the entire 
flow f ie ld  cannot f i t  in core  simultaneously.  Therefore, 
the flow field is  divided into subareas or equivalently 
the flow f i e ld  mesh points are partitioned i n t o  blocks 
A print o u t  of the work area used by the various subroutines 
i s  produced so t h a t  the critical subroutines can be spotted. 
USAGE : CALL CHECK 
ERROR RETURNS: If  the work area i s  too small t o  run the  current  case, a 






FBRTRAN I V  subroutine CgNESBL 
To compute t h e  i n i t i a l  f l o w  f i e l d  u s i n g  t h e  t a n g e n t  
cone method. 
The f l o w  f i e l d  p r o p e r t i e s  around a cone o f  given semi- 
angle and zero angle o f  at tack are read i n  by the sub- 
rou t ine .  From these  data W1,  W2, W3, W4 are  computed 
a t  equ ides tan t  po in ts  between the body and the shock 
wave. They are  saved f o r  use i n  subroutine STPRO, 
where values o f  W1, W2, W3, W4 are  computed a t  any 
a r b i t r a r y  p o i n t  b y  i n t e r p o l a t i o n .  The i n i t i a l  cross- 




FBRTRAN I V  subroutine. TANWEDG 
To compute t h e  i n i t i a l  f l o w ’ f i e l d  for a f l a t  d e l t a  
wing  using  the  tangent wedge method. The leading 
edges must be supersonic. 
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SUBJECT:  FgRTRAN I V  subroutine PATCH. 
PURPOSE: To patch i n  a so lu t ion   i   the  neighborhood o f   t h e  
-, . i 1 eading edge o f  a. sharp edged wing. The edge  must 
be supersonic. 
. .  
METHOD : The s o l u t i o n   t h a t   i s  used i s  the   exact   solut ion  for  





FVRTRAN IiV subroutine SETICT 
To position the geometry file ICT  pointer  at the  appropriate 
geometry f i 1 e. 
The geometry  files  are  successively  scanned until the  file 
is found, which  defines  the  configuration  -between T1 and T2; 
where T1 L, T 4 T2, T  being  the  input  argument. 
USAGE : CALL SETICT(T) 
Input: T the  input axial position. 
ERROR RETURNS: If  the  required  position T is  not in the interval defined 
by the  geometry  files,  an.  error  message is printed  out and 





FpRTRAN IV subroutine  START1 
Initialises  when  a  configuration  analysis is starting  from 
scratch. 
A  card is read in giving the axial distance  at  which 
integration is to  comnence. The geometry  file  ICT is then 
positioned  at  the  appropriate logical file position. The 
save  tape ISV i s  initialised. 
USAGE : CALL  ST RT1 
SUBPROGRAMS: ENDFL 
SETICT 
SUBJECT: FpRTRAN I V  subroutine START2 . ,  
PURPOSE: ' :  . . Restarts  the computation from dqta saved .on a preyious run, 
, : , .;; i - , ,:, : I . ,  , ; ~i .... , .  , , .  . I  . . .  . .  
METHOD : The data saved on tape ISV i s  transferred t o  scratch f i l e s  
ID2 and IL1 in prepration for the restart, 
'.: , ,:..:;./ . I .  , . .  . 
SUBPROGRAMS : ENDFL 
I- .. . 
Pas ITN 
SETICT 





FPRTRAN I V  subrout ine BfJDGPM 
To process the geometry data input cards and produce a s e t  
of conf igurat ion'  cross-cut contours.  Data corresponding t o  
these contours are saved i n  a standard format on the  geometry 
f i l e  ICT. 
There are several source decks available, a1 1 of them cal. led 
BgDGgM. Each o f  these  decks has  a func t i ona l  name such as 
CBNBBD BR SLBDEL and generates cross cut contours in the  
standard format for  the special  body under consideration i .e., 
conica l  body o r  s l a b  d e l t a  w i n g  i n  t h e  above  cases. REDBgD 
i s  a v e r s i o n  o f  BgDGOM which wil read i n  a r b r i t r a r y  c r o s s -  
cut  contours  from  cards. The BgDGOMS are  described i n  







The standard format for saving geometry data on system f i l e  
ICT i s  now described. 
The ith f i l e  l i e s  between t h e ' i t h  and (iti)th end o f  f i l e  
mark. The ith f i l e  conta ins in format ion needed t o  generate 
contours  between T ( i )  and T ( i + i ) .  Each f i l e  c o n t a i n s  t h r e e  
records. 
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Record 1 has f i v e  words IFP , TT , T2, N , M 
Record 2 contains arrays XI, YI,, XZ, YZ,, XDI YD1 XDZ, YDZ 
NPTA, NA, A1 , A2, NPTB, NB, 81, 82. The f i r s t  e i g h t  a r r a y s  
are of l eng th  N, t h e  l a s t  e i g h t  of leng th  M, 
Record 3 c o n s i s t s  o f  an ar ray  S o f  l e n g t h  N 
I FP 













= f i l e  number 
= i n t e r v a l  end p o i n t s  
= number o f  p o i n t s  d e f i n i n g  c o n t o u r  
= number o f  curve segments def in ing the contour ,  
Each segment .has continuous slope and curvature and 
consis ts  o f  a cha in  o f  cub ic  sp l ines .  
= X coordinates of  points def in ing contour a t  T1 
= Y coordinates of po in ts  de f in ing  contour  a t  T1 
= X coordinates of points on con tou r  a t  T2 which 
correspond: w i t h   p o i n t s  on T1 
= Y codrdfnates o f  p o i n t s  on contour a t  T2 which 
correspond with points on T1 
= f i r s t   d e r i v a t i v e  dn X d i r e c t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t s  
a t  T1 
= f i r s t   d e r i v a t i v e   i n  Y d i r e c t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t s  
a t  T1 
= second d e r i v a t i v e  i n  X d i r e c t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t s  
a t  T1 
= second d e r i v a t  
a t  T1 
NPTA(M) i s  the 
i v e   i n  Y d i r e c t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t s  
contour  po in t  number o f  t h e  s t a r t i n g  
p o i n t  o f  t h e  Mth curve segment. 
.. I f  NA(M) = 1;  t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  t h e  Mth curve 
segment has spec i f ied  s lope,  If i t s  value i s  2 i ,  
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A1 
: I . '  
A2 
NPTB 




curvature i s  s p e c i f i e d .  . . . , 
If NA(M) = 1; A l ( M )  i s  . the,angl,e i n  radians made 
by the tangent a.t the sta.r t i .n,g,  point  of  the Mth curve 
s.egment o f  the contour. ,at  .T1 ,w j th  the  X reference axis.  
If NA(M) = 2; i,t i s   , t h e  cur,yatur-e a t  t h e  s t a r t i n g  
po in t .  
The same as A1 , bu t  ' f o r '  t he  con tou r  a t  T2. 
NPTB(M) i s  t h e  c o n t o u r  p o i n t  .number of the end p o i n t  
o f  t he  Mth clrrve 'segment. 
If NB(M) = 1; the  'end p o i n t  o f :  t h e  Mth curve segment 
has spec i f i ed  slope.. If i t s  value i s  2; curvature 
i s  s p e c i f i e d .  
If NB(M) = 1;  Bl(M) i s  the angle i n  radians made by 
t h e  t a n g e n t  a t  t h e . e n d  p o i n t  o f  t h e  Mth curve segment 
o f  t h e  c o n t o u r  a t  T2 w i t h  t h e  X reference axis.  
I f  NB(M) = 2; i t  i s  the  curva ture  a t  the  end po in t .  
The same as B1, b u t  f o r  t h e  c o l l t o u r  a t  T2. 
. .  . : . . .  
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SUBJECT: FPRTRAN J V  subroutines BGAUXl,  BGAUX2,  BGAUX3,  BGAUX4, 
BGAUX5. 
PURPOSE: To ass is t  BBDGPM i n   s e t t i n g   o u t   t h e  geometry data,  
METHOD : These are  dumny subroutines i n   t h e  program f i l e .  The user 
has t o  use these subroutine names if he requ i res  aux i l ia ry  
subroutines to set  up the configuration geometry. 
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I n  t h i s  o v e r l a y  t h e  i n i t i a l i s a t i o n  t h a t  needs t o  be done a t  t h e  s t a r t  
o f  a:.new i n t e g r a t i o n  s t e p  i s  performed.  Most of the work i s  done i n  
the  program o f  t h e  o v e r l a y  namely.RESET. DELTAT i s  c a l l e d  t o  compute 
the  i n teg ra t i on  t ime  s tep  and subrout ine SAVE i s  used t o  save the 







FpRTRAN IV program RESET . .  
To initialise the  computations at the  start of an . , ., 
integration time step. 
Debug and print  switches  are set. Information is saved on 
TAPE10 if required.  The  program is stopped and the reason 
for exit  printed out. 
, -  












FBRTRAN IV subrout ine DELTAT 
To compute the  s i ze  o f  the  nex t  in tegra t ion  t ime s tep .  
l e t  DT(P) = DXYSN 
m z - w )  
where 
DXYSN = AMINI  (DX, DY , DS, DN) 
a = speed o f  sound a t   p o i n t  P 
w = f l u i d  speed a t   p o i n t  P 
Then DT = the  minimum value o f  DT(P), where P ranges 
over a l l   g r i d  and boundary points. 
The minimum v a l u e  o f  DT(P) f o r  t h e  boundary p o i n t s  i s  
DTBND, f o r  t h e  g r i d  p o i n t s  i s  DTBUT, and f o r  t h e  f r e e  
stream  points i s  DTFRST. They  have already been  computed 
i n  o t h e r  subprograms. DT i s  taken as the minimum o f  these 
three  quant i t ies.   But  of   (TtDT)  overshoots  the  upper 
limit 72 fo r   the   p resent  geometry f i l e ,  DT i s  s e t  a t  
(T2-T) . 
Ca l l  DELTAT' 
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SUBJECT: FPRTRAN IV subroutine SAVE 
PURPOSE : T o  save on TAPE10 information needed t o  res tar t   the  program. 
METHOD: Flow f ie ld  and geometry da ta  are  transferred from scratch 
f i l e s  I D 2  and I L 1  t o  save f i l e  I S V  t o  provide for a 
res ta r t .  
USAGE : CALL  SAVE (S ,  Y ,  D,  CS,  SN, C 1 ,  C2, C 3 ,  S ,  XD,  YD,  XDD,  YDD, 
WC, I X ,  VX, I Y ,  V Y ,  NSX,  NSY, MAPBNW, W1, W2, W3, W4, NPTA, 
NC, NX, N Y ,  KX,  KY, KW, NCURV) 
The arguments up  t o  NPTA are the arrays t h a t  are saved, 
The arguments from NC onward are the dimensionsfor these 
arrays. 
SUBPROGRAMS : Pas I TN 
ENDFL 
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I n  t h i s  o v e r l a y  t h e  boundary points are updated using a conservative 
f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  scheme based on the Lax-Wendroff method. 'The 
program i n  t h e  o v e r l a y  namely BNDRY c a l l s  s i x  p r i n c i p a l  s u b r o u t i n e s  
t o  execute the computation BNDGgM, BNDINT, BNDRED, BND1, BNDWRI. 
. .  . 
BNDGBM concerns i t s e l f   w i t h  geometry  problems 
BNDINT i n t e r p o l a t e s  f o r  s t a t e  v , a r i a b l e  v a l u e s .  a t  boundary mesh.., 
. .  
' po in ts  
BNDRED br ings   together   da ta   fo r BNDl . .. 
BNDl subrout ine i n  which  the  update scheme i s  implemented 
BNDWRI c o n t r o l s   p r i n t o u t   o f  boundary po in t   da ta  
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SUBJECT: FIRTRAN IV program BNDRY 
PURPOSE : To control the flow within primary overlay (3,a) 
METHOD : I t  partitions the work array A for the principal subroutines 
of the overlay,.and calls these subroutines to execute the 
task of updating boundary points. 





FBRTRAN I V  subroutine BNDGBM 
To compute geometr ic data required i n  t h i s  o v e r l a y .  
The above f i g u r e  shows the  n ine  po in t  g r i d  assoc ia ted  w i th  
the  boundary  point  being  updated,  namely  point 2. The tasks 
performed in  th i s  sub rou t ine  a re :  
(a )  The coordinates o f  po in ts  1 and 3 a re  computed such t h a t  
they are on the  contour  a t  an arc  d is tance DS from 2. 
The values o f  W a t  p o i n t s  1 and 3 a re  computed by 
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between the va lues of  W a t  the  con tou r  po in ts .  
(b)  Normals t o  t h e  c o n t o u r  a t  p o i n t s  1, 2, 3 are erected and 
the coordinates o f  po in ts  4 ,  5 ,  6, 7, 8 ,  9 are found. 
( c )  The W values, the cosine and s i n e  o f  t h e  normals  and 
the  cu rva tu re  a t  po in ts  1 ,  2, 3 a re  saved on d isc .  
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(d) The c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  p o i n t s  4,5,6,7,8,9 a re  saved on d i s c  
.. . . , fo r   subrout ine BNDINT which wil compute the  W values a t  
these po in ts  by  in te rpo la t ion .  
. ,  , .. . .  , . 1 (e)  If any o f  the  ,boundary g r i d   p o i n t s   a r e   t o   t h e   l e f t   o f  
the  1 i n e   o f  symmetry they  are  re f lec ted  across  the  1 i n e  
o f   s y m e  try. 
The above operat ions are done f o r  each o f  t h e  NC contour points.  
CALL BgDGfJM (A(N1) , A(N2), . . . . . . . .A(N17), NP) 
Input  A(N1) = the  addresses of   storage  areas  used  by 
the subrout ine 
NP a variable  dimension  used  by the  subroutine t o  





ERROR RETURNS: A check i s  made on the  number o f  boundary g r i d   p o i n t s .  If 





FPRTRAN IV subrout ine BNDINT 
To c0mpute.W a t   p o i n t s  4,5,6,7,8,9 o f  t h e  n i n e .  p o i n t  
boundary grid. 
(a) The W values f o r  a .block o f  g r i d  p o i n t s  a r e  r e a d  i n  
from d i s c   f i l e   I L 1 .  
(b) The coord inates of  boundary gr id  po ints  which are I n  the  
area covered by t h i s  b l o c k  a r e  r e a d  i n  one a t  a t ime 
from disc f i l e  ID2. 
(c)  I f  t h e  p o i n t  i s  surrounded by four regular mesh points ,  
b i l i n e a r  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  i s  performed as shown below. 
W A  
Set X1 = x/DX 
Y1 = y/Dy 
x2 = 1 -x1 
Y2 = l-Y1 
Then WG = (Xl*Yl)*WA + (X2*Yl)*WB + (X2*Y2)*WC + (Xl*YZ)*WD 
(d) I f  the  conf igura t ion  contour  in te rsec ts  the  rec tangu lar  
gr id  surrounding the point ,  then PBL3 i s  used t o  




(e) The in te rpo la ted  va lues  are  saved i n  a r r a y  WCR.for 
use i n  t h e  update subroutine BND1. 
CALL BNPINT (A(N1) ,...... ..A(Nl l ) ,  "1 ,NP,KX,NX,KY,NY) 
I n p u t  A(N1) = the addresses of  storage arees used i n   t h e  
subroutine. 
MMI, NP, KX, NX, KY, N Y  = variable dimensions used i n  BNDINT 
SUBPROGRAMS : RgS ITN 
ENDFL 
P(aL3 
ERROR RETURNS: If an er ro r   occurs ,   d iagnos t ic   p r in t   ou t   i s   p roduced and 
the program exits. 
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SUBJECT:  FgRTRAN I V  subroutine BNDRED 
PURPOSE : To get   together   in  core   the   data   required t o  update  the 
contour boundary points. 
. I. ., 
METHOD: The required georiletry and f l o w   f i e l d   d a t a   a r e   r e a d   i n  from 
d i s c  f i l e s .  
USAGE : ' CALL BNDRED ( A ( N l ) ,  .. ....A ( N 8 ) ,   N P )  
Input  A(N1)  = addresses o f  storage  areas used  by the . .  . .  . , I  
subroutine 
NP = a var iable  dimension  used in the subroutine to 
dimension  various  arrays i n  BNDRED. 








FgRTRAN IV subrout ine BNDl 
To update  the  f low f ie ld  va lues  on the boundary using a 
c o n s e r v a t i v e  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  scheme. 
The method i s  descr ibed i n  Sect ion 7.1 o f  P a r t  I o f  t h e  
dowment. BNDl implements  these f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  e q u a t i o n s  
for the contour boundary points updat ing them one a t  a time. 
When BNDISC = l . ,  those contour boundary points which have 
d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s  i n  s l o p e  o r  c u r v g t u r e  a r e  n o t  u p d a t e d  b y  
the  method b u t  b y  i n t e r p o l a t i p n  between adjacent  po ints .  
CALL BNDl ( A ( N l ) ,  ..... A(D12) ,  NP, M) 
I n p u t  A(N1) = addresses o f  s to rage areas  used by the 
subrout ine 
NP, M = var iable c l iwnsions used i n  t h e  s u b r o u t i n e  
t o  dimension various arrays i n  BNDl .  





SUBJECT:  FPRTRAN IV subroutine BNDWRI 
PURPOSE: TO pr in t   out   the   s ta te   var iab les  on the  contour  boundary. 
METHOD : Pressure,  t mperature and local '  Mach number a r e  computed. 
The state  var iables  are  pr inted out .  
USAGE : CALL  BNDWRI ( A ( N I ) ,  .. .. . . A ( N 1 4 ) ,   N P )  
Input  A ( N 1 )  = addresses o f  storage  areas used by the 
subroutine 
NP = var iable  dimension  used in  the  subroutine 
t o  dimension  various  arrays i n  BNDWRI 
SUBPROGRAMS: P g S I T N  
ENDFL 
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' , ~. ' ,. I. '. 
SUBJECT: '. .'- '' FP)RTRAN ' I V  subrout 
PURPOSE : To i n t e r p o l a t e -   f o r  
boundary contour. 
METHOD : . .  
i n e  PpL3 '. : 
t he  va lue  o f  W a t  a po in t  near  the  
S, ' #  R 
C - A  6 
F P Q  
PQ = SR = dx 
PS = QR = dy 
The va lue  o f  W i s  known a t  t h e  g r i d  i n t e r s e c t i o n s  Q,  R,  S 
and a t  E, F, t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n s  o f  t h e  g r i d  1 
contour. The p o i n t  P i s  i n s i d e  t h e  c o n t o u r .  
i 
Estimated values o f  W are  ob ta ined  fo r  po in t  
nes w i th  the  
A by l i n e a r  
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between Q and R,  p o i n t  E by l i n e a r  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  
between R and S, p o i n t  C by l i n e a r  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between S and E, 
p o i n t  D by l i n e a r  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between Q and F. 
Then WG i s  taken as the mean of t h e  l i n e a r l y  i n t e r p o l a t e d  
values between 6 and D,and A and C. 
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USAGE : CALL P0L3 (WQ,  WR, WS, ZX,  ZY ,  WH, WV, ZH, ZV, ANS) 










va lue of  W a t  Q 
va lue  o f  W a t  R 
va lue  o f  W a t  $ 
CG/dx on f i g u r e  
DG/dy on f i g u r e  
v a l u e  o f  W a t  F 
va lue  o f  W a t  E 
PF/dx on f i g u r e  
PE/dy on f i g u r e  
va lue  o f  W a t  G 
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SUBJECT : FjBRTFtAN IV subroutine WFGH 
PURPOSE : To transform W from  Cartesian axes t o  body axis  system 
and compute the;vectors. F, G, H. 
METHOD : A mere implementation o f  algebraic  formulas  for W,F,G,H 





FBRTRAN I V  subroutine BWTBW I . .  
Given W i n  moving body coordinates,  to compute the . ' : - 
corresponding values o f  W in  the,Cartesian frame.  
A mere implementation o f '  transformation  equations , , .  . , 
i n  Section 7.1 o f  P a r t  I .  
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6.5 Primary Overlay (33.9 
In this oQerlay the boundary points are updated us ing  a quasi-one- 
dimensional method of characterist ics.  The program i n  the overlay 
namely BNDRC calls six principal subroutines to execute the computation: 
BNCMC,  BNDINC, BNDREC,  BND3, BNDWRC 
BNDGPC concerns i t s e l f  w i t h  geometry  problems 
BNDINC interpolates  for  state  variable  values  at  boundary mesh 
points 
BNDREC br ings  together  data  for BND3 
BND3 implements the method of characterist ics 






FPRTRAN . I V  program BNDRC 
To control the flow within primary overlay (33,O) 
I t  partitions the work array A for the principal subroutines 
to  execute the task o f  updating boundary points. 
Program BNDRC 
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SUBJECT : FgRTRAN I V  subroutine BNDGP)C 
PURPOSE : To compute geometric data required in this overlay. 
METHOD: The rest o f  this subroutine description i s  identical  to





'FQRTRAN I V  subroutine BNDINC 
To compute W a t  t h e  boundary gr id  po in ts .  
The descript ion o f  t h e . s u b r o u t i n e . i s  i d e n t i c a l  w i t h  t h a t  
o f  BNDINT. 
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SUBJECT : FgRTRAN IV subroutine BNDREC 
PURPOSE : To assemble in core the data required to update the contour 
boundary points . 
METHOD : The description o f  this subroutine i s  identical with that  . .  
O f  BNDRED 
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I 
SUBJECT:  FPRTRAN I V  subrout ine BND3 
PURPOSE : To update   the   f low  f ie ld   va lues  on the  boundary  using  the 
method o f  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  
METHOD : The methqd i s  described i n  Sect ion 7.2 q f  Par t  I o f   t h i s  
document. BND3 implements  these f i n i t e   d i f f e rence   equa t ions  
USAGE : 
for the contour boundary points,  updat ipg them one a t  a time. 
When BNDISC = l., these contour bgundary points which have 
d i s c o n t i n u i t i e s  i n  s l Q p e  o r  c u r v a t u r e  a r e  n o t  u p d a t e d  by the  
method b u t  b y  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between adjacent points.  
CALL  BND3 ( A ( N l ) ,  . . . .. A(N12), NP, M) 
Inpu t  A(N1) = addresses of   storage  areas used  by  the 
subroutines 
NP, M = variable dimensions used i n  the subrout ine 









FgRTdN IV subrout ine BNDWRC 
To. p r i n t  o u t  t h e  s t a t e  v a r i a b l e s  on the contour  boundary. 
Pressure, temperature and l o c a l  Mach number a re  computed. 
The s ta te  va r iab les  a re  p r in ted  ou t .  
CALL BNDWRC ( A ( N l ) ,  ..... A(N13), NP) 
Input A(N1) = addresses o f  storage  areas  used  by  the 
subrout ine 
NP = var iable  d imensions used i n   t h e   s u b r o u t i n e  
t o  dimension various arrays i n  BNDWRI 
SUBPROGRAMS : PPSITN 
ENDFL 
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SUBJECT: FgRTRAN I V  subroutine POLC 
PURPOSE : T o  interpolate  for the value of  W a t  a point near the 
boundary contour. 
METHOD : See description of PBL3. 
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SUBJECT:  FBR RAN I V  subroutine -STATE .:' . '_ 
PURPOSE? . . 70 convert Cartesian val'ues 'of W to .local coordinate values 
. ,. 
and then compute pressure; 'speed - o f  'sound and entropy. . 





METHOD: . .  
USAGE : 
FPRTRAH I V  subroutine S V L R T  
T o  compute the smallest posit  
A*Z*Z + BB*Z + C = 0 
i v e  root o f  a quadrat 
T o  e l iminate cancel lat ion .errors the two roots are 
colnputed as 
X1 = DD/A X2 = C/O0 
where 
DD = -B - SIGN (1 .  ,B) * SQRT(DEL) 
DEL = B*B A*C 
B = .5*BB 
CALL  SMALRT (C,  BB, A, X )  
Input C,BB,A = coef f ic ients   o f   quadra t ic  
output x smal lest   posi t ive   root  i f  any 
i c  
ERROR RETURNS: If the roots  areimaginary or there i s  nD pos i t ive   root ,  
d iagnost ic  pr int  out  i s  produced and e x i t  c a l l e d .  
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5.6 Primary  Overlay (4,O) 
In this overlay the cross-cut contour a t  t he  new time s tep  i s  computed. 
I t  i s  generated by interpolation between two consecutive contours 
on the geometry tape. . FINDCT is the overlay program. NEWCTi is the 
subroutine called t o  do the interpolation, b u t  when a new geometry 






FORTRAN I V  program FINDCT 
To p a r t i t i o n  work ar ray  A .  
A f t e r  a r r a y  A has  been cut up, the new contour i s  computed 






FPRTRAN I V  subrout ine NEWCTl 
To i n t e r p o l a t e  f o r  t h e  c r o s s - c u t  c o n t o u r  a t  t i m e  T 
(a) The coordinates df  the  c ross-cu t  con tours  a t  T1 and T2 
t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e i r  v e l o c i t i e s  and accelerat ions are 
read i n  from the geometry f i l e  ICT. 
(b) The X - p o s i t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t  I a t  time T i s  found 
by the formula 
x = x1 + v1 
where X = 
x1 = 
v1 = 
* ( l ” ’ T l )  + .5*Alf(T-Tl)**2 
p o s i t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t  I a t  t i m e  T 
p o s i t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t  I a t  t i m e  T1 
v e l o c i t y  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t  I a t  t i m e  T1 
USAGE : 
A1 = a c c e l e r a t i o n  o f  c o n t o u r  p o i n t  I a t  t i m e  T1 
(c )  The s lope  o r  cu rva tu re  cond i t i ons  a t  the  end o f  t h e  
cub ic  sp l ine  segments are obta ined by in terpolat ion.  
( d )  N o n - l i n e a r  c u b i c  s p l i n e s  a r e  f i t t e d  t o  each curve 
segment. 
(e) Al these da ta  fo r  the  contour  a t  time T are saved 
i n   d i s c   f i l e  ID2. 
CALL  NEWCTl ( A ( N l ) ,  ..... A(N30), N, M) 
I n p u t  A ( N I )  = the  addresses o f  storage aveas  used by 
the subrout ine 
N,  M avai lable  d imensions used  by the  subrout ines 
t o  dimension the arrays. 









FgRTRAN IV subrout ine NEWCT2 
To compute cross cut  contour  data at  a value o f  T which i s  
t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  a new geometry data f i l e .  
The method i s  the same as i n  NEWCT1, except  that  no i n t e r -  
p o l a t i o n  needs t o  be done- s ince T co inc ides  w i th  T1, the 
s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  a geometry d a t a  f i l e .  
But as T i s  the end o f  a geometry data f i l e  as we l l  as the  
s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  o f  a new f i l e   t h e  number o f  p o i n t s  on the two 
ident ica l  con tours  a t  T may be d i f ferent .  Therefore,  the 
va lue  o f  W a t  t h e  new contour points i s  computed  by i n t e r -  
p o l a t i o n  between t h e  o l d  c o n t o u r  p o i n t s  a t  T. 
USAGE : See NEWCTl 





5.7 Primary  Over1  ay (5,O) 
In  th is  over lay  the  in tersect ions  o f  the  gr id  l ines  wi th  the  contour  
are  found i n  subroutine INTCBN. Using  this  information, maps o f  
inside, '  between' and Lax-Wendroff points are produced i n  subroutine 





FflRTRAN I V  subroutine MAPS 
To d i r e c t  work i n  t h i s  o v e r l a y .  
P a r t i t i o n s  work ar ray  A ,  ca l ls  pr inc ipal  subrout ines 
INTCBN and MAPIT,,and t imes the overlay. 
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SUBJECT:  FeRTRAN IV subkutihe INTCeN 
PURPOSE: To find  intersection b f  the grid lines with the kontour. 
METHOD: The cubic curves which  dmpri se ttie contour are considered 
one a t  a timi and thetr intekections with ttie NX vertical 
grid 1 ines are fdund and Saved in array VX.  The intersections 
with the NY horizdntdl grid lines are saved in array V Y .  
. 1  




SUBJECT:  FgRTRAN IV subroutine INTCUB . '. . 
PURPOSE: , . . .  To find  the  intersection. of a g r i d  l ine w i t h  a cubi,c 
. .  
defining, the ,dontour :between..two  contour points. : . .  . . 
METHOD: . , .. The cubi:c  .equation - i s  Set up  and the. polynomial equation 
. .  '. solver ,R(a@T3.- i-s c a l  led. - ,  .. : . . ' ! : I  
USAGE : ,. CALL- INTEUB (11, X@, :Y@, .D, CS,  .SN, ,Cl , .   C2,  C3,  SS,  A ,  
B,  CTBLCF,  TBLS,  NR,  XR,  YR,  NS) I;-. . .  . . . .  .. , .  
YRE F 
4 
I n p u t  I1 
xa, Y0 
D 
CS,  SN 
c1, c2, c3 
ss 
As B ,  C 
TPLCF 
t@LS 
cubic segment extends from contour point I1 
t o  ( I 1  + 1 )  
reference coordinates of contour point I1 
chord distance from p o i n t  I1 t o  ( I1  + 1 )  
cosine, sine of angle made by XL with XREF 
coefficients of cubic YL=Cl*XLtC2*XL**Z+C3*XL**3 
arc length of cubic from I 1  t o  (I1 + 1 )  
AX+BY+C = 0 is s t r a i g h t  l ine i n  reference axes 
tolerance used t o  suppress smal 1 coefficients 
of the cubic 
tolerance t o  which an arc length must  be  computed 
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NR number o f  intersections o f  cubic with given line 
X R ,  Y R  arrays o f  length 3. They contain in reference axes 
the coordinates o f  N R  intersection points. 
NS i s  an array of length three. Each cell contains the 
information about the position o f  the intersection 





FgRTRAN- IV subrout ine MAPIT 
To t a g  each. g r i d  p o i n t  so t h a t  i t  can be i d e n t i f i e d  as 
an ou ts ide  po in t ,  o r  a ,'between' p o i n t  or a Lax-Wendroff 
p o i n t .  
I n t roduc t i on :  
N Y . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . .  . . .  
. . .  . . .  
. . .  . . .  
1 . .  . . .  
. . .  . . .  
. . .  2 . . .  
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 2  I NX 
These are NX*NY g r i d  i n t e r s e c t i o h  p o i n t s .  L e t  KW = 
1 t (NY-1)/60.  Consider  the  array MAP(KW, NX) .  This 
doubly dimensioned Fortran array may be regarded as  a 
two d imens iona l  a r ray  o f  b i ts ,  NX columns o f  60*KW b i t s  
each. The f i r s t  NY b i t s  o f  t h e  I t h  column are assumed 
t o  correspond t o  t h e  N Y  g r i d  p o i n t s  i n  t h e  I t h  column. 
L e t  a b i t  be assigned the value 1 if the corresponding 
g r i d  p o i n t  l i e s  o u t s i d e  t h e  c o n t o u r  and zero if it  l i e s  
i ns ide .  Then we say t h a t  we. have a map o f  o u t s i d e  p o i n t s .  
I n  a s i m i l a r  way a map o f  Lax-Wendroff points i s  obtained 
if the b i ts  corresponding to  Lax-Wendrof f  po ints  are set  
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t o  1, t h e  o t h e r  b i t s  b e i n g  s e t  t o  z e r o .  The same method 
i s  a p p l i e d  t o  between' po in ts .  Thus we have  a  compact 
, means o f   s to r i ng   i n fo rma t ion   abou t   t he   g r i d .  
Us ing  the  con tou r  g r i d ,  i n te rsec t i on  i n fo rma t ion ,  
MAPFJUT i s  generated. It i s  a map o f  t h e  o u t s i d e  p o i n t s  
fo r  the  present  t ime s tep .  
A map o f  p o s s i b l e  between po in ts  fo r  t he  nex t  t ime  
step (MAPBNW) i s  now generated. The b i t  corresponding 
t o  a g r i d  p o i n t  i s  s e t  t o  u n i t y  i f  the  contour 
i n te rsec ts  any o f  t h e  s i d e s  o f  t h e  f o u r  g r i d  r e c t a n g l e s  
centered on t h e  g r i d  p o i n t  
The map  (MAPBgL) o f  poss ib le  'be tween '  po in ts  fo r  the  
previous t ime step i s  read i n  f rom disc.  The map o f  
between po in ts  (MAPBET) i s  t h e  l o g i c a l  i n t e r s e c t i o n  of MAPBgL 
and MAPaUT . 
The map  (MAPLXW) o f  Lax-Wendroff points i s  then produced. 
Those points which are not between po in ts  and l i e  
outside  the  contour  are  Lax-Wendroff  points. 
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(e )  A l i s t  LISTB o f  between  points i s  generated. 
LISTB(NBT) = lOOOO*I+J, when between po in t  number NBT 
i s  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  of the I t h  v e r t i c a l  g r i d  l i n e  and 
t h e  J t h  h o r i z o n t a l  g r i d  l i n e .  
( f )  MAPglUT,  MARBET,  MAPLXW, and  LISTB are  saved on d isc  




SUBJECT: FORTRAN IVsubrout ine R00T3 
PURPOSE : To f i nd   t he   roo ts   o f   a  po l ynomia l  o f  degree 1 ess t h a n   o r  
equal t o  3. 
Uses the  Newton-Bairstow method. See f o r  example E l l en -  
berger, K. W .  ,"On Programing the Numer ica l  Solut ion of  
o f  Polynomial  Equations" CACM, Vol. 3 ,  No. 12,  1960,  p. ,644. 
CALL  RBgT3 (N, A, U, V, CgNV) 
I npu t  N degree o f  po lynomia l   to  be solved. N L, 3 
A one dimensional  rray o f  polynomial   coeff ic ients,  
A (1 )  be ing  the  coe f f i c i en t  o f  xo. A must  be 
o f  dimension N + 1. 
output  u one d imens iona l   a r ray   o f  rea l   par t   o f  roo ts ;  
dimension N 
V one d imens iona l   a r ray   o f   imag inary   par t   o f  
roots;  dimension N 
C0N V F ina l   to lerance i,f solved,or  error code. 
ERROR RETURNS Er ror   cond i t ion  ClbNV = -1.  returned i f  A(N+l)  = 0. 
E r ro r  cond i t i on  C0NV = -2 .  re turned i f  to lerance E equals 
machine i n f i n i t y .  
Success cond i t i on  CgNV = 0. i n d i c a t i n g  f i n a l  t o l e r a n c e  used 
f o r  convergence t e s t .  
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5.8 Primary  Overlay (6,O) 
In  th is  over lay  the  core  o f  the  computa t ion  is  done. Most o f  t h e  
f i e l d  p o i n t s  a r e  updated using the Lax-Wendroff f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  
technique. The overlay probram, i s  LAXWDF. The pr incipal   subroutine 
i s  LXWN. 
. I  
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SUBJECT: FORTRAN 'IV program LAXWDF 
PURPOSE: To p a r t i t i o n   t h e  work array  A for the  pr inciple  subroutine 





FJbRTRAN. I V  subrout ine LXWN 
To implement the Lax-Wendroff f i n i t e   d i f f e r e n c e  method. 
The equations for the Lax-Wendroff method are described 
i n  3.2.2 o f  P a r t  I .  
USAGE : 
The procedure may be broken up i n to  the  fo l l ow ing  s teps .  
(a) MAPLXW i s  read i n  f rom d isc so t h a t  any g r i d  p o i n t  
( I  J) can be checked t o  see i f  it i s  a Lax-Wendroff 
p o i n t  and needs t o  be updated. 
(b )  The va lues  o f  W a t  the prev ious t ime step are brought  
i n t o  c o r e  f r o m  d i s c  f i l e  I L 1  one b l o c k  a t  a t ime. The 
Lax-Wendroff points i n  t h e  b l o c k  a r e  updated. 
( c )  The computations  are  organized so t h a t  t h e r e  i s  no 
unnecessary  recomputation. Each updated  block i s  
saved on d i s c  f i l e  I L 2 .  
CALL  XWN (A(Nl), . . . . . A(N14) "3, . . . . . .NY) 
Inpu t  A(N1) the  addresses of   storage  areas used  by 
the subrout ine 
MM3 . . NY variable  dimensions used i n  LXWN t o  
dimension the arrays 










FBRTRAN IV subroutines F F ,  GG, FG 
These subroutines compute the vectors f only, g only, 
and both f and g from vector w .  . I  
w, f, g are defined in Section 3 .2 .2  o f  Part I .  
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5.9 Primary Over1 ay. (7 ,O) 
In this overlay, simultaneous linear equations, Ax = B, t o  update 
the 'between' points are set up  and solved. 'Between' points are 
those grid intersection points near the boundary which cannot be 







is the program i n  the overlay 
sor ts  out  the geometry associated w i t h  
computes contributions to the B matrix 
contour 
computes contributions to the B matrix 
points 
computes the A matrix 
each  'betweeri"point 
from t h e  boundary 
from the Lax-Wendroff 
solves the equations us ing  Gauss-Seidel i t e ra t ion  
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SUBJECT: FBRTRAN’ IV program BETWN 
PURPOSE: . This i s  the program in the overlay. I t  cuts Up the work 
array A, calls the principle subroutines and times the 




FPRTRAN IV subrout ine LAPGUN 
To compute the  coef f i c ien ts  o f  the  Lap lace  s ta r  assoc ia ted  




I f  S, E, N, W are equispaced from P, then a good estimate 
f o r  f i s  .25*(fS + fE + fN + f W ) .  T h i s  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  
t o  a d i s c r e t i s a t i o n  o f  t h e  d i f f u s i o n  e q u a t i o n .  I f the 
points  are not  equispaced f rom P, a d i s c r e t i s a t i o n  o f  t h e  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  f o r  u n e q u a l l y  spaced p o i n t s  i s  used. 
P 
fE - fp ' fp - fW 
hE hW 
- 
= o  
hE + !'W + hi\l + hS 
2 2
1 - 
*S - hS (hN + hs) D 
AE - 
- 1 
hE (hE + hW) D 
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SUBPROGRAM: 
The l i s t  of 'between' points LISTB i s  read i n  f rom disc f i l e  
ID1. The arms hs, h, hW are computed f o r  each p o i n t  
us ing  the  con tou r  i n te rsec t i on  i n fo rma t ion  wh ich  i s  read  in  
f r o m  d i s c  f i l e  ID2. AS,  AE,  AN, A,, are  computed and  saved 





FgRTRAN IV subrout ine RHSBND 
T o  compute the  cont r ibu t ion  f rom the  boundary  contour  to  
t h e  r i g h t  hand sides of the equations t o  update the between 
po in ts  . 
METHOD: 
S- 
The e q u a t i o n  f o r  t h e  p o i n t  P i s  
f p + A S f S + A i f E + A  N N  f + A  W W  f = O  
W, N are po ints  on the contour.  fN , fW are found by 
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  between the  contour   po ints .  Assume t h a t  
S, E are  a lso between po in ts .  The equation i s  rearranged 
t o  read 
fp + AS fS + AE fE = - A f 
-ANfN - A W f W  i s   t h e   c o n t r i b u t i o n   f r o m   t h e  boundary 
N N - AW f W  
t o  t h e  r i g h t  hand s ide  o f  the equation. 
The subrout ine RHSBND computes these cont r ibu t ions  to  the  
r i g h t  hand s ide  B which i s  a NBT*4 m a t r i x  where NBT are the 
number of unknowns. Therea re  fou r  r i gh t  hand sides corresponding 
to  the four  independent  var iab les i n  t h e  p a r t i a l  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
equations namely W(1), w(2) ,  w(3) ,  W(4). 
SUBPROGRAMS: Pas I TN 
ENDFL 
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FgRTRAN IY subroutine RHSLXW SUBJECT: 
PURPOSE: To compute the contribution from the regular g r id  points 




The equation for the 'between' point P i s  
f p  + AS fS  + AE f E  t AN f N  + AW f W  = 0.  
Assume S ,  W are  also  'between'  points. Then fS ,  fW a re  
unknowns in  the  equations.  If E, N are Lax-Wendroff points 
then fE, f N  have a1 ready been  computed. Therefore the 
equation is 
f p  + AS fS AW f W  = - AE f E  - AN f N  
-AEfE - ANfN is  the  contribution from the Lax-Wendroff 
points t o  the right hand side o f  the equation. 
The subroutine RHSLXW computes these contributions t o  the 
r i g h t  hand side B which i s  a NBT*4 matr ix  where NBT are the 
number of  unknowns. There are four right hand sides 
corresponding t o  the four independent variables in the 






FgRTRAN IV subrout ine LHS 
To compute the  ma t r i x  A for  the l inear  equat ions AX = B 
which  update  the  'between'  points. 
The diagonal  elements o f  m a t r i x  A a r e  a l l  u n i t y .  Each 
'between' point can be connected t o  a t  t h e  most f o u r  
other  'between'  poiqts.  Therefore,  the maximum number o f  
non  zero  off-diagonal  elements i n  a  row i s  f o u r .  The 
m a t r i x  i s  saved i n  a compacted form i n  a NBT*4 array AA. 
An a u x i l i a r y  NBT*4 ar ray  NN contains informat ion about 
the in terconnect ions among the  'between'  points. 
Here i s  an i l l u s t r a t i o n .  I f  t h e  f i r s t  two equations  are 
x1 + .75 Xl0 + .01 Xll = 2. 
X2 + .60 X,o + .15 X15 + .05 x21 = 3.5 
Then AA = .75 .01 0 0 
.60 .15 .05 0 
- 













FPRTRAN IVprogram SPLVE. 
To solve a s e t  o f  simultaneous l inear equations. 
S ince the equat ions to  be solved are sparse, an i t e r a t i v e  
method  (Gauss-Seidel ) i s  used.  There  are  four  sets of 
s imultaneous l inear equat ions as t h e r e  a r e  f o u r  r i g h t  . 
hand sides. The i t e r a t i v e  process i s  stopped when 
.TP)LSPL * ELMX4 
mximum change i n  Wr between previous and 
p r e s e n t  i t e r a t i o n  
maximum value o f  
p resen t l y  se t  a t  
l y  takes 3 t o  10 i 
w4 
.OOOl 
t e r a t  
i n  subrout ine I N I T  
i o n s  t o  a t t a i n  t h i s  
to1  erance . 
SUBPROGRAMS : Pas ITN 
ENDFL 
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5.10 primary  Over1  ay (10,O) 
In this overlay the updated values of W for the 'between' points 
i s  merged with the flow field values for the regular grid points. 
The time step i s  computed to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs stability 




FflRTRAN IV program STBPRN 
I t  is the program i n  t h e  overlay. Cuts up work array A 






FPRTRAN IV subrout ine STPR 
To compute the t ime step f rom the gr id  po ints  and p r i n t  
o u t  t h e  f l o w  f i e l d .  
The f l o w  f i e l d  d a t a  a t  t h e  'between'  points i s  merged w i t h  
the data for  the Lax-Wendroff  points.  The f l o w  f i e l d  i s  
p r i n t e d  o u t  i f  IPRNT.:# 0. The new t ime  s tep  fo r  t he  g r id ,  
DTPIUT, i s  computed accord ing to  the formula in  subrout ine 
DELTAT. 
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SUBJECT : FBRTRAN I V  subroutine STPRB 
PURPOSE : Initialises the flow field a t  the start o f  a run. 
METHOD: Sets the flow field values to free stream. 
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6 .O FILE DESCRIPTION 
There  are  e igh t  f i l es  used. Seven a r e  d i s k  f i l e s .  The l a s t  f i l e  
i s  used t o  save data required t o  r e s t a r t  t h e  r u n .  It i s  usua l ly  a  
tape. The t a b l e  below  summarizes  -the f i l e  informat ion.  
FILE 
NAME 







I R  
IW . 
102, ID1 
IL2,   IL1 
I CT 
I S V  
BCD OR DISK OR 
BINARY TAPE COMMENTS 
B CD Disk 
Scratch  Contains  conf igurat i   Disk Binary 
Scratch  Disk Binary 
Scratch  Disk Binary 
Scratch [ .  every  t ime  step Disk Binary 
Scratch  Roles i ntetchanged  Disk Binary 
outeut  D i  sC BCD 
I n p u t  
r 
. .  
data 
B i  nary  Save-tape  Data  saved f o r  Tape 
r e s t a r t  . 
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Each o f  t h e  f o u r  f i l e s  ID1,  ID2, IL1,  IL2 i s  a s c r a t c h  f i l e  on 
disc containing binary data.  There I s  .:one or more f i l e s  on  each 
o f  these scratch uni ts .  Each l o g i c a l  f i l e  c o n s i s t s  o f  one o r  more 
records. Each reco rd   cons i s t s   o f  a se t   o f   a r rays .   Four   tab les  
fo l low.  Each i s  a sequent ia l  l i s t   o f  READ/WRITE statements  addressed 
t o  ' t h e   s c r a t c h   f i l e s  ID1, ID2,  IL1,  IL2. The I/@ statements 
i n  over lay BNDRC a r e  o m i t t e d  f r o m  t h e  l i s t  as they are almost 
i d e n t i c a l  w i t h  t h o s e  i n  o v e r l a y  BNDRY. For  convenience  the  overlays 
















































LOG1  CAL 
F I L E  
1 




















XP, YP, DP, CSP, SNP, C lP ,  C2P,  C3P,  SP 
WCP 
I X ,  VX, IY, VY, NSX, NSY 
WCP 
(JPT ,   IPT ,  WCP) 6*NC records 
XD,  YD,  XDD, YDD 





L I S T B  
MAPL XW 
L I S T B  
S a L  
L I S T B  
SW- 























































-~~ ~ . "" 
CONTENTS 
.. - . ~ ~ ~. 
MAPBeL 
WCP, CgSN, SINN, CUR, W4 
( J y  1, X, Y )  6*NC records 
( J ,  I, X, Y )  6*NC records 
WCP, CflSN, SINN, CUR 
w4 
~- . ~___- 
X, Y, C y  CS, SN, C1,  C2,  C3, S ' ,  S, NPTA 
XD, YD, XDD, YDD 
wc 
X, Y ,  D, CS, SN, C1 , C2,  C3, S 




I X ,  VX, IY, VY,  NSX,  NSY 
wc 
~ ~ " 
TABLE 3 SEQUENTIAL 1/0 LIST FOR F I L E   I D 2  
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~" ~ - .  "" 
READ/ 
CONTENTS F I L E  WRITE  SUBROUTINE OVERLAY 
LOGICAL 
~ ~. 
. ~ . .  . ~ 
~~ ~ ~~ . 
BNDRY 
LAXWND 
w1, w2, w3, w4 1 READ BNDINT 
w7 ,  w2, w3, w4 7 .  WRITE  STPR STBPRN 
w1, w2, w3, w4 1 READ LXWN 
- ~ . . ~  ~ ~ ~_ - ~~ L 
TABLE 4 SEQUENTIAL 1/0 L I S T  FOR F I L E  IL1 
- . " - ~ ~ ~. .. .~ ~ "" ~ ~ ~~~ 
READ/ LOG1  CAL 
OVERLAY  CONTENTS F I L E  WRITE SUBROUTINE 
~ _" ~" . -  ~~~ ~ 
CAXWND 
BETWN 
w1,  w2, w3, w4 1 WRITE LXWN 
w1, w2, w3, w4 1 READ  STPR  STBPRN 
w1, w2, w3, w4 1 READ. RHSLXW 
"_ .. .- ~ 
" -~ - . ~ . ." - 
7- - - .   . -  - -" " . ~ 
TABLE 5 SEQUENTIAL 1/0 L I S T  FOR F I L E   I L 2  
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II I I 
7.0 SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA 
The input data preparat ion and p r in ted  ou tpu t  a re  desc r ibed  in  
the sect ion on computer usage, t h a t  i s  S e c t i o n  4 o f  P a r t  I. 
The computer i n p u t  and ou tpu t  da ta  fo r  a typical problem, namely 
a cone a t  an a n g l e  o f  a t t a c k , a r e  g i v e n  i n  t h e  p r i n t  o u t  t h a t  f o l l o w s .  
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CIRCULAR CONE HALF ANGLE = LO DEG ANGLE OF ATTACK = 5 DEG MACH NO = 6 
NX  NY 
26 5 1  
noy ox DY OS ON 
25 .010000 .010000 .010000 .OICOOO 
UN1 FY FSMN GAMMA ALFA0 











T HX NTMX 
1.0000 3 
K Y  
2 
MAR l a *  1971 
0000001000 
IOCTL 
























































CIRCULAR CONE H A L F   A N G L I  = 10 OEC 
CONE SEMI-ANGLE 9 10.0000 DEGREES 
F I L E  11 12 N 
1 .2000 1.0000 19 
2 1.0000 2.0000 37 
S T A R T 1  CALLED 
STARTING  VALUE OF T = .200000 
GEOMETRY I O U N I T  SET AT F I L E  P O S I T I O N  1 
C P e P P t   T I M E S  TO S I N I T I A L I S E  S ARE(SEC1 
CPsPP  T IMES F O R  S RESET S ARE  ISEC)  
CPIPP TIMES  FOR S BNORY S ARE  (SECJ 
I * X * Y I C ~ ~ C ~ S C ~ ~ S  ARE 
















































CP;PP T I M E S  FOR S F I N O C T  S ARE ( S E C I  
CP, PP TIMES FOR S MAPS S ARE ( S E C I  
'CPIPP TINES FOR Z LAXWND S ARE ( S E C )  
CPvPP T I N E S  FOR : S BETWN S A R E   I S E C )  
CP,PP 1 IMES FOX S STBPRN S ARE t S E C l  
C P ' * P P   T I M E   I S E C )  FOR T H I S  T I M E  STEP 
T = .iooooo 
NT = 0 
YEW T I M E  STEP  BEGINS 
+***t***+c**+++s**+*+ 




.oo 053 T - .200030 NT = 
. 00 75 T .ZOO000 .NT = 
-e08748866 























































0 10 1.85 T .2000@0 NT = 
.09 1.57 T = .200000 NT = 
.01 .53 T .200000 NT - 
.oo e 6 5  T .ZOO030 NT . =  



























NT T DT OTFRST 
1 o220475 .020475 0027565 






























































































































- e 1 3 1 8 3 6  
121748 -. 109787 
-.075610 
-e094127 





























e 1 6 3 6 1 6  
m173856 
177325 
CPvPP  TIMES FOR S BNDRY S ARE lSECl 












OTBND DTOUT I YDCT 
0 e020475 -027565 




















































1. L a4959 
1.225479 
1 148352 

























































































- e  0 05 729 
-.008840 
-.o 12  182 
-.015726 













- 8 8  3.98 T -220475 NT - 
-e08748866 12.91065925 -.00000000 






































































































.C94221 1 4  
00C2816 15 
-001724 15 








































































































CPIPP TIMES FOR J - F I N D C T  J ARE lSECl 010 1.87 T = .2204n NT = 1 
CPIPP TIMES FOR 5 MAPS S ,ARE (SEC)  16 1.83 i e220475 NT = 1 
CPIPP TIMES FOR S LAXWND S ARE (SEC) -61 2.27 T * -220415 NT - 1 
NO GF BETYEEN  POINTS ARE 13 
L I S T 6  
-I lC022 10030 20022 20030 * 30022 30030  40023  40029 50024 50325 50026 50027 50028 
I T E R I D E L M X ~ ~ E L M X ~ I R A T I O ~ T O L S O L  ARE 5 .00003357  1.5962 2  .000 21  .000L0000 
CPwPP T IMES FOR S BETYN S ARE (SECI  .28  2.32 T = .2204r5 I T  * 1 
CPIPP T IKES FOR S STBPRN S ARE ( S E C I  .44 2-12 T = .220475 NT - 1 
-I 
CPIPP T I N E   ( S E C )  FOR THXS TIME STEP 
TOTAL SINCE  LOAD 
2.50 
7.96  141.68 
17.58 
T * -220175 
NT = I 
NEW TIME  STEP BEGINS ***+**+++**++**++***+ 
NT 7 DT DTFRST  DTBND  DTOUT I N E T  
0 2 m242904 -022429  -027515 .O22129 -022907 










, 9 1.450323 
10 1.4G7206 












ARE I SEC) 
YC 3 
--211326 
-.204420 -. 188154 




























































































































u s 1  
2.071566 


















CPVPP T I M E S  FOR 
.174640 
160092 




















203 12 7 
178069 




















1 1  .04217976 
.042a3045 






































ARE ( S E C I  
1.762251 
3.650750 




























































1.093232 . -013277 
1.075059 -0 11 557 
1.963071 .009217 
1.047685 -00 6529 
1.036534 -001965 
1.936343 .003c30 
1.039163  .0 41Cb 






1.281455 . -004597 
1.216348  .000811 





1.122756  "007429 




1.042188  "003399 
1.C43222 .oco@oo 


























































.C2C372  12 
.Oll'47  13 
.015030 14 
.009381  16 
.006394 17 
,006402 19 
.@Ob472  19 
.0282@5 1 1  
.Oll727 15 


























. 0 4 2 8 3 0 4 5  







































































. c v l r 9 5 ~  . lC465493 
.11213723 . llSoC564 
.1272dC99 . 13'?55634 
2 
CPIIP TIMES FOR S MAPS L ARE ( SEC) e 17 1.81 T m242904 NT 
CPIPP TIMES. FOR 5 LAXYND L ARE. (SECI 64 t o 2 7  T 9 e242904 NT. 
NO CF BETWEEN.P(I1NTS ARE 8 
LIST8 
30022 30030 40622 4063C 50023  5 024  '50028  5 029 
I T E R I D E L ) ~ ( ~ ~ E L M X ~ ~ R A T ~ O I T O L S O L  ARE 4 .00002923 2.12301865 .00001377 
CPIPP TIMES. FOR S BETYN t ARE (SECJ 0 2 7  2.36 T = .242904 NT - 
CPIPP TIMES FOR S SIBPRN S ARE (SEC) . 4 5   l e 9 7  T * -212904 NT - 
CP,PP T I n E  ISEC) FIX THIS TIME STEP -2 045  




NEY T IME STEP  BEGINS 
**+***~*****8+88***** 
NT 1 DT DTFRST oTem DTOUT INDCT 
0 3 0264850  a021946  - 27565 -021946 -022718 
A 
.-I a CPIPP T I R E S  FOR S RESET S ARE ( SEC 1 .02  2.52 T 1 0264850 NT - 
I YS1 ws2 us3 us4 PRES TEMP VTANG 
1 2.5cj9559 .00000b -.458372  4.624906  3.91 74  1.47 542 .O@GOOO 
3 2.467767 
-0C5243 
.167814 -.4019t)l  4.334688  3.654900  1.456338  .ogalt19
2 2 . 5 7 3 3 ~ 3  .992(;96  -.4445 3  4.5745 1 3.869350 1.471546 
4 2.207677 .21(3.931 -e327113  3.735336  3.089 0  1. 77734 




































































































































































































































22 .8774t l  a 
2l . lZICiC 9 
i9 .196462 10 
37.2'35976  11 
-9.545329 13 
7.610243 14 
C..2bb?7? 1 5  
5 . 2 3 5 7 ; ?  1 5  
5.22?43* 1 8  
5.391C71  7 
5 .166269  19 
35.090155 3 






1 1  
12  
13  
1 4  


















1 . 1 a 3 z w  
298522 
- 3 1 5 1 6 4  








. . m a 5 9  
.C15972 
-.ooocoo 




































12  .04300370 





17  e01597239 
ICs 









-.OOYIO940 -. cooooooo 
- 0 1 5 9 7 2 3 9  
. coa 10940 
.02335007 
'a 03001 028 






C P g F P  TIMES FOR S FINDCT S ARE ( S E C I  
CP.PP T I M E S  FOR S MAPS S .  ARE ( S E C )  
CPgPP T I M E S  FOR S LAXWND S ARE ( S E C )  
FIO CF B E T W E E N   P O I N T S  ARE I 7  
L IST8 
lCC2l  10031 2 0 0 2 1   2 0 0 3 1  30021 
bOC27 60028 
I T E R ~ O E L M X C ~ E L M X 4 ~ R A T I O ~ T O L S O L  ARE 6 
C P , P P  T I M E S  FOR S t3ETWN S ARE ( S E C )  





















2 .155 ' i iZ  






















-0 12 155 
-009843 
-039062 




































































-10 1.82 T = .264850 NT * 
.I7 1.81 r = . t64850 NT = 
- 6 5  2.06 T f -26405C N T  = 
30031  43022  4 030  5 0 2  5 023 5 0 9 
.00003780  2.67878442  .00001414
-30 2.39 T = .264850 NT = 
.45 1.90 T -  -214850 NT = 
.915543 



















.?45271  :1 
.936CC9 12 
.025205 13 
.C2 i37?   14  
aC15349 15 
.C127C1 16 
-311326 1 7  


















-13241  192 
13656267 
1467  1341 




C P , ? ?  T I N E  I S E C )  FOR T H I S  TIME STEP 2.56  16.29 
1 a264050 
TOTAL SiNCE LOAD 
NT = 3 
IHFZRMATXCN SAVED 8 TtNTe ISVFP ARE 
RUh TERMINATED eECAUSE NT.GT.NTCIX 






8.0 PROGRAM LISTING 
The following pages contain a listing o f  the  computer program. 
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CVERLAY(CVER,O,O) 
PROGRAM T E A 2 7 0 0 ( I N P ~ T = 1 0 0 2 r O U T P U T ~ T ~ P E 5 ~ I N P U T ~ T A P E 6 ~ O U T P U T ~  * T A P E l = L C 0 2 ~ T A P E 2 ~ T A P E 3 r T A P E 4 , T A P E 4 ~ T A P E 7 ~ T A P E l O ~  
C UNIFIED S U P E R S O N I C - H Y P E R S O h I C   S M A L L   D I S T U R B A N C E   T H E O R Y  
C NASA  CCNTRACT  NAS1-9562   PHASE 2 
COPFON / C M 1  
CGCCCN / CM2 
CCCPON / CP3 
COPPON / CM3A 
COPCCN / C C 3 B  
C n Y P G N  / CM4 
CCPP-ON / C C 4 A  
CCWPCN / CM5 
CCCPCN / C C 6  
COYPCN / C P 7  
CCPPCN / C P 8 A  
CCCPCN / C P 8 B  
CCCCCN / C P l O  
CCPCCN / C M l O A  
CCFCCN / C C L l  
COPPON / C P 1 1 A  
COCPCN / C C l l B  
CCYPCN / C P 1 2  
COPPON / C M 1 3  
CCCPCN / C K 1 4  
CCCPCN / C C 9 S 9  
COCPCN C M ~ B  
/ T I T L E ( 8 ) r  DATE LID ATE^ 
/ ZNX,Z~Y,YZ,DX,CY,OS*CN(  RGX,RDY,RCStRDN 
/ U ~ I F Y , F S H N I G A C P A * A L F A C  
/ C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T ~ , C T ~ , ~ T ~ , C T ~ C T ~  
/ A L F A R , ~ ~ F S I W Z F S , W ~ F S , W ~ F S  
/ CFIDTHXI  DXYSN, C T F R S T I D T C U T ~ C T B K D , C T S T B ~ O T  
/ I C T I I C T F P , T ~ ~ T ~ , N C ~ , N C U R V  
/ TPREV  cT  INOCT,  NTINTFRST 
/ B ~ C I B N C I S C , B N D P R N  
/ A R T V S * G A t r B  
/ TCLS,TGLXITOLCBITOLCF,TOLSCL 
/ N C T R X , N B T K X , N X I N Y , K X * K , Y ~ K N , N B T ~ M M  
/ F S , H L s K B L K S  
/ ICCTL,TMXINTMXITPR 
/ T I M A ( 2 ) r T I ~ B ( 2 ) r T I M S ( 2 ) , T I C T ( 2 1 8 )  
/ I R e I k  
/ I S V ,  I S V F P  
/ I C l * I C 2 , 1 L l , I L 2 r  I C l F P ~ I C 2 F P ~ I L 1 F P v , I L 2 F P  
/ I A L Z R S ~ I A L ~ N S I P S K ( ~ C ~ ~ C S K R G T ( ~ O )  
/ I S T A R T , I S T O P , I S ~ V E , N S A V E  
/ N P R N T * I P R N T , k B U G , I B U G  
hhr~(700a) s F ~ N  = 7oco 
I R  = 5 
Ik = 6 
T I W A ( 1 )  = T I C A ( 2 1  = 0. 
TPR = 2. 
C P R I N T  OUT C C M P I L E   T I M E S  
C A L L  T I Y E R I T ~ R , T I ~ A , T I C B , T I ~ T )  
k R I T E ( I k ~ 6 C C C )   T I M T  
C P R I M A R Y   C V E R L A Y  1 * I h l T *  I N I T I A L I S E S  TI -E   PRCGRAC 
C A L L   O V E R L A Y ( 4 H O V E R r l r C p O )  
2 C O N T  I N U E  
C P R I M A R Y   O V E R L A Y  2 * R E S E T *   R E S E T S   H E  L C C P  
C A L L   O V E R L A Y f 4 H C V E R q 2 r O t O )  
C P R I M A R Y   O V E R L A Y  3 * B N O R Y *   C O M P U T E S  * W *  CN BOUrUDARY 
i F ( B N D o E C o 1 o ) C I L L  C V E R L A Y ( 4 H O V E R p 3  ~ O I C S  
I F ( B N D o E C o 3 o ) C A L L  C V E R L A Y ( 4 H O V E R , 2 7 r O , O )  
C P R I M A R Y   C V E R L A Y  4 * F I N D C T *   F I N D S   k E k  COFtTCUR 
C A L L   O V E R L A Y ( 4 H O V E R r 4 p C , O l  
C P R I M A R Y   G V E R L A Y  5 * M A P S *   C E T E R M I N E S   O U T S I D E * L A X W N C I B E T W N   P O I N T S  
C A L L   O V E R L A Y I 4 H C V E R , S , O , O )  
C P R I M A R Y   C V E R L A Y  6 * L A X k N C *   C P P U T E S  *h* I h  F L C W   F I E L D  
C A L L   C V E R L A Y ( 4 H C V E R r 6 r C r O )  
C P R I M A R Y   C V E R L A Y  7 * B E T W h *  S O L V E S  F C H  *k*  A T  * B E T h E E N *   P O I N T S  
C A L L   O V E R L A Y ( 4 H C V E R q 7 r C q O l  
C P R I M A R Y   C V E R L A Y  8 * S T B P R h l *   F I N E S   * O T C U T *   P R I N T S  * W *  
C A L L   O V E R L A Y ( 4 H C V E R r 8 r C r O l  
cc 9c I=1,2 
T I ~ T ( I I = T I M B ( I ) - T I M S t I ~  
90 T I C S ( I ) = T I M B I I )  
k R I T E ( I k , 6 0 9 C )   T I C T ~ T I C S I T I N T  
GO TO 2 
6G00 F C R I A T ( l H A p * C P , P P   T I C E S  T O  C O M P I L E   A N D   L Q A O   A R E   ( S E C ) * 2 F l O o 2 )  
EN C 

S L B R O U T I N E  C U B A R C ( A I B ~ C A * C ~ ~ C ~ ~ E P S I A R C )  
c FINDS A R C  LENGTH OF cuBlc ( c14x + c2*x**2, + c3*x**3 ) FROM A TO B 
CilMKJN / CUBCOF / C l Z t T W O C 2 r T H R C 3  
COYPON / C P L L  / IRIlk 
EXTfiRRiAL D S B Y U X  
c1z  = c 1  
ThOC2 = C 2  + C 2  
THRC3 = 3.*C3 
CALL CENDRE I DSBYDXI  A *  B p  E P S p  0, ARC*  I E R R  1 
I F  ( 1ERR.EU.O 1 GI2 T O  99 
h K I T E ( I W * 6 )  A * B , C l * C 2 * C 3 * E P S , A H C I I E R R  
6 F O R ~ I T I l H O * * L E G E N D  CAhhCT MEET  RECUIREO  TOLERANCE* / *  
* ~ X I * A V B * S ~ * C Z * C ~ * E P S * A R C * I E R R  ARE* / ,  
* l X ~ 5 F 2 5 . 1 5 / r l X r 2 F 2 5 . L 5 r 1 1 0 )  
0020 CARDS 
SUBRCUTINE  OSBYOX t X t  FX 1 
C FINDS D S / D X  FOR C U B I C   l * x   + C 2 * X * * 2  + C 3 * x * * 3  
COCPCN / CUBCCF / C L ~ T ~ C C Z I T H R C ~  
F = C 1  + X * (  TWOCZ + THRC3*X 1 
RETURN 
END 
F)c = SQRT ( 1. + F * F  1 
SL'BROUTIFtE ENOFL(1CFPpICUNIT) 
CORPON / CHll / IRpIW 
IF( IOFPmGEm 1) GI! TC 10 
kRITE(Ihp6) IOFP,ICUNIT 
6 FORWAT(lHOp* ERROR IN SUBROUTINE  ENDFL  IOFP,IOUNIT  ARE * 214 I 
CALL EXIT 
ICFP = IOFP + 1 
RETURN 
EkD 
10 ENCFILE ICCNIT 
SUBROUT I N E  GENVSK 
C GENERATES MASKS 
MSKRGT( 1) = 1 
GC 2C 1=2159 
20 MSKRGT(1 I  = ~ S K ( I ) . O R . M S K R G T ( I - l )  
RETL'RN 
EFtC 
SUBROUTINE  GENDkE ( A U X ~ A ~ B ~ C O ~ T R , K O D E ~ F I N T L ~ [ R R O R )  LEG 0010 
D I P E N S I O N   A R G ( 1 2 ) 9 h G H T ( l 2 )   L E G  0160 
DATA A R G , W G H T / . 9 6 0 2 8 9 8 5 6 4 9 7 5 3 6 ~ o 7 9 6 6 6 6 4 7 7 4 1 3 6 2 7 ~ o 5 2 5 5 3 2 4 0 9 9 1 6 3 2 9 ~ ~  LEG 0170 
C~1~~~434642495650~~~989400934991650~~944~75023073233~ LEG 0180 
~ . t i t ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 3 ~ 7 ~ 3 2 . , . 7 ~ ~ 4 o ~ ~ o a ~ s s o o ~ , . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  LEG 0190 
C~45R016777657227~o28L603550779~S9~o~95012SO9837637~ LEG 0200 
C o 1 0 1 2 2 B 5 3 6 2 9 0 3 7 6 ~ o 2 2 2 3 8 1 0 3 4 4 5 3 3 7 4 ~ ~ 3 1 3 7 0 6 6 4 5 ~ ~ / 7 8 8 7 ~  LEG 0210 
C . 3 6 2 6 ~ 3 7 8 3 3 7 8 3 6 2 , . 0 2 7 1 ~ 2 4 5 9 4 1 1 7 ~ 4 , o ~ 6 2 2 5 3 ~ 2 3 9 ~ 8 6 4 7 ,  LEG 0220 
C.C9515A511682493,.12462897l~S~~34,~~149~959~88l~S77~ LEG 0230 
C ~ 1 6 9 1 5 6 5 1 9 3 9 5 0 ~ 3 ~ ~ 1 8 2 6 0 3 4 1 ~ 0 ~ 4 9 2 4 ~ o 1 8 9 4 5 0 6 1 0 4 ~ 5 0 6 8 /  LEG 0240 
OIPfNSION T O P ( 3 1 9 B C T ( 3 ) r S U W ( 3 )   L E G 0250 
T R A F O ( Y J = ( D + C ) / Z o + L D - C ) ~ Y / 2 o  L E G   0 3 1 0  
T O P (  i )=t) LEG 0370 
T C P ( 2 ) = ( B + A ) / 2 .  LEG 0380 
TOP(3)=13 LEG 0390 
B G T ( l I = A  LEG 0400 
6 0 T ( 2 ) = A  LEG 0410 
B O T ( 3 ) = T O P ( 2 )   L E G  0420 
Ll=l LEG 0480 
L2=4  LEG 0490 
10 DO 3C I = 1 , 3  LEG 0560 
C = R C T  I I ) LEG 0570 
G = T O P (  I 1 LEG 0580 
S C V (  I )=O. LEG 0590 
c c  2 0 '   L = L l , L 2  LEG 0600 
Y = - A R G  ( L LEG 0650 
k=kGHT( L )  LEG 0660 
X = T R A F O  ( Y  1 LEG 0670 
S L " l  I ) = S t ! M ( I  ) + F X * h  LEG 0690 
Y = A K t  ( L  1 LEG 0760 
X = T R A F O ( Y )  LEG 0770 
S b P ( I ) = S U M ( I ) + F X + k  LEG 0790 
2C C W T  I ,\UE LEG 0800 
3G S L H ( i ) = S U ~ ( I ) / Z . = ( ~ G )  LEG 0860 
CALL A U X ( X 9 F X )  LEG 0680 
C A L L   A U X I X v f X )  LEG 0780 
3 3  I F  ( K c l C E )  36,40936 LEG 0930 




L E G  1160 
LEG 1170 
LEG 1230 






FUNCTION M A P C H K t   C A P r K k r N X p J p I  ) 
C HAPChK IS ZERO IF B I T  POSITION ( J p i )  OF M A P  IS ZERO 
CIPlEkSICR K A P ( K k r h X 1  
CCRYCN / C R 1 2  / I A L Z R S I I A L W N S , P S K ( ~ O ~ ~ ~ S K R G T O  
J l  .= J - 1 
IlrO = 1 + J1/60  
I@IT = 60 - P O C I J 1 , 6 0 1  
YAPCHK = MSK(IBIT).ANC.YAP(IWO,I) 
RETURN 
EkD 
C S T A T E M E N T   F C h C I C R S o . .  
ITRX=20+N/2 
D@ 40 IT=lrITMX 
C EVALUATE THE RESICUAL VECTGR &NO ITS NORR 
ER=C 
CO 1C  I=lrNMl 
IFIImEQml) GC! TO 8 
A ? (  I )=CB( 1-1  1-CA ( I )  
RI=ABS(A3(: I 1  1 





IF(NlmEQm21  A3(1)=Sl-CA(l) 
I F 1 ~ 2 o f Q m 2 ) A 3 ( ~ ) = C R ( N M l J - S 2  
IF(RNoGToRI1 RI=Rh 
9 IFIRI.GTmEH1 EH=HI 
10  CONTINUE 
IF(ER.LE.TOL) GC TC 50 
C 'SOLVE A TRI-DIAGONAL SET OF EQUATIONS FOR THE NEXT STEP 
40 CONTINUE 
kRITE(IWp100) IT,€R,(A2(IIvI=lrN) 
h R I T E ~ I k r l C l ) ( A 3 I I ) r I ~ l v ~ ~  
h R I T E ( I W ~ 1 5 0 ~   I T M X  
CALL  EXIT 
50 CCATINUE 
C 
C COPPUTE  THE  SPLINE COEFFICIENTS... 
CC 60 I=lvNMl, 
$A=A2( I 1  
SB=TB( I )  
R E I  = l./C(Il 
Al(  I)=SA 
A2 ( I I=-  I2. *SA+SB 1 *RC I 
A 3 I I ) =  (SA+SB)*RGI*RDI 
60 CGNTINUE 
C 
100 FCRCAT(22HlNUMBER CF ITERATIONS=I3/32H PAXIPL'E! OEVIATICN  IN  CURVAT 
*LRE=E11*4///26H  THE  SOLUTION  VECTOR IS*..//f5€24*10)) 
101  FCRCAT(/d26H  THE  RESICUAL  VECTCR IS...//(5E24.10).) 
150 F C R ~ A T ( 6 1 H 1 S U B R C U T I ~ E   K L C S P L   F A I L E C  T C  CCNVERGE TG A CUBlC  SPLINE 
* A F T E R ~ I 3 ~ l O H I T E R A T I O N S l  
RETLRN 
EFiC 
SUBROUTINE POSCON ( N p S p  ARC? J p S S t S l r S Z r S G N  1 
C F INDS PGSITION ON CONTOUR CF P O I N T  SPECIFIED BY PRC LENGTH *ARC+ 
OIREhSION S( 1 J 
SGN = 1. 
IF(ARCmCT.Om)GC T C  2 2 0  
J = l  
110 J =  J +  1 
IF(JmGTiN 1 GO T C  1 2 0  
I F ( A R C o G T . S i J ) )  G C   T G  110 
J = J - 1  
SS 3 ARC - S ( J 1  
GC TO 3 0 0  
120 SGN = - 1. 
J = N  
1 3 0  J = J -  1 
4RD = 2 o * S ( N )  - A R C  
I F ( A R O - L T m S ( J I )  G C  TI! 1 3 0  
SS f ARD - S t J )  
GO T G  3GC 
J = l  
2 3 0 J = J + 1  
J = J -  1 
SS = A R O  - S ( J )  
s2 = -1. - s 1  
RETURN 
EkC 
2 2 0  SGN = -10 
ARO = - A R C  
I F ( A R O o G T o S ( J ) )  G C  TG 2 3 0  
3CO S1 3 S S / ( S ( J + l ) - S ( J ) )  
SUBROUTINE POSITNIIFILl,IFIL2rIOUNITrI~D) 
C *IOUNIT* IS POSITICNEG  IN  *IFILl+  ON  ENTFPING  THIS SUBROUTINE 
C *IOUkIT* t S  POSITIONED A T  S T A R T  OF *IFILL* ON LEAVING  THIS  SUBROUTINE 
C IF * I N C *  IS POSITIVE *BSF* WILL  NOT B E  USEG 
COHCCN / CMll / IRvIk 
IF(IFIL~2oLEoOI GO TO  420 
IF(IFIL1oLE.O) GO TO 110 
IFILO I F I L 2  - IFILl 
IF( IFILD)  lO0,200,3CO 
100  IF(INDoGEo0) GO TO 1 1 0  
C A L L   B S F I - I F I L C ~ I G U N I T I I E R R )  
GC TO 4 0 0  , 
110 R E k ' I N D  IOLiNIT 
60 TO 4 C C  
C,ALL  FSFIIFIL~.IOUNITIIERR) 
200 IF( I h O o G E o O I  GO TO  110 
C A L L   B S F ( 1 ~ I O U N I T ~ I E R R I  
CALk  FSF(lrIOUNIT,IERR) 
GO TO 4 0 0  
300 CA L L   F S F ( I F I L D ~ 1 G U N I T r I E R R )  
400 .IF(XERRoECoO'I  GO T C  500 
420 YRITE(IY,440) I F I L l , IFIL2~IOUNIT,IND~lERR 
440 FORHAT(lHO,*ERROR I &  'PCSITN I F I L l ~ I F I L 2 ~ 1 0 U N I T ~ I N G ~ I E R R  ARE * / 
*lXv5I10) 
CALU  EXIT 
500 IFILl = IFIL2 
RETURN 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE T I M E R I T C R , T I M A , T I M B , T I ~ ~  
C T I M B ( l l r T I M B ( 2 )  ARE C P p P P   T I M E   L A P S E 0  S I N C E   L G A C  I N  SECONDS 
C IF THRoEC.2  C P v P P   T I M E S  ARE  COMPUTED p O T H E R W I S E   C P   T I C E  ONLY 
C I F E N S I C h :  TIMA(2),TIM0(2)rTIM(Z),BLGCK(3) 
CATA Il,I2rI3 / 77776,  7777777700008, l O O O O B  / 
C A L L   C O R E (   B L O C K , 1 9 r 2 p 1  1 
K I L S E C  = B L O C K ( 3 ) . A N D o I L  
I S E C  4 B L C C K I 3 I o A N D . 1 2  
T I H @ ( 2 3  = F l C A T I I S E C / I 3 )  + . O O l * F L O A T ( M I L S E C )  
T I P 1 2 1  = T I M B I 2 1  - T I H A 1 2 1  
R E T L R N  
RETURN 
E k G  
10 TIC@(21 = T I P ( 2 )  = 0. 
S U B R C U T I N E   X Y C C R S  [ X P t  X Q t  C 1 ,   C 2 t   C 3 v  * I h C , T C L S , T C L X , A R C I h t X L O U T I  
* X C t  YG, CS, S N t   X R E F t   Y R E F  1 
C F I N D S  X P C S I T I G N  Ih: L C C A L  A X E S  ANC ( X v Y )  I N  R E F E R E N C E   A X E S  
C C C R R E S P O k D I N G  TC, P R C   L E k G T H   . A R C I N .  
C I F  IND=l * A R C I h +   H A S   B E E N   C E A S U R E D   F R O C   * X P *  
C I F  IhC=2 * A R C I N *  HAS B E E N   P E A S U R E D  FROP *XG* 
EPX = T C L X * ( X C - X P )  
EPS = T C L S * ( X Q - X P )  
C A L L   C U B A R C (   X P , X C P C L ~ C Z ~ C ~ ~ E P S V S T C T  1 
X 1  9 XP 
x2 = xc 
I F  (INC.EC.21 GC T C  5 
SA 3 A R C I N  
F 1  = - S P  
F2 9 S T C T  - SA 
GC  T  1c 
5 E A  = S T C T  - A R C I F i  
F l  = - S A  
F 2  5 S T C T  - SA 
1 C  X3 = [ X l * F 2  - X 2 * F l ) / ( F 2  - F l )  
I F  ( A B S ( X 3 - X l ) - L E . E P X  1 G C  T C  60 
I F  ( A B S ( X 3 - X 2 ) . L E . E P X  1 GC TI2 60 
C A L L   C U B A R C  [ XPI X 3 9  C l t  C 2 ,   C 3 t   E P S t  F 3  1 
F3 F3 - SA 
IF(F l *F3.GT.O. )  GC TC 30 
x 2  = x 3  
F 2  = F3 
cc TC 1c 
30 IF (FZ*F3 .GTo .O.  1 GC  TC 5 C  
x 1  = x 3  
F 1  = F3  
GC T C  10 
5 0  CONT LNUE 
k R I T E ( 1 k 1 5 5 )  I N D ~ X P I X C ~ C ~ I C ~ I C ~ , T C L S I T C L X I A R C I N I X ~ ~ X ~ I X ~ ~ F ~ I F Z ~ F ~ I  
* S T C T  
5 5  FORMAT(lHOp* ERROR I N  XYCORS * / 1 x 1 1 1 0   / ( 1 X 1 5 € 2 5 . 1 0 ) )  
CALL EXIT 
YLOUJ = XLOUT*(Cl + XLOUT*(C2 + XLCUT+C3)1 
XREF = X C  + XLCtiT*CS - YLCUT*SN 
YREF = Y C  + XLCUT*SN + YLOUT*CS 
RETURN 
EKC 
60 XLCliT = X3 
C k E R L A Y ( C V E R s 1 ; O )  
PRCGRAM I N  I T  
C O V E R L A Y ( 1 , O I   R E A D S v P R I N T S   D A T A -   I N I T I A L I S E S .   S L I C E S   A R R A Y  A 
C C C P C N  / C l c l  
C O P P C N  / C P 2  
COCCCN / C C Z A  
C C P C C N  / C P 3  
CCPPON / C C 3 A  
C O P C O N  / C P 3 B  
COCPON / CF14 
C C P C C N  / C C 4 A  
C O P C O N  / C M 4 B  
C C P P C N  / C P 5  
CCPWGN / C Y 6  
C O C P O N  / C l c 7  
C C C P C N  / C C E A  
C G P P C N  / C C B B  
C O P C O N  / C M l O  
C C C C C N  / C P l O A  
COPPGN / C C l l  
C C C P C N  / C K 1 1 A  
CCCMCN / C C l l B  
C C P P C N  / C K l 2  
C G P P C N  / C P 1 3  
CCCPQlrr / C P 1 4  
C C Y P C N  / C C 9 S 9  
/ T I T L E ( 8 ) r   D A T E l r C A T E 2  
/ Z N X ~ Z ~ Y ~ Y Z I D X ~ D Y ~ D S ~ D ~ ~  R C X r R D Y , R C S , K D N  
/ C O Y  r A C D Y  
/ U h I F V r F S M N r G A P P A t A L F A C  
/ C T ~ I C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T S ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T ~ * C T ~  
/ A L F A R ~ W ~ F S I W ~ F S I W ~ F S ~ N ~ F S  
/ C F s C T K X ,   D X Y S K ,  C T F R S T r C T C U T r D T B h C , C T S T t 3 r U T  
/ I C T ~ I C T F P I T L ~ T ~ ~ N C L ~ N C C R V  
/ T P R E V r T , I N D C T r ~ T r ~ T F K S T  
/ @ N D , B N D I S C , B N O P K h  
/ 6 R T V S t G A C B  
/ TOLSrTOLXpTOLCBrTOLCF,TOLSOLSOL 
/ h C T N X r N B T C X t N X , N Y , K X t K Y , K W , N B T , ~ C  
/ C S e C C , K B L K S  
/ I O C T L , T M X r N T M X r T M R  
./ T I F A ( 2 ) r T I M B ( 2 ) r T I Y S ( 2 ) , T I ~ T ( 2 ) , T I ~ ~ 2 , ~ )  
/ I R r  I k  
/ I S V ,   F P  
/ I C l r I D 2 r I L l r I L 2 ,   I C l F P v I C 2 F P ~ I L l F P ~ I L 2 F P  
/ I A L Z R S ~ I A L W N S I C S K ( ~ C ) ~ P S K R G T ( ~ O )  
/ ISTARTIISTOPIISAVEINSAVE 
/ t V P R h T r I P R N T , N B U G p I B U G  
/ h N t A ( 1 )  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9  
C A L L '   G A T E  ( C A T E l r C A T E 2  1 
C HEAD IFC D A T A  
R E A C f I R v 5 1 C )   T I T L E ,  
2 Z N X r Z N Y r A M D Y r D X , D Y t C S , D N r  
3 ~ ~ I F Y r F S M h , G A C ~ A r A L F A C ,  
5 B b J C r @ N C I S C r B h C P R N ~  
8 Z ~ C T C X I Z N B T M X , Z K X , Z K Y  
A E A C ( I R v 5 1 5 )   Z ~ P R K T I Z ~ B U G ~ Z N S A V E  
R k A C ( ' I R . r S 1 5 )   T M X , Z k T W X  
A E A C ( ~ I R ~ 5 2 0 )  I C C T L  
CF = 10 
C T P X  = 9599. 
TCLX = . C C C l  
T C L I  = . C C O O S  
TCCC@= .COG1 
T C L C F z  1 E-08 
TCLSCL = o C C C L  
C PRINT .DATA 
C CORPLTE SOME COKSTANTS 
C U N I F I E G   T H E C R Y   U S E D  
e 2  = F S P N W S C ~  - 1. 
@ = S O R T ( B 2 )  
.GC TC 2C 
1.0 CCNT Ihi l iE 
C L N I F I E C   T H E C R Y  NCT C S E C  
C CONVERT T O  I N T E G E R S  
hPRhl = I h T (   Z h P P h T )  
h B T P X  = I h T ( Z h B T C X 1  
h C T P X  = I N 1 4   Z N C T C X )  
hX I N T I Z k X )  
hY 5 I N T ( Z h Y 1  
K X  = I N T t Z K X I  
K Y  = I N T I Z K Y )  
Kk = 1 + (hY-l)/6C 
h T P X  = I I \ T ( Z k T C X I  
NSAVE = I N T (   Z N S A V E )  
'YZ = AMDY*CY 
P C Y =  I N T ( A P D Y  1 
kekG = INTUNBUG) 




C SET FREE STREAM VALLES 
WLFS = 1. 
KZFS = 0. 
ALFAR = ALfAC*PI/ lBO. 
'TANAL = TAN(ALFAR1 
U3FS = TAhAL 
k4FS = 1. - CT3*(TANALJ**2 
C: = RR*WZFS 
V = RR*k3FS 
vsc  = u*L: + v*v 
VEL 3 SCRT(VSC1 
TEMP = RRW4FS t CT3*VSC 
APLliSV = Cl4*SCRT (TEMP 1 + VEL 
CTFRST = DXYSN/APLLSV 
R R  = l , /cIlFS 
ICT  = 1 
I C 1  = 2 
IC2 = 3 
I L 1  = 4 
I L 2  = 7 
I S W  = 10 
RELiIkO I D 1  
ENDFILE I D 1  
I C l F P  = I 
REkIkD I C 2  
EFiCFILE I D 2  
IDZFP = 1 
REkIhD I L 1  
ENDFILE I L L  
I L l F P  = 1 
REkLhD I L 2  
ENCFILE I L 2  
ILZFP = 1 
hC = NCTPX 
N 1  = 1 
N 2  = N l  + hC 
W3 = N2 + hC 
N 4  * M 3  + NC 
N5 .q N4 + NC 
h6 -* N5 + hlC 
N7 = N6 + NC 
N 8  t N7 + NC 
h9 N8 + NC 
& l o =  N9 + hC 
N11-  N10+ NC 
h12*  N11+ KC 
N13=  N12+ ,FIG 
h14= N13+ NC 
N-153 N14+ kc 
&16+ N15+ NC 
k17= N16+ NC 
k 1 8 1  N17+ NC 
M19= Nl€!+  FiC 
N20=  N19+ NC 
k21- N2G+ KC 
N22= N21+ NC 
N23=  N22+ NC 
k 2 4 =  N 2 3 t  NC 
k25= 'N24+ NC 
CALL: BODGOMtA(N1) r A I N 2 )  
I S A V E  = -1 
I S T C P  = -1 
REA04 I R 9 5 1 5 1  A S T A R T  
I S T A R T   = I N T I A S T A R T )  
IF1XSTART.EC.1) G O  T O  1 0 0  
N8A= N8 + NC 
k9 = N l  
klC = N2 
N11=  N3 
N 1 2 r   N 4  
Fi13.; N l  
N 1 4 =   N 1  
k l 5 =   N 1 4  + NX 
h l 6 ?  N15 + NX*KX 
R 1 7 =   N l 6  + NY 
N l @ =   N 1 7  + NY*KY 
h-19s  N18 + IUX*KX 
N20 = 1 
k 2 1  = 1 
k22 = N 2 1 '  + PM 
K23 = N22  + PM 
R25 = N 2 4  + kC 
, N 2 4  = N23 + PP 
CALL STPRT2 ( A ( N l l r A ( F i 2 l t A ( N 3 l t A ( ~ 4 ) t A ( ~ 5 ~ , P ( N 6 ~ t ~ ( ~ 7 ) ? A ( N 8 ) t  * A I N 8 4 )  t 
*. A ( N 9 ) r A ( ~ l O ) t A ( ~ l l ) t A ( ~ l 2 ~ t  
* A m 1 3 1  I * A ( N 1 4 ) t A ( N l S ) t A ( N 1 6 ) t   A ( N 1 7 ) t A ( N l E ) r A ( N 1 9 1 ,  * A ( h ' 2 C ) r  * A(N2l)rA(h22)tAIN231tA(N24)tA(N25)t * N X t N Y t K X t K Y r K W  1 
GC T C  11C 
L O O  CALL S T A R T 1  
110 CONTINUE 
5 1 0  F C R t A T ( 8 A 1 C / 7 F 1 0 ~ 0 / 4 F l O ~ O / 3 F l O ~ O / 4 F l O ~ O ~  
5 1 5  FORCAT(7FlO.O) 
5 2 0   F C R R A T ( C 1 0 )  
610 FCRCAT(1Hlr8Al0~8XrZAlO/lH~t 
2 8X2HtqX  8X2HNY  8K3HMDYEX2HDX  8X2HDY  8XZHDS  8X2HDN  11X3F10.0t4F10.6 
2 /1HC, 
3 SXSkUNIfY  6X4HfSP:N 5XSHGAYMA 5XfjHALfAD  / lX,F10.013f  10.4  / lHO, 
57X3HBND  4X6HBNDISC / ~ X , Z F ~ O . O / L H O I  
8 5XSHNCTPX  5)rSHNBTPX 8X2HKX  8X2HKY / l X 1 4 F 1 0 . @  1 
6 1 8  FCRMATIlEO~5X5HKPRkT,6X4HNBUG SXSHNSAVE/ lX~3F10.0)  
620 fURHAT(1HO~  7X3HTPX 5X4HNTMX / l X , F l 0 . 4 r F 1 0 . 0 )  
622 FCRMAT(lH0, SX5HICCTL /1X1010 
CALL TIMER(THR,TIMB,TIH'S,TIMT) 
k R I T E 1 1 k , 6 0 1 0 l T I N T  
6010 FGRPAT(lHO,*CPePPp T I M E S  T O  f I r ( i I T I A 1 I S E  f AREtSECl *9'2F10.2) 
SI;BRCUTIIUE  CHECK 
C C H E C K S   T H A l   * h N *  IS LARGE ENCUGH TO SCLVE PRESENT C A S E   B E I N G  
COPP.ON / CM84 / N C T P X , N B T M X , N X , K Y , K X , K Y I K W t N B T p M P  
CCCP,CN / C C 8 B  / W S , M l t K B L K S  
CCFPCN / CP8C / C S O q C L G t K B L K S G  
COCPCN / C l u l l  / I R v I k  
CCPPCN / C P 1 3  / ISTART~IST@P,€SAVE,NSAVE 
COPPCN / C Y 9 9 9  / h N g A ( 1 1  
NC f NCTVX 
N6 ri NBTCX 
K K l  = K X * ( N X + 1 1  + K Y * ( h Y + - l l  
K K 2  = K X * ( 2 * N X + l )  + K Y * ( 2 * N Y + 1 1  
k Y 4  = 4 * N Y  
hY8 = 8*NY 
N Y 1 2  = l 2 * N Y  
kY39 = 3 9 * N Y  
IBNOG = 42*KC s L B h C G  = FiN - I B N C G  
IBNCI = 4*NC + K K Z   + N Y 8  
IBhCR = 49*NC s LBNCR = kN - I B N C R  
I B r v C l  = 5 7 * h C  5 L B h O l  = k N  - I e N C 1  
I R k ' C T  = 2 9 * N C  s LFiWCT = iVN - I N U C T  
I N T C K  = 9*KC s L N T C N  = k N  - I N T C N  
I F A P T  = 2*Kk*r\ iX t K K 1  + hB s L M b P T  = KN - I P A P T  
1L)rkh' = KW*hlX  + K Y 3 9  
I L P G K  = Y*NB s L L P G N  = RN - I L P G N  
I R H S B  = 1 3 * h B  + 4 * h C  s LRI-SB = F;N - IRkSB 
IRHSL = 1 3 * h a  + N Y 1 2  
I L H S S  = 1 3 * N B  s L L H S S  = MN - I L H S S  
ISCLV = 1 7 * N B  0 L S C L V  = k N  - I S C L V  
I S l P R  = 5 * R B  + N Y 4  
P B N D I  = I N N  - I B N D I ) / F i Y 4  + 1 
PLXkh: = (hK - I L X k h ) / h Y 4  t 1 
PRPSL = Ikk - I R H S L ) / K Y 4  + 1 
CSTPR = (F;N - I S T P R J / N Y 4  + 1 
C S  = Y I N C ( C ~ N D I , Y L X W N I C R ~ S L , Y S T P R )  
I f  (CS.LT.1)  M S  = 1 
I 
IFlISTART.EG.4) WS = HSO 
.KBLKS * 1 4 INX-11 /HS 
RL NX - (KBLKS - il*FS 
IF(KBLKS.EQ.1) M S  = HL 
??#! = IrS*kY 
,KBNC I = I.BkC1 + kiY4*( . l rS-11 
KLXIYN = 'ILXWN + N Y 4 * ( l r S - L 1  
KRHSL IRHSL + hiY4*(MS-l) 
LBNDI =: Nlu - KBND I 
.LLXkN = NN - KLXWN 
LRHSL = h.N - KRHSL 
LSTPR = NN - K S T P R  
L E A S T  = PINO( LBNCG, L.BNGI, LBNDR, L'BhlOlt * LNWCT, 'LkTCNt LUAPTT LLXkkc  
LLPGNt  .LRHSLt LRHSB, LLHSS, LSOLV, LSTPR 1 
K S T P R  = I S T P R  + NY.4*(FS-l )  
k R I T E ( I k r b C 0 )  
kRIT 'E( Ik t605)   hCt~BrhXtKY,KX,KYtKWINN 
~ R I T E ( I Y T ~ ~ O )  * 1 BNCG, LBNDG P * IBNGI t KBRC I p LBhG I ? * I BNOR t LBNORT * I B N C l r  LBNG 1 T 
* INkCTt  LNWCT e * INTCNT  LNTCNt * I WAPT P LMCIPTp * ILXWh 9 K-L Xk h t LLXWN, 
I L P G ~ T  LL PGN p * I RHSB P LRliSB 9 * LRHSL t .I<RHSL LRHSLT * N H S S r  LLMSS , * ISOLVI  LSGLVt * ISTPR t KSTPR,  LSTPR 
kRITEIIkt62G) KBLKSTHS,CLvCH 
CALL E X I T  
6 C O  F C R C A T ( l k l * *  C C R E  STGRAGE ANALYSIS * 1 
605  FORCAT( l I+O*  5XSHNCTPX 5XLjHNBTPX 8Y2HNX  8X2HNY  8X2HKX 8X2HKY * 8X2HKh  8 2kh   /1X,8110 1 
620 FCRPAT(LPC9 SXSI’KELKS 8X2HCS  8X2HPL 8X2Ft’W/ l X 1 4 1 1 C  1 
6 3 0  FCRCAT~lHO~lCXlCHSCBRCLTINE~2X18HPINIt4UP * O R C S  RECC~lOXlOHWORDS US 
*ECI  L I X l Z k k G R D S  LhLSEC / l X ,  
*14XCPBNCCGk 9 1 2 0 * 1 4 0 / 1 X  
*14XOt+BNDINT 9 3 1 2 0  / 1 X  
*14X6W@NCREC 9 120 ,140 /1% 
*14X6PBNC1 9 I 2 0 9   I 4 0 / t X  
*14XCHNEkCT 9 12Op140/1X 
*14XtHIhTCGN 9 I 2 G * I 4 G / l %  
*14XCPMAPIT 9 I 2 0 r I 4 0 / 1 X  
*14XbFLXWN 9 3120 / 1 X  
*14X6HLAPCLN * I 2 0 , 1 4 0 / 1 X  
*14XtPRPSekC 9 1 2 0 ,   I 4 0 / 1 X  
*14X6HRHSLXW 3120 / 1 X  * 14 XBHLHS I2C v I 4 0 /  1 X  
*14X6PSLLVE 9 12C,140/1X 
*14Y6HSTPR t 3120 1 
640  FCRPATI lHOp*  CINICUP CIPENSION OF A R R A Y  S A 5  S H O U L C  BE *,110/ 
‘ * l X * *  RUh ABCRTEC* 1 
95 R E T L R K  
EhD 

k R I T E ( I k r 6 1 0 )  BKG,Kl 
610 FUKMATI lHOv * C O N E  S E C I  ANSLE , icADIU'S OF CCNTOUR ARE * 
* . / l X , 2 F ? 0 . 8 / / )  
K E  T L ' R N  
kND 
0031 C A R D S  
S?IRR(IUT I NE TANWEOG 
C COMPLTES  TANGENT W E C G t  I N I T I A L  
CCCF(O?J / cv3  1 U N I f Y I F S ~ ' N I G A P C A * A L F A D  
COPCON i CN3A / C T ~ ~ C T ~ I C T ~ V C T ~ ~ C T S I C T ~ I C T ~ * C T ~ ~ C T ~  
CCCPON / C M l 1  / I R t I l u  
COPCON 1 C C 3 0 1  / I W € D G V  H W E D I X L W E D V W E D L L ~ W E C L ~  
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 ' ~ 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 Y  
P 1 2  = P I 1 2 0  
T O L B =   . C C O l * P I Z  
i ? E A D ( l K 1 5 1 0 )  ALAWD 
ALAPD = 90.- ALAMD 
5 1 0  F O H P A T i  7 F 1 0 . 0 )  
ALAPR = P I * A L A M D / l d O .  
ALFAR = P I * A L F A D / l B O .  
T A N A L F =   T A N t A L F A R )  
TANLAM=  TAh(ALAMR1 
TANTHT = TANALF 
X M 1  = F S P N  
XtL2  = X M l * X M l  




END 0079 CARDS 
SIJBROUT I NE PATCH 
C THIS SUBROUTINE  CGPPUTES FLCh  F IELD VALUES AT THE kING LEADINE EDGE 
PI=3.14159265358979 
P I 2  = P I / Z .  
TOLB= O O . O l *  P I  2 
W E A D ( I H ~ 5 1 O )  ALAPD 
A L A Y O  = 90.- AL'AYD 
READIiR,310)  ASrAE9ANrAWtABOUND 
510 FORWAT(7FlO.O) 









T h t T  = 
TTAL 
X M 1  = 
X M 2  = 
TANTHT:= 
P I *ALAFDI180 .  
P l *ALhAO/ lbO* .  
TAU(  ALFAR 1 
TAN1  ALAHR 
ATAN(ThNTHT'1 




C SET VhLUES T O  R I G H T  OF SHCCK k A V E  
h1R = 1. 
k2R = 0. 
k3R = TANALF 
k4R = 1. - CT3*TAkALF**2 
C COMPLTE d t T A  BY M t T H O D  OF BlSECTION 
G =  
hL 1 
P2 






= (G+l.)*XW2*SINEZ/((G-l*)*XM2*SINB2 t 2 . )  
= 1. + 2o*G*(XK2*SlN82 - l e ) / ( G + L m )  
T A Y L A H  - T T  4L*COS ( B E T A  1 /COS ( BETA-THET 
= , r L l  
= k L I * Q  
= 0. 
= P2 - CT3*WLl*Q**2 
N E  T b R N  
END 
0098 CARDS I 
SUBROUTINE  SETICT(T1 
CCCYON / CY4A / I C T I , I C T F P I T ~ , T ~ ~ N C ~ ~ ~ C ~ R V  
COCPCN / CPll / IR,IY 
CALL POS ITN t ICTFPp 1 9  ICT 9 11 1 
C SElS ICTFP A T  FILE FOR WHlCH I T o G E o T l  o A N G .  T.LToT2 1 
10 REAOIICT)  ICTFPP,TlrTZpNClrNCURV 
IF( LCTFPoEQoICTFPP) GO TO 20 
CRITE(IW,610) ICTFPpICTFPP 
610 fCRWRT11HOp+ IC1 GUT O f  SYNC. ICTFP,IC.TFPP ARE * 2110/1HOp * * RLiN ABORTED * I  
CALL  EXIT 
20 I F  4 T d G € . T l  oAFi0 .  T.LToT2 1 GO TO 999  
CALL  POSITN ( I C T F P r I C T F P + l ~ I C T ~ l l 2 ~  
GO TC 10 
si99 RETURN 
ENC 
SUBROUTINE  STARTl 
COCPON / CR4A / ICTrICTFPvTltT2tNC1,KCURV 
COPPCN / CN48 / TPREVtTrINCCTekT,NTFRST 
CCYYCN / CPll / I R t  Ik. 
COPP(3N / CMllA / I S V ,  ISVFP 
COFPCN / CH1113 / IClvI02rILlrIL2r IDlFPtlC2FPvILlFPpIL2FP 
REWIND I S V  
ISVFP = c 
REAO(  iR1510) T 
REAG(IRt5101 SVFPP 
ISVFPP = INTtSVFPP) 
CJRITE(iSV) DUM 
ENCFILE ISV 
ISVFP = 1 
GG TC 20 
20 CONTINUE 
IF(ISVFPP.GT.11 GC TCi 1C 
10 CALI: POSITN(ISVFPmISVFPPrISVtilll1 
)u T=- 1 
IFtOCT = 1 
NTFRST = NT 
TPREV = T 
CALL  SETICT(Ti 
REA0 t ICT 3 
CALE  ENDFL(lOlFP,ICl) 
kRlTEIIYr6101  TtICTFP 
510 FORCAT(F10.0) 
610 FORWAT(lHO,*  STARTl  CALLED * / 
* l k ! O t *  STARTING VALUE CF T = +tF20-6 / * 1HO,* GEOMETRY IOUNIT  SET A T  FILE POSITION * I5 1 
RETERN 
EN0 
SUBRCUTINE  START2 4 X ~ Y ~ D ~ C S I S N I C ~ ~ C ~ ~ C ~ ~ S ~  * xc,Yctxcc,Yccr 
COYCON / CR4 / CFvC.TMX,  OXYSN, CTFRSTIDTOUT,DTBNG~OTSTB,DT 
CCPWCIY / CM4A / ICT , ICTFP,T l ,T2 ,NCl ,NCURV 
COWYON / CM4B / TPREV,T, INDCTINT~NTFRST 
COWWON / CM88 / CS,ML,K&LKS' 
CaClRCN / CMll / I R v I k  
COYCCN / CM. l lA  I I S V I  I S V F P  
COPPQN / C u l l 8  / l D l ~ l ~ O 2 ~ S L l t l L 2 ~  I D ~ F P I I C ~ F P , I L ~ F P I I L ~ F P  
REbtLND I S V  
ISVPP = G 
REACt IR1515l SVFPP 
515 FORRAT( 7 F l O A O  1 
I S V f P P  = I N T I S V F P P )  
CALL P O S I T N ~ I S V F P ~ I S V F P P ~ ~ I S V 1 L 0 0 1 )  
R E A E t I S V I   D T C U T , D T 0 N O ~ I C T F P ~ T l , T Z , N C 1 ~ N C U R V t ~ P R E V ~ l t I N ~ C T ~ N T  
REMI  f LSV 1 
CALL  SETICT l 1') 
R E A G l l C T l  
NTFRST = NT 
CALL P O S I T N ( I O 2 F P ~ l r I C 2 r 1 2 1 )  
CALL ENOFL f I O 2 F P ~ I D 2 )  

READ ( I S V )  IXtVXpIYrVYpNSXrNSY 
hRITEIIC2) IXtVXpSYrVYrNSXphSY 
C D L L  ENCFL (102FPpI021 
R E A C  ( I S V )  MAPBNk 
kRITE(IG2) PAPBhk 
CALL  ENCFL (IC2FPtIC2) 
C A L L  POSITN(ILlFPrlrILltl21) 

CWERLAY(CVERv2rC) 








C C P C C N  
COYCCN 
CCPPCN 
/ CP4A / I C T I I C T F P * T ~ , T ~ * ~ C ~ ~ ~ C L R V  
/ CP4B / TPREV,T*I~CCTIKT,NTFRST 
/ CC8A / N C T W X ~ N B T M X , N X , N Y , K X ~ K Y I K ~ * N B T , P P  
/ CClC / ICCTL*TMX,kTWX*TPR 
/ Ct'lCA / T I H A ( ~ ~ ~ T I ~ B ~ ~ ) ~ T I Y S ~ ~ ~ ~ T I ~ T ( ~ ) I T I ~ ( ~ ~ ~ )  
/ CPll / I R v I h  
/ CPllB / I C l ~ I 0 2 r I L l t I L 2 ~   I C ~ F P I I C ~ F P ~ I L ~ F P I I L ~ F P  
/ CPl3 / I S T A R T I I S T O P I I S A V E * ~ ' S A V E  
/ C H I 4  / ~ P R ~ T I I P R N T I N B U G * I B U G  
/ C P 9 S 9  / hhrA(11 
IF~CCO(NT,NSAVE).EaoO) ISAVE = 1 
IF(T.GE.TKX) ISAVE = ISTCP = 2 
If(NT.GEokTPXI ISAVE = ISTCP = 3 
IF(hT.EC.NTFRST1 G C  TI! 1 0  
TT = FLCIT(ICCTL1 - TIP@(l) 
77T=TIMTll)+T1P(1,6) 
IF(TTT,CE.TT) ISAWE = ISTCP = 4 




IF(ISAVE.EC.-l) G C  TC 15 
hC = NC1 
h.1 = 1 
h 2  7 N1 + hC 
h'3 = N 2  + hC 
h'4 = h3 + NC 
k 5  = hi4 + hC 
h 6  = N5 + NC 
N 7  = N6 + NC 
he = N 7  + hC 
ISAVE = -1 
I S P V E  = -1 
ISAVE = -1 
C SET PRIhT  INCICES 
IPRNT = C 
IBUG = c 
I F ( Y C D ~ h T + l r h P R h T ) . E C ~ C )  IPRhT= 1 
C RESET I C l v  I C 2  
ICSAVE = I C 1  
I C 1  = I C 2  
I C 2  = ICSAVE 
I F S A V E = I C l F P  
I O l F P = I D 2 F P  
I C Z F P = I F S A V E  
I F l h T o E C o - 1 )  G C  T C  50 
5 0  C C h T I h U E  
CALL  DELTAT 
610 F C R P A T ( l H O * *  RLh TERPIhATEC BECAUSE ToGToTMX * 2F2C.10) 
620 FCRPAT( l I 'O**  RUh  TERCIhATEC BECAUSE NTmGToNTPX * 2120 1 
C 3 C  F C R C A T ( l P C q *  RUFi TERCIhATEC BECAUSE TFERE M A Y  NOT B E  S U F F I C I E N T   C P  * T I C €   A V A I L A B L E  TC CCFPLETE  NEXT  IC€  STEP * / l X r 2 F 2 0 o l O I  
ENC 
SUBRCUT1h.E  CELTAT 
C COMPUTES  *DT* 
COKCON / CM4 / CFIDTMXI DXYSN,  D T F R S T ~ D T C L T ~ D T B N O ~ D T S T B I D T  
CClr lCK / C P 4 A  / ICT~ICTFPpTl,T2,kCl,NCURV 
CCPCCN / C P 4 8  / TPREUITI INCCT,~TINTFRST 
CCPPCN / C P l 1  / I R s I h  
COPPON / C N l l B  / I D l ~ I C 2 r I L l ~ I L 2 r   I O L F P ~ I C ~ F P , I L ~ F P I I L ~ F P  
l u T = h T + l  
I F ( h T . E C . 0 )  GO T C  999 
TPREk  = T 
O T P R V 2  = Ti! - TPREV 
I F I C T S T R . G € , ( . 7 5 * C T P R V 2 ) ~  GG TC 10 
CTSTI? = 4 ~ I H l ~ C T F R S T ~ C T C U T ~ C T 8 ~ ~ ~ G T M X )  
I F ( C T S T B . G E m (  . G T P R V Z ) )  GO TC 20 
C T  = OTSTB 
T = TPREV t CT 
INDCT = C 
GC TC 30 
10 CT = .5*DTPRV2 
T = TPREV + DT 
I k C C T  = 1 
GO TI! 3C 
20 CT = OTPRVZ 
T=T2  




SL'BRCUTIkE  SAVE 4 X ~ Y I C I C S * S N P C ~ ~ C Z ~ C ~ ~ S ~  
X C t Y C * X D C * Y C G *  * kc * I X p V X t I Y p V Y t N S X r N S Y t  * P A P B h k  t * h l r W Z r W 3 r W 4 r  * K P T A  t * & C * k X * h Y * K X t K Y * K k t k C R V  1 
CCPCCN ' /  C P 4  / C F p C T P X *   D X Y S h v  C T F R S T * D T C ~ T t D T B N C I C T S T B I D T  
C C F P C N  / CC4A / I C T * I C T F P * T l t T Z * N C l r h C L R V  
COPCCN / CM4B / T P R E V v T v I N D C T v K T t N T F R S T  
CCCPCN / CPBB / CSVCLIKBLKS 
CCPYCN / C P l l  / I R I I k  
COPPON / C F l l A  / I S V t   I S V F P
COPPCN / C C l l B  / I C ! l ~ I C Z , I L l ~ I L 2 r  I D ~ F P ~ I D Z F P I ~ L ~ F P I I L ~ F . P  
C A L L  P O S ~ I T k l I D Z F P ~ 3 ~ 1 0 2 , 2 2 3  1 
REAL (IC21 X C * Y C v X C C , Y C C  
kRITE(ISV1 XCtYCtXCDtYCG 
CALL  POSITkII02FPt4tIC2t224 1 
REAC (IC21 kC 
kRITE(IS\) kt 
CACL  PCSITh(IC2FPtS,IC2r225) 
AEAC (I021 IXgVXtIYtVYt'NSX*NSY 
LHITEIISV) IXt\,XtIYtVYtNSXthSY 
CALL  POSITN  IID2FPt6,102t226) 




C V E R L A Y ( C V E R r 3 r C I  
FRCGRAC  BNCRY 
COCCCN / C P 4 A  / ICTpICTFPrTl~T2rNC1,RCLRV 
CCCCCN / C P 4 B  / T P R E V r T e I N C C T , h T r N T F R S T  
CCPWCIV / C P 5  / P N D t  EhC I SC 
COPPCN / CF8A / N C T C X r N B T P X r N X r N Y e K X ( K Y , K W 1 N B T r f ’ V  
CCPYCN / C C l O  / 1 C C T L t T M X r h T C X r T C R  
COPPCN / C Y l C A  / T I ~ A ~ 2 l ~ T I M 6 ~ 2 ~ ~ T I C S ~ 2 l ~ T I ~ T ~ 2 ~ ~ T I ~ ~ 2 ~ 8 ~  
COCPCN / C C l l  / I R e I W  
COPHEN / C l r C S 9  / h N r A ( 1 )  
IF!Nf.EC.CI G O  TO $99 
P P l  = P C  + NY 
k P  3 N C 1  
k 1  = 1 
N 4  = N 1  + 1 2 * N P  
tu5 7 N 4  + 3 + N P  
hi0 = N 5  + 3 + h P  
N 7  T N 6  + 3 * N P  
k8 f N 7  + 6 * N P  
Ft9 = N 8  + b * k P  
N l C  = N 9  + NP 
k l l  = hc lC + NP 
h12 3 N 1 1  + FiP 
N 1 3  = N 1 2  + NP 
h.14 9 N 1 3  + NP 
h15 = hy14 + N P  
k l 6  = N 1 5  + N P  
k17 = N16 + N P  
k l  = 1 
K2 f N 1  + 4 + k P  
N 3  5 N2 + C P l  
k 4  5 N 3  t P N l  
Pi5 = N4 + PF11 
h6 = N5 t P M l  
h 7  9 Fi6 + hX 
k.9 v N7 t KX+F;X  
k 9  = Nu8 t NY 
h l C  = N 9  t K Y * k Y  
k l l  = N1C  +KX*kX 
h i  = 1 
h 2  = N 1  t 36*hP 
N3 = N2 t 3eNP 
h 4  3 N3 t 3*NP 
K 5  = Fi4 t 3 3 N P  
N6 = N5 t NP 
K 7  9 '  N6 + FIP 
h8 5 N 7  + kP 
k S  = -N8 t NP 
k1C = N9 + 4*hP 
h l l  = N1C t 4*hP 
h 1 2  = N 1 1  + NP 
I F  ( 6NC.EC.1 1 
*CALL BNOl  I A ( N 1 l r  A I h 2 ) r  A ( N 3 ) r   A ( N 4 ) r  * A ( K 5 ) p  A ( h 6 ) r  A ( N 7 ) r   A ( k 8 ) r  
* A t h 9 ) r  A ( h 1 O l r  A(IU11)t A ( F I 1 2 1 r  IVPr NCURV 1 
h l ?  = N1C 
k 1 2  = N9 
Kl = N3 
h l C  = N2 
N 1  = 1 
h.2 = N l  + h P  
h 3  = N 2  + FiP 

c F I N D S  CC-ORDS C F   6 * h P   P C I h S .   O R T S  TkEM OUT.  STORES TI-EM F O R   B N C I N T  
C F I N D S  ( H I  F C R   2 * N P   C I h T S  AFiO STCRES  TFEC I N  *WCPlIWCP3* 
C COWPUTES  COSN,SIkN,CUR 
COPPCN / CM2 / Z N X I Z K Y , Y Z I D X I C Y I O S , D ~ ,  RCXpRDYpRGSpKDN 
C C P W N  / CM7 / T C L S t T C L X , T C L C @ r T O b C F t T G L S C L  
COPYCN / C P 8 A  / hCTCX,NBTPX,NX,NY,KX,KY,KW*NBT,PF 
COPPCN / C P B B  / P S p P L , K B l K S  
CCCPCK / C K l 1  / I R , I k  
COCYON / C P 1 1 B  / I D L I I C ~ ~ I L L I I L ~ ,   I C l F P , I C 2 F P ~ I L l F P ~ I L 2 F P  
C R E A G  C C k T P   I C l ( 2 )  
C b L L   P O S I T N  ( I C ~ F P , Z P I C L , ~ L ~  1 
REAC(ID11 X P , Y F , D P I C S P I S ~ P I C ~ P I C ~ P , C ~ P , S P  
C READ WCP2 I C l ( 4 )  
C A L L   P C S I T N  ( I D l F P ~ 4 ~ I C 1 , 3 1 2  1
R E A C ( I G l ) ( (  kCF(K12rI),K=l,4)rI=l,hP) 
C F I N O  XIY CC-CRCS  OF  POINTS 5r8 C O R R E S P C N C I h G   T O  EACH CCNTOUR POINT 
C F I h l C  CC-CRDS CF P C I N T S  497 CCRRESPCKCIhG T C  E A C k  CCNTCLR P C I N T  
C C  290 L = L * 3  
GC T C  (lClr102r103),L 
J X Y l =  1 
JXY2= 4 
1rvcec1, = hP 
GC TC. 11C 
102 GC T C  29C 
103 CCh = -1. 
JXY 1=3 
J X Y 2 = 6  
IkCBI3)=1 
101 CCk 9 1. 
110 C C K T I N U E  
C O  190 I = l t N P  
ARC =i S P I I )  + C O k * C S  
C A L L  A L L (  K P I X P I Y P I D P ~ C S P I S ~ P ~ C ~ P ~ C ~ P ~ C ~ P ~ S P  t T O L S r T O L X t  * A R C S  J t S l r S Z t S G N t C S t S N t C U R V t X X r Y Y  1 
J l = J u l  
GNCGS = CN*CS 
Ch-SIk = C N * S N  
H ( J X Y l r 1 )  = x x  + ChCCS 
X ( J X Y Z r I 1  = XX + 2.*ONCCS 
Y ( J H Y l r 1 )  = t Y  + C k S I N  
C L ' R t L c I )  = C C R k  
Y ( J X Y 2 . 1 )  = YY + 2.*DKSIN 
CC 150 K=1,4 
1 5 G   k C P ( K t L t I 1  = S Z * h C P ( K t Z , J )  + S l * k C P ( K 1 2 t J l l  
I F ( S E N o E 4 o l o ) G C  T C  180 
c s  = -cs 
k C P ( 2 r L t I )  = - k C P ( 2 t L t I )  
IF(L.EC.1) I h C e ( L ) = ~ I ~ C ( I N C B ( L ) r I )  
I F I L , E Q - 3 1   I N D B ( L ) = M A X C ( I N D B ( L ) , I )  
C C S R I L t  1 )  = c s  
S I h k ( L t I 1  = S N  
160 C O K T I N U E  
190 C O N T I N U E  
290 C C R T I N U E  
C A L L   P O S I T N  ( I C 2 F P t 2 t I C 2 t 3 1 3  1 
k R I T E ~ I C 2 ) ~ ~ ~ k C P ~ K t J 1 I f r K ~ l t 4 ~ t I ~ l t ~ P ~ ~ J ~ l t 3 ~ ~ C O S N t S I ~ ~ ~ C U R  
k R I T E ( I C 2 ) ( k C P ( 4 t 2 t I ) r l = l t h P )  
C P L L   E N C F L ( I C Z F P p I C 2 )  
h P T Z  = c 
I B L K k D  = -1 
CC 7 C O  K B  = l t K B l K S  
c = P S  
I F ( K - E C - K B L K S )  M = CL 
K L E F T  = ( K B - l ) * C S  
C S C R T  C L T  P O I h T S  AFiC k R I T E  ( I t J t X , Y )  CN ICZ(3) 
I F ( K B . E C . 1 )   K L E F T  = 1 
KRGHT = K B * C S  
X L E F T  = F L C A T t K L E F T  - 1 ) * C X  
XRGFT = F L C A T ( K R G H 1  - l ) * D X  
CO 6C0 I = l r N P  
CC 4 C G  J = l r 6  
X X  = X ( J r I )  
I F ( X X o L T o X L E F T 1  G O  TO 600 
I F ( X X e G E o X R G H T 1  GC T C  6CO 
J J = J + 3  
N P T S  = N P T S  + 1 
k R I T E ( I C 2 )   J J v I v X X r Y ( J , I )  
600  C C N T I N U E  
700 CChTINlJJE 
W R I T E ( I D 2 )  IBLKNDIIBLK~D,IBLKND,IBLKND 
C A L L   E N O F L [ I 0 2 F P v I D Z )  
hPC = 6 + N P  
I F ( h P T S . E C . h P 6 1  G C  T C  8 C O  
W R I T E ( I U p 7 5 0 )   N P T S v N P 6  
7 5 0   F O R k A T ( l t ! O g * E R R G R  I N  BhCGOF! N P T S p N P 6   A R E *   2 1 6 )  




C T H I S  SUUROUTINE  COPPUTES *k* A T  P O I N T S   4 * 5 t 6 * 7 t 8 * 9  0 F " T H E  9 POINT GRID 
C ASSGCIATEC k I T H  EACk  BCLhDARY P C l h T  
C STATERENT FUNCTIONS 
CALL   PCSITh  ( I C l F P t S * I C l t 3 2 1  1 
REAC(ID1)  IXVVXIIYIVY,~SXINSY 
CALL  POSIT& ( I C i ? F P r 3 , I C 2 * 3 2 2  I 
CALL  POSITN ( I L l F P t l r I L 1 * 3 2 3  1 
CALL  PQSITh  ( I D l F P , 4 t I C l p 3 2 4  1 
REAO( I D 1 ) k C P  
C A L L   P O S I T N ( I D l F P r 4 r I O l r 3 2 5 )  
C T P I S  I S  THE C C  LCCP C V E R  TFE LAX-khE  BLCCKS 
C REAO * kleW2rW3rk4 * 
5 R E A C ( I D 2 l   J P T P I P T I X V Y  
IF(1PT.LT.C) GC TC 9 C O  
C FIND  LakER L E F T  H A N D  CCRNER I P p J P  OF CELL I N  W H I C H   ( X P Y )  L I E S  
IP = INTtX*RDXl + 1 
J P  P INT((Y+YZI*RDYI + 1 
KP i (IP - Il)*NY + J P  
KC =KP + NY 
KR =KQ + 1 
K S  =KP + 1 
IkC = 0 
I N C X  = 0 
10 kP(11 = .kl(KP) 
k P ( 2 )  = k Z ( K P I  
U P ( 3 )  = U3(KP) 
k P ( 4 )  = k4IK.P) 
IF(kP(42.kEa-2.) GC T C  20 
I N C  = I N C  + 1 
IhCX = 1 
20 k C ( 1 l  = k l ( K C )  
k C ( 2 )  = W2(KQ) 
k C ( 3 )  = k3(KC)  
kc141 = h4IKC) 
IFIkC(4).NEo-2o) GC T C  30 
IhC 3 I N C  + 1 
I h C X  = 2 
30 W R ( 1 )  = Y l ( K R 1  
k R ( 2 1  = h2(KR) 
kR(3) = k 3 ( K R )  
k R ( 4 )  = W4(KR) 
IF(WR(41.NE.-2.1 GC T C  40 
IhC = IkC + 1 
IhCX = 3 
4 0  kS(11 = h l ( K S 1  
kS(2) = k 2 ( K S )  
k S ( 3 1  = k3(KS)  
k S ( 4 )  = k4(KS)  
IF(hS(4).NEd-2.1 GC T C  45 
IhC = I N C  + 1 
IkOX = 4 
h R I T E ( I k r S C 1  
4 5  I F  (INC.LE.1 1 G C  ‘IC 6 C  
50 F O A C A T ( l H O ~ * E R R O R  I N  BkDINT*l 
C A L L  E X I T  
Z X  = ( X  - X H E S H ( I P ) ) * R D X  
Z Y  = ( Y  - YCESH(JP))*REY 
2 x 1  = 1. - z x  
Z Y 1  = 1. - Z Y  
CP = Z X l * Z Y l  
C C  9 Z X  * Z Y  1 
60 IF(IhD.EC.1) GC T C   1 C C  
CR = 2 X   * Z Y  
c s  = Z X l * Z Y  
CC 7C K = 1 , 4  
70 k A N S t . K )  = C P * W P ( K )  + C G * W C ( K )  + C R * h R ( K )  + C S * W S ( K )  
G C  T C  8 C C  
100 X L O  = X P E S H (   I P )  
X H I  1 X M E S H ( I P t 1 )  
Y L C  = Y l r E S h ( J P 1  
Y H I  = Y Y E S H ( J P + 1 1  
I C C R k  = IP 
JCCRN = J P  
IF( I N D X o E C o 2  .OR- I h ' C X o E C . 3 )   I C G R N = I P + 1  
I F ( I R G X o E C . 3  mCR. I h C X o E C o 4 )   J C O R k = J P + l  
XCCRF; = X M E S P ( I C C R A 1  
YCCRK = Y P E S H ( J C C R h )  
Z X  = R D X * A B S  ( X - X C C R N  1 
ZY : R D Y * A B S ( Y - Y C C P N I  
C F I N O   F C R I Z O N T A L   I N T E R S E C T I G h   A N D   U H I K )  
KWAX = I Y  ( J C C R k )  
CC 110 K = l r K P A X  
X X  = V Y ( K * J C C R N )  
I F  ( X L O o G T o  XX )GC TC 110 
1 F f X H I . L T . X X ) G G  TO 110 
GC T C  1 2 C  
C A L L   E X I T  
110 C C N T I N U E  
12C KSYh = ~ S Y ( K I J C C R R )  
I C  = M O D ( N S Y N v 1 G C C C I  
I C 1  = I C  + 1 
S l  3 (l.E-O8)*(6Lt6TlkSYN/lGCCO)) 
52 = l o  - s 1  
CC 130 K = l r 4  
1 3 C   k H ( K 3  = S l * h C P ( K v I C l )  + S Z * W C P ( K p I C )  
Z t i  = R C X * A B S ( X X - X C O R N )  
C F I h O  VERTICAL  IhTERSECTION P K D  W V ( K )  
K R A X  = IX(ICCRk1 
CC 2 1 C  K=l,KPAX 
YY = V X ~ K I I C O R K I  
IF(YLGSGToYY1  GC  TC 2LC 
IF(YI-I.LT.YY) GC TC 21C 
GC  TC 22C 
CALL  EXIT 
2 1 0  CClriTIhUE 
220 FiSXFI  = NSX(K,ICCRh) 
IC = MOCINSXN,lCCCG) 
IC1 = IC + 1 
Sl = (l.E-O8~*(FLCAT(RSXh/lOCOC)~ 
22 = 1. - Sl 
CC 230 K=1,4 
Z V  = KDY*ABSIYY-YCCRN) 
23C k V ( K )  = Sl*hCP(K,Icl) + SZ*hCP(K,IC) 
C CALL PCL3 PER€ 
CALL E N C F L ( I C l F P v I C 1 )  
C FlLLS I h  A R R A Y S  IN H E A C l F t E c S  FCR BOClkCARY UPCATE SCHEMES 
CALL  PCCIThl  IClFP*3rIClr332 1 
REACIIDl)  XO,YClXCC,YCC 
RETLRh 
EhC 
IF(E!KCISC.EC.Oo)GC T C  4 
C A L L   P G S I T h ( I C l F P * 2 r I C l r 3 3 1 )  
PEPC ( I C  1) 
P E A C ( i D 1 )  SINPTA 
4 C C h T I N U E  
C h A F  = .25*RCN 5 CNAG = RDS 
C h C F  = R C h  
ChCF = . 2 5 * R C h  
C K E F  = R C R  
C h F F  = ,25*RCh 
C h S F  = ,5C*RCN 
C h e F  = .25*RDN 4 CNBG = RES 
C k 2 F  = ,SO*RDhr s C N 2 G  = .50*RDS 
cc 1cc  I = l * N P  
I F ( B K C 1 S C . E C . C )   G C   T B  6 
c c  5 L = 2 r C  





A L E  9 A L C * C T H  t .S*ALDC*CTH*CTk 
bLCh = ALC + ALDD*DTH 
AGCF - AGO 4 AGCC*CTH 
CCRH = CT*AGCH*ROS 
C U R 2  = C U R 2  t CSBAR+AGCH 
AGk AGC*OTH.+..S*AGCC*CTH*CTH 
k l = h e h { l )  S k 3 = k @ H ( 3 )  S W 4 = k @ H ( 4 )  S R W l = l . / k l  
W B l = Y 8 H ( l )  S W82=hBH(2)  S kB3=WBH(3)  S WB4=WBH(4) 
k l = P B S ( W l )  
G B 1  = k 3  
GB3 = C T l * ( k i l * * C T 2 ) * W 4  + W3*W3*RWl 
6 8 4  = I.;3*h4*Rkl 
h l = k C H ( l )  S W2=kDH(2)  S W3=kDH(31 S W4=biDH(4) 
h C l = k D H ( l )  S WC2=klCH(2) S kD3=UOH(3)  S WC4=WCH(4) 
h l = P @ S I k l I  
G D 1  = W3 
GC2 = h 2 * W 3 * R k l  
GC3 = C T l * ( k l * * C T 2 1 * k 4  + k 3 * k 3 * R W l  
GC4 = k 3 * k 4 * R W l  
k l = h F H ( l )  S h 2 = k F H 1 2 )  S Lr3=hFH(3)  S W 4 = h F H ( 4 )  
h F l = k F H ( l )  S WF2=kFH(2)  $ WF3=WFH(3) 6 WF4=WFH(4) 
kA=P@SIUL) 
GF1 = k 3  
GF2 = k 2 * k 3 * R k l  
GF3 = C T l * ( W l * * C T 2 ) * h 4  + W3*W3*Rkl 
GF4 = W 3 * k 4 * R k l  
FACS = l . / ( l .  + C L R 2 * ( A L k  + C h ) )  
FACTS = FAC5*CLR2 
L h  = W S H ( 2 ) / W S H ( l )  + ALDH 
P 5 1  = F A C T S * l ! N * ( k 5 I - ( L ) )  
I -52 = FACTS* ( C f v * h 5 P . ' ( 2 )  - k 5 ~ ( 3 ) ~ k 5 h ( 3 ) / k 5 H ( l ) )  + 
I-54 = F A C T S * U k * ( k 5 F ( 4 ) )  
H53 = FACT5*UN*(2.*W5Ht31)  
FAC2 = l o / ( l *  + CLR2*ALHI 
FACT2 = FAC2*CLR2 
Lk T k 2 H ( 2 ) / k 2 H ( l )  + ALCH 
E21 = F A C T Z * U N * ( W Z H ( l ) )  
F 2 3  = F A C T 2 * U N * l 2 . * k 2 H ( 3 ) )  
P 
W w 
I-24 = FACT2*Lh*(W2H141 1 
CTHF = D T  
FACT2 = FACZ*RCS 
FACT5 = FACS*RCS 
k 5 1  = WCP15 -CTHF*((FEl-FCl)*RCN + FACTS*(GFl-GCl) + H 5 l l  
W52 = WCP25 -DTHF*((FEZ-FCZ)+RDN + FACTS*(GFZ-G02) + H52)  
k53 = WCP35 -CTHF*I(fE3-FC31*RGN + FACTS*(GF3-G03) + H53)  
k54 = WCP45 -CTHF*(IFE4-FC4)*RCh  +FACT5*(GF4-G04) + H541 
le + CCKH*(bFl-WClI 
* + CONPI*( kF2-kC2 1 
* + CONH*(kF3-kC3J 
* + CCht+*(kF4-kC4) 
IF(RNDPRN.NE.0) 
I k R I T E ( 6 r 2 0 5 )  A L H ~ A L D H ~ F C ~ ~ F C ~ ~ F C ~ ~ F C ~ ~ F E ~ ~ F E ~ ~ F E ~ ~ F E ~ ~ F E ~ ~  * G A l p G A 2 r G A 3 r G A 4 r G @ l r G B 2 r G B 3 , G 8 4 r  
* GCl,G02rGD3rG04*GFlrGFZrGF3rGF4~ * ~ 5 l r ~ 5 2 r H 5 3 r ~ 5 4 1 ~ 2 1 r ~ 2 2 p H 2 3 r H 2 4  
* / / *  HALF TIME LEVEL FrGpH  *r / (4€14.41 1 205  FORFAT(//*  ALHrALCH  +p2El4.4r 
k C l l r I J  = kCP l2  -CTHF*( FCl+RGhi + FACTZ*(GAl-GBlI + H21) * + CONH* (hAl -kB1)  
kC(2p1)  = k 5 2 / 3 0  
k C ( 3 t I )  = hCP32 -CTI-!F*( FC3*RGN + FACT2*tGA3-GB3) + H23)  * + CONH*( WA3-WB3 1 
* + CCFtH* (kA4-k@4 1 k C ( 4 r I )  = hCP42 -CTI-!F*( FC4*RCN + FACT2*(GA4-G84) + H24)  
IF(E!KDPRN.KE.O) 
* k R I T E ( I k r 2 C 4 )   ( k C ( K * I ) r K = l r 4 )  
2 0 4  FORCAT(/*  FULL TICE-STEP RESULTS */4E14.4) 
ALG = ALC + D T * b L C C  
CALL BWTCk I kClltI)tkC(ltI)tCStSNtbL~ 1 
CALL BWTUW t WS(ltI)tWS(ltI)tCStSNtALD 1 
100 C O N T I N U E  
IF(BNDISC-EC.OoIGO T O  410 
E(! 400 I=l,NP 
EC 2 C O  L=2rH 
IF(IiEQikPTA(L)) GC TO 3 C O  
GC TC 4 C C  
RAT~S(S(I)-SII-~)I*RR 
RAT2~(S(I+l)-S(I))*RR 
EO 350 K = 1 t 4  
k C ( K 9 I )  = RAT2*WC(K,I-l) + RATl*MCIKvI+lI 
35C k . S ( # , I )  = RAT2*kSIKtl-1) + RATl*hS(KvI+l) 
200 CONI INUE 
300 RR=lo/(S(I+l)-S(I-l)) 




SLBRCUTIhE BhCkRI  ( klr k2r W3r k 4 r  * PRES, TEMP,  VSURFr  AMLOCLr  CPr * CCShtSIhhr kCrkSr  ,WP4r  NP 1 
C PRINTS e C C j N C 4 R Y   V A l b E S  
COPPCN / CC3A / C T l r C T 2 r C T 3 r C T 4 r C T S r C T 6 r C 1 7 r C T 8 r C T 9  
CCFPCN / CP4 / CFrCTCXr D X Y S N r  CTFRSTrCTCLTrDTBkC,DTST6rDT 
CCPCCh / CPll / I R q I k  
CCCPCFi / CR11B / IDlrIC2rILlrIL2r  DlFPrID2FPrILlFPrIL2FP 
CIPEhSICh  hl(NP)r k 2 ( h l P ) r  k 3 i N P ) t  k4(KP1t 
rz PRES(FtP19  TEPP(NP)r  VSURF(hP)r  APLCCL(NP1r  CP(NP1, 
4 CCSh(3rhPIr  SIhN13rNP)c  kC(4rhP)r  WS(4 NP1 
C I P E k S I C k  cIP4lhP) 
R C T  = l./DT 
K = l  
C P A X = O .  
CALL  POSITh(I02FPr2rIC2r353) 
R E A C (  ID21 
R E A C (  ID21 cIP4 

IF (K-EQ.2) G C  T C  5 9  
K+2 
GC T C  10 
610 FORW&T(lHO,  2XAHl  9X3HkCl I 9X3HkCZ T 9X3HkC3 p 9X3HWC4 t 
*BX4PPRES'r BX4HTEHP t 7XSHVTAF;G T 7X5hMLCCL T lOX2HCP 9 * 5X7HOW4BYDT t 2 X l H I  1 
6 2 0   F O R P A T ( l H O ~ / 3 X l H I  m 9X3hMS1 I 9X3HWS2 I qX3HkS3 9 9X3HhS4 T 
*8%4kPRES r 8X4HTEPP 9 7XSt'VTANG T 7X5t+iclCCL 9 1OX2PCP I Z X l H I  1 
6 3 1  F Q R ~ A T ( l X r ~ 3 t l O F l 2 . 6 ~ 1 3 ~  
632 F C R C A T ( 1 X t I 3 r   9 F 1 2 . 6 ~ 1 3 )  
99 CGRT INUE 
CALL P O S I f N ( I O 1 F P t l t I C 1 ~ 3 5 1 )  
k R I T E t I D 1 1  kC 
RETURN 
END 
CALL ENCFL( IG lFPpIC1)  
i 
SUBRCUTINE h F G ~ ( k h , C C , S S t C L R t E T A , A L D I 4 L D C , k r F I G I ~ )  
C COMPCTES W v F V G t H  I h  LOCAL  CC-ORDS  FRCM'W I N  C A R T E S I A N  CO-ORDS 
C I P E h S I C h  k h ( 4 ) r k ( 4 ) r F ( 4 1 r G ( 4 ) , ~ ( 4 ~  
COCCCN / CP3A / C T ~ ~ C T Z I C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ C T ~  
k l  = k k ( 1 )  
RL: = kk(2) 
RL = kW(3)  
RLh = RL*CC + R V * S S  
P L S  = - R U * S S  + RV*CC 
Lh = RbhsRkl  
LS = R C S * R k 1  
Lh;P 7 Lk - ALE 
R L h P  = kl*UbiP 
Rh1  = l . / h l  
P = )\kt41 + C T 3 * ( R L * R L  + R V * R V I * P W l  
PP = C T l * P  
S = P * ( A @ S ( R k l l ) * * C T 5  
C h  = C U R / ( 1 .  + C L R * ( A L  + E T A ) )  
F 2  = RUNP*UNP 
F 3  = R b h P * L S  
63 = R U S * L S  
k l  
RLNP 
R L  S 
k l * S  
R L h P  
PP + F 2  
F 3  
R L h P * S  
HLS 
F 3  
PP + G3 




C CGMPUTES *M* I N  FIXEC CARTESIAh  CO-ORDS t G I V E N  *BW* IN POVING BODY CO-ORDS 
COPPCN / CC3A / C T ~ ~ C T Z I C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T S ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~  
CIYEHSIOK Bk(4)rk(4) 
k l  = B k I l )  
Ah1 l-/kl 
UlvP = R k l * B k ; [ 2 )  
LK = UNP + ALC 
LS = Hkl* t )WI3)  
U T UN*CC - US*SS 
b f UN*SS + US*CC 
P = BW/41*(ABS(Ul))**Cf2 
k t 1 1  = W1 
k.12) = kl*U 
W(31 = W l * V  
k ( 4 1  = P - CT3*Yl*(L*U + V * V l  
RETURN 
END 
C V E R L A Y ( C V E R r 3 3 r O )  
PRGGRAM  BNORC 
C C ! C P G k /  C N 4 A  / ICTrICTFPrTlrT2r~C1tKCLKV 
COCCCN / C M 4 8  / T P R E L p T * I N C C T r h T r N T F R S T  
CCPPCN / CM8A / N C T H X r N B T M X * N X * N Y p K X r K Y r K W r N B T r K M  
CC!CPCN / CMlO / I O C T L r T H X t N T C X r T C R  
CCPCCN / C M l C A  / TIHA(2lrTI~6(2)rTICS(2)*T~PT(2)rTIC(Z18) 
CG!CPCF( / C C l l  / I R r  Ik 
CCCCCN / C P 9 9 9  / h N r A ( 1 1  
I F ( h T - E C . 0 )  G O  T C  S99 
P P l  = k P  + hY 
K P  = Ftc1 
h l  3 1 
h2  = N 1  + 12*rUP 
h3 = N 2  + 3*NP 
h 4  9 N3 + 3 * K P  
Pi5 = Ft4 + 3*hF 
N6 = N 5  + 3 * N P  
k7 = N 6  + O*NP 
Fc8 P N7 + O*NP 
N9 = N 8  + NP 
hlC = N 9  + kP 
h l l  = N 1 C  + h P  
F112 = N l l  + NP 
h13 = N 1 2  + h P  
h 1 4  = N 1 3  + hP 
N 1 5  = N 1 4  + NP 
h10 = N 1 5  + hip 
h 1 7  = N 1 6  + h P  
k18 = N17 + NP 
N3 = N2 i EM1 
kS i N3 + P R l  
K5 1 N4 + C R 1  
h;O = NS + Pl r l  
h 7  z N6 i NX 
h8 8 N7 + KX*hX 
ti9 = k6 + # V  
h l U  = N9 i KY*NY. 




SUBROUTINE  BNOGOC(  WCPt  COSN,SINN,CURtVDELr * x*Y,xcoYo, * X P ~ Y P * O P ~ C S P I S N P ~ C ~ P I C ~ P I C ~ P ~ S P *  NP 1 
C FINDS CU-ORDS OF 6+NP P O I k S .  SORTS THEP CUT. STORES TBEM FOR BNCINT 
C FINDS (Wl FOR  2*hP  PCIkTS 4hD STCRES TFEP Ik *WCPlrWCP3* 
C COPPUTES  COSNtSIhNsCUR 
COPFON / CW2 / ZhX,Z~YtYZ,OXICY,CStCN,  RCX,RDYpRDS,RDN 
COPNGN / CM7 / T O L S ~ T C L X I T O L C B * T O L C F ~ T O L S @ L  
COCCICN / CW8A / N C T ~ X t N B T P X , ~ X , N Y , K X , K Y t K & t N E T * ~ ~  
c a m m  c c a ~  1 YS,ML;,KBLKS 
COPPCN / CPll / I R I I W  
COPMCN / CMllB / I C l ~ I C Z 1 1 L 1 ~ 1 1 2 r   I D L F P ~ I C ~ F P I I L ~ F P , I L Z F P  
C READ CCkTP 101(2) 
C A t l !  POSITN ( IDlFP,2,fC1,311 1 
REAC(ID11 X P r Y P , C P , C S P , S N P , C l P t C Z P , C 3 P I S P  
CALL POSITN1101FPt3rIDlt31~1~ 
READ1 ID1 X O t Y C  
C READ kCP,2 I C 1  14 1 
CALL POSITN C IClFP,4tiC1,312 j 
REAG4ID1) ( ( Y C P ( K , 2 r I ) r K = l , 4 ) t I I L I N P )  
C FIND X r Y  CO-CRCS CF PCINTS 5 9 8  CORRESPONCING T O  EACH  CCNTOUR  POINT 
cc 9c I=ltFiP 
IF(.I.EC.F;PI G O  T C  10 
C C  290 L = l r 3  
GC TC ( 1 C 1 , 1 0 2 9 1 0 3 ) r L  
101 CCN = 1. 
J X Y l =  1 
JXY2= 4 
JW = 1 
I h . C E ( 1 J  = NP 
GO T C  1 1 C  
1 0 2  GO TO 29C 
103 COF; 7 -1. 
JXY1=3 
JXY2=6 
JI, = 3 
I)(iC@(3)=1 
1 1 0   C C k T I N U E  
C C  1 9 0  I=l,FIP 
A R C  = SP(I) + COrU*CS 
CALL  ALL( ~ P , X P I Y P , D P ~ C S P , S N P ~ C ~ P ~ C ~ P ~ C ~ P ~ S P ~ T O L S , T O L X ,  * ARC, J I S ~ ~ S ~ I S G N I C S I S N ~ C U R V , X X I Y Y  1 
J l = J + l  
ClvCCS = GN*CS 
CkSIh = CN*SN 
X(JXYl*I) = X X  + DNCGS 
X ( J X V 2 1 1 1  = IC% 4 2.*ChCCS 
Y(JXYlr1) = Y Y -  + ChSIK 
Y(JXY2wI.I = Y Y  + 2o*DNSiN 
CC 150 K = l r 4  
CbRILpII = CURV 
150 kCP(KrLvI1 i: SZ*kCP(KrZrJ) + Sl*hCP(Kt2rJ11 
XCEL = S Z * X D I J 1  + S l * X D ( J l )  
YCEL = SZ*YC(J) + Sl*YC(Jl) 
VCEL(JVsI1 = XCEL*CS + YCEL*Sh 
IF(SGN-ECo1o)GC  TC  180 
C E  = -cs 
hCP(ZrL,I) = -hCP(2rl,I) 
IF(L.EC.1) IRUDB(L1  = CIhO(INCB(L)sII 
IF(LiEC.31 INDB(L1 = M A X O (  INCB(L)r I 1  
CCSFi(L,I) = cs 
SIhhlLrI 1 = SF( 
180 C C h T I W E  
190 CCkTINUE 
29C CO N T I N U E  
C A L L   E ~ G F L ( I C ~ F P I I C ~ I  
C S C R T   C L T   P C I h T S   A N C   k R I T E   I I t J t X t Y l  CN IC2(3) 
N P T S  = C 
I e L K h l D  = - 1  
C C  7 C O .  K @  = 1 , K B L K S  
P = c s  
I F ( K o E C o K B L K S )  P = Y L  
K L E F T  = ( K B - l l * P S  
KRGHT = KB*PS 
% L E F T  = F L C A T t K L E F T  - L)*CX 
XRC-FT = F L O A T I K R G H T  - 1 ) * D X  
I F ( K B o E C . 1 )   K L E F T  = 1 
cc  o c o  I = l t h P  
C C  6 C C  J = l t 6  
XX = X ( J * I )  
I F ( X X . L T . X L E F T 1  GC TC C O O  
I F ( % X o G E . X R G H T )  G C  T C  6 C O  
J J = J t 3  
hPTS = hPTS + 1 
hRIfE(Z02) J J I I ~ X X , Y I J , , I )  
6 C O  C C h T I b i l J E  
7 c c  CChTIEUUE 
h R I T E ( I C 2 )   I B L K N O p I B L K h C p  I B L K N C ,  I B L K H D  
C A L L   E N D F L ( I C 2 F P t I C 2 1  
hP6 5 6 + k P  
I F ( k P T S , E C o h ' P 6 )  GC T C  e00 
h R I T E ( I k p 7 5 0 )   N P T S p N P 6  
75C F C ! R C A T ( l l + O p *   E R R O R  I N  BNOGCC k P T S t N P b   A R E  * 216 1 
C A L L   E X I T  
800 C O N I  INUE 
RETL 'RN 
E k C  
C T H I S  SUeROUTINE  CCPPLTES *k* AT  PCINTS 4 , 5 1 6 ~ 7 9 8 9 9  OF T I + €  9 POINT  GRID 
C ASSCCIATEC k I T H  EACk BGChCARY PCIhT 
C STATENENT  FUKCTIONS 
XCESk!(I) = FLOAT(I-l)*DX 
YRESH(J1 = FLOAT(J-l)*CY - YZ 
COCWCN / CP2 / ZNX,ZNY,YZICXICY,CS,D~,  ADXIRDY*RDS~RDN 
COYCCN / C M 8 8  / CS,FL,KBLKS 
CCCWCN / CPll / I R t I k  
C0)rRC.N / C R l l B ,  / I D L ~ I C ~ I I L Z I I L ~ ~   I C ~ F ~ , I C ~ F P I I L ~ F P I I L ~ F P  
C READ * IX,VX,IY,VY,NSX,NSY * FROP 1 ~ 1 ( 5 )  
CALL  PQSITk 1 IClFP15rIDlr321 1 
R E A C ( I D 1 )   I X I V X ~ I Y T V Y I ~ S X I N S Y  
CALL POSITN ( 1 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ 3 , 1 0 2 , 3 2 2  1 
CALL: POSITN ( ILlFP,lrILlr323 1 
C A L l i  POSITh ( I C l F f , 4 ~ I C l ~ 3 2 4  1 
REAC(IDl1WCP 
CALL- POSITN ( IClFP~4,iCl,325) 
C THIS IS THE CC LCOP  EVER  TPE  LAX-WND  BLOCKS 
C FIND  LCkER  LEFT HAkO CERNER  IPrJP CF CELL I& WbIC): ( X 9 Y )  LIES 
IP .= INT(X+RCX) t 1 
J P  = INl((Y+YZ)*RCY) + 1 
KP a (IP - Ill*hiY + JP 
K C  =KP + NY 
KR. =KC, t 1 
us -UP + 1 
INO = 0 
IRCX = 0 
1 0  hP-ll-1 = hl(KP) 
kP(2) = h Z ( K P )  
k P ( 3 )  = k 3 L K P )  
kP(4) = k 4 ( K P )  
IF(kP(4)oGEaOo)  GC T O  20 
INC = IlvC + 1 
IhCX = 1 
20 kC(1) = kl(KC1 
kC(2) = k2(KC) 
k C ( 3 1  = k3(KC) 
kC(4) = k4lKCI 
IF(kC(4)oGE,Oo) G C  T C  30 
IhC ? INC t 1 
IkOX = 2 
30 kR(1) = kl(KR1 
k R ( 2 )  = h Z ( K R )  
k R ( 3 1  = k3(KRl 
kR(41 = k41KR) 
IF(kR(4).GEoCo) GC T C  40 
IhC = IhC + 1 
INOX = 3 
40 bS(1J = kl(KS) 
kS(2) = k2(KS) 
kS(3) = W3(KS) 
kS(41 = k4(KS) 
IFIkS(4).GE.C.I G C  TC 4 5  
JNC = INC + 1 
IhCX = 4 
kRITE(IWv5C) 
45 IF (INDoLE.1 1 G C   T C  6C 
50 FCRPAT(lHOt*ERRC!R IN BhCIkT*J 
CALL  EXIT 
ZX = ( X  - XCESHLIP))*RCX 
ZY T ( Y  - YPESP(JPII*RCY 
2 x 1  = 1. - zx 
ZY1 = 1. - Z Y  
CP 7 ZXl*ZYl 
C t  = zx * ZY1 
60 IF(IhC-EC-1) GC T C  LC0 
CR = Z X   * Z Y  
c s  i: Z X l * Z Y  
CC 7C K = l v 4  
7 0  k A N S ( K 1  = C P * W P ( K )  + C C * k C ( K J  + C R * W R ( K )  + C S * W S ( K )  
GC TC 80C 
100 X L C  = X P E S H (  I P )  
X E I  = X F E S P l I P + l )  
Y L C  = Y P E S H I J P )  
Y h I  = Y P E S H ( J P + l )  
I C C R h  = IP 
J C C R k  = J P  
I F ( I K C X . E C . 3  .CR. I h C X . E C . 4 )   J C C P N = J P + l  
X C C P h  = XHESP ( I C C R k  1 
Y C G R h  = Y V E S H I J C O R N )  
ZX = R D X * A B S ( X - X C C P N I  
ZY = R D Y * A B S ( Y - Y C C P N )  
I F (  I N D X o E Q o 2  .OR. INOX.EQ.31 I C C R k = I P + l  
C F I R 0  H C R I Z C N T A L  INTERSECTICk Ah0 W H I K 1  
K P A X  = I Y (  JCORrU1 
CC 1 1 C  K = l r K M A X  
> X  bY I K v J C C R A )  
I F ( X L O o G T - X X ) G O  T O  110 
I F ( X F I . L T . X X ) G O  T C  110 
G C  T C  1 2 C  
C A L L   E X I T  
110 CCNT INUE 
120 kSVN = h S Y t K v J C Q R h l  
I C  = M C C ( N S Y N * l C C C C )  
I C 1  = I C  + 1 
S l  = 1 1 . E - C B I * ~ F L C A T ( h S Y N / l O O O O ) ~  
s 2  = 1. - s 1  
C C  130 K z l . 4  
ZH = R D X * A B S   ( X X - X C C R N )  
1 3 C   k H ( K 3   S l + k C P ( K ~ I C 1 3  + S L * U C P t K ~ I C I  
Y 
C FINO bERTICAL  IkTERSECTION AN0 WVtKl 
KHAX G IX( ICORk) 
CC! 210 K=ltKPAX 
YV V X ~ K I I C O R ~ )  
IFIVLO.GT.YY) GG T C  210 
lF(YHIoLT.YY) GC T C  210 
GO TC 22C 
CALL EXlT 
IC - noc ( FiSXN, lC0CC 1 
I C 1  = IC + 1 
Sl = ~1o€-08)*(FLOATINSXN/lOOOO~) 
5 2  1. - s 1  
l2C 230 K=lr4 
210 CON1 INUE 
220 NSXN = NSX(KpICORN1 
230 WVIK) = Sl*WCP(KeICl) + S2*WCP(K,IC) 
Z V  = RDY*ABS(YY-YCCRN) 
C CALL PCLC H E R E  
CALL E N O F L ( I C 1 F P ~ I C l i  
RETLRN 
EhC 
C FILLS IFi ARRAYS IN REAClkESS FOR BCUPiCARY UPCATE SCHEMES' 
RETLRFi 
END . 
S L B R C U T I h E  BhiD34 b C P t C C S ~ , S I ~ N t C ~ R , V C E L t  * x D , Y c , x c c * Y c o ,  * k C , S S , N P T A ,   k P t  1 
C I M P l E M E h T S   P E T W O O   C F   C l - A R A C T E R I S T I C S  
CCCPCN / C P 2  / Z N X , Z K Y t Y Z t D X s O Y s D S t D r V ,  R D X s R D Y t R G S t R D N  
C C P P C k  / C P 3 A  / C T l t C T 2 t C T 3 t C T 4 t C T 5 , C T t 5 , C T 7 C T 8  
CQPPCIL / c c 4  / C f q C T C X *   C X Y S K t   C T F R S T I C T C U T ~ C T B ~ D ~ G T S T B ~ D T  
C @ P P C N  / C C 5  / B N D t B N D I S C r B N D P R N  
C C P P C N  / C P l l  / I R t  I k  
CCCCClv / C P l l B  / I D l r I C 2 r I t l r I L 2 r  IClFPvIl22FP~IL1FPtIL2FP 
C I C E N S I O N  W C P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N P ~ , C O S ~ ( ~ ~ N P ) , S I N ~ ( ~ ~ N P ) ~ C U R ~ ~ T ~ P ~ ~ V D E L ( ~ ~ N P )  
C I P E h S I E K  R ~ 1 5 ~ r U ~ 1 5 ~ ~ V ~ 1 5 ~ r P ~ l 5 ~ t A ~ l 5 ~ s S ~ l 5 ~ t A L S ~ l 5 ~  
C I l J E N S I C h  kC ( 4  t h P  1 
C I P E k S I E h :   S S ( h P ) t k P T A ( C )  
C l P E N S I O F ;  X D ( N P ) r Y C t N P ) s X C C ( N P ) r Y C C ( N P I  
C T H  = ,5*CT 
A C T  = l 0 / D T  S C T S  = C T / D S  
c ~ 2  = 2.40r~ s c s 2  = ~ . * D s  
C Z l = l o / C T S  S C Z 2 = 2 . / C T 2  $ C Z 3 = l - / ( C T 5 * C T 2 )  S CZ4=- .5*CT2 
C Z 5 = C T 6 * C T 6  $ C Z 6 = 1 . / C T 2  
C 2 7  = C T 4 * C T 4  
C 2 8  = l . / ( C T 2 * C T 6 * C T 6 )  
I F l @ h O I S C . h : E . l . )  GC T C   4 C 0 4  
C A L L  P C Z I T N ( I C l F P ~ 2 t I C l t 3 3 3 1 )  
R E A C  ( I D 1  1 
R E A C l   I D 1 1   S S t N P T B  
4C04 C C h T  I N U E  
C T b I S  I S  THE  CC L C C P  E V E R   A L L  THE B C U h ' C A R Y   P C I N T S  
C C  9oc I - l r k P  
I F ( E K C I S C o N E o l - ) G O   T O   4 C 0 6  
cc 4 c c 5  L = 2 r C  
I F ( I . E C m h P T A ( L ) J  GC T C  9 C O  
.- -r\ 
4C05 C O N ’ I I N U E  
40C6 CCKTINLIE 
cc 9 J = l r 9  
GP T C  ( l r 2 * 3 r 1 , 2 t 3 r l r 2 , 3 ) r J  
1 J J = l  S GC T C  9 
2 JJ=2 $ GC T O  9 
3 J J = 3  $ GC TC 9 
4 J J = 4  S GC T C  9 
5 JJ=5 
9 CALL: S T A T E  ( k C P ( l r J r I J ~ C C S h ( J J t I ) , S l h n ( J J t I ) r  * R I J ) r U ( J ) r ~ ( J l r P ( J ) r P I J ) r S ( J ) r d L S ( J ) )  
5C COFiT I N U E  
C C O M P U T A T I O N S  ON RAY A-C-E 
C A = C ( 1 0 1  S R A = R I l C )  S V A = V ( l O )  S SA=S(lO) S L A = A ( A C )  
L C = I 1 f 1 1 )  S R C = R ( 1 1 1  $ V C = V ( l l J  S S C = S ( 1 1 )  S A C = A ( 1 1 )  
L l E = C t 1 2 1  S R E = R I 1 2 )  S V E = V ( 1 2 )  f S E = S ( 1 2 )  S A E = A ( 1 2 )  

P C E L A T  = T E R W * R D E L A T  
I F ( B k C P R h o E C o C o 1  G C  T C  1 C O  
k R I T E ( I k i p 6 0 2 0 )   U C E L A T p A C E L A T p S C E L A T , V B E T A T , A B E T A T p A B E T A T p S B E T A T  
k R I T E ( I k p 6 0 2 0 )   G A r C C , G E e F A , F C , F E  
k R I T E ( I k g 6 0 2 C )   Z A p F Y B E T A  
100 C C N T I N U E  
FF = CNFl*(UF*LF+AF*VF) t CNF2*(AF~(R(8)*U(8)-R(9)*U(9))/RF * -UF*(V(8)-\(91)+ AF*UF*CZl*(ALS(8)-ALS(9)))*RDS 
* + A G D * R C S * ( I V ( 8 ) - V ( 9 ) ) - A F * ( R ( 8 ) - R ( 9 ) ) / R F - A F * C Z l * ( A L S ( 8 ~ - A L S ( 9 ) ) )  
VBETBT = CFUNiVBeVC,VFtZB) 
PBETBT = CFUh[A@tACtAFpZB) 
SBETBT = CFCh(SBtSCvSF9ZB) 
F Y B E T B  = C F U N I F B I F D I F F I Z B )  
RFSB = DT*FYBETB - VOEL8 + VBET8T - CZ2+ABET@T * - C Z 3 * A B E T B T * A C G G ( S G E L B T / S B E T @ T )  
P D E L B T  = RHSB*CZ4 
TERP = CZS*ACELBT**2 
R C E L B T  = (TERM/SCELBT)**CZ6 
POELBT = TERM*RCELBT 
IF(BkDPRN.EQ.0.3 G C  TC 2CO 
hRITE(Ikt602C) UCELBTIbCEL@TtSCELBTtVBET@TtA@ETBTtSBETBT 
Y R I T E [ I Y t 6 0 2 0 )   G B I G D I G F ~ F B I F D I F F  
LRITE(IWt602CI ZBtFYBETe 
ZOO C O N 7  INUE 
C CCVPUTATION CN RAY 2-5-8 
C2 = CUR(2tIl 
Cf3 = C Z  + AGC*CT*CCERV 
VCEL2 = VCEL(2tI) 
YCELZ = .5*tV(2)+VCEL2)*CT 
R R R  f l./(l. + C@*YOEL2) 
CCEL2T = oS*IUCELAT + LCELBTI 
ICELZT = .5*(SCELbT + SCELBTI 
R E E L 2 1  = ,5*(RDELPT + RCELBT) 
TERPl = C(2) - .5*CT*(C2*U(2)*Y{2) + C@*lJDELZT*VCELZ*RRRj 
TERPZ = .5*(UDELAT**2 - UDELBT**2) 
T E R Y 2  = TERC2*RRR 
7ERP3 = . 5 + 1 S C E L A T + S C E L B T ) * C Z 8 * ( ~ C E ~ A l ~ ~ C l 2  - RCELET**CT2) 
T E R C 3  = TERC3*RRR 
TERY4 = .25*(LI1)**2 - L(3)**2) 
L D E L 2  = T E R P 1  - .5*CTS*(TERC2 + TERY3 + T E R C 4  + T E R P S  1 
ACELZT = .5*(ADELAT + dCELBTl 
TERN5 = .5*S(Z)*CZR*(R(l)**CT2 - R(3)**CTZ) 

PEEL2 = TER)/+PDELZ 
IF(BNDPRN.EP.0.I G C  TC 3CO 
k R i T E I I k t 6 C 2 C ~ U D E l 2 ~ A G E L 2 ~ S C E L 2 ~ ~ ~ E T 2 ~ A B E T 2 ~ S B E T 2  
kRITE(1W16020)  G2tGStGBvF2,F5rF8 
kRITELIkr6020) ZZvFYBET2 
30C CCNTINUE 
kC(19Il = REEL2 
L ' X  = VDELZ*CCShIZtII - lJCELZ*SINh(ZrI) 
bY = VDELZ*SINNIZrI) + UDEL2*COSN(2,I) 
kC(21II = RDELZ*UX 
kC13rII = RCELZ*CIY 
LSC = UDELZ*UDEL2 + V D E L Z W D E L Z  
kC(4rI1 = PDELZ - CT3*ROEL2*LSC 
900 CGN 1 INUE 
IF(BkCISC.hE.1.) G C  T C  4 4 1 0  
CC 4400 I=lrF;P 
CC 42CO L=2tk' 
IF(ImEC.hPTA(L)J G C  TC  430C 
4200 CCNTINUE 
GC TC  44CO 
RATl=(SS(I)-SS(I-l))*R~ 
RATZ=ISS(I+l)-SS(II) * R R  
43CC  RR=lo/(SSI I + l ) - S S (  1-11 I 
CC 435C  K=lr4 





D T B N C  = CXYSN/CMAX 
k R l T E t I k r 6 1 0 )  
Y R I T E 4 I Y r 6 3 1 )  ( I I ~ W l ( I ) r W 2 ( I ~ r W 3 ( I ) ~ W 4 ( I ) ~ P R E S ( I I r  
t T E P P ~ L ~ r V S t i R F I I l r A ~ L C C L ~ I ~ r C P ~ I ~ r k P 4 ~ I l r I ~ ~ I ~ l ~ ~ P ~  
010 F C R P A T ( l b C 9   2 X l H I  9 9 X 3 H k C l  9 9X3hhC2 t 9X3HkC3 9 SX3HkC4 t 
*8X4HPRES r 8X4HTEFP r 7XSHVTANG 9 7XSHF”LCCL 9 10X2HCP r * 5X7HCk4EYCT t 2XlHI  1 
0 3 1  F O R M d T l l X r I 3 r l G F 1 2 e 6 r I 3 )  
99 CONfINUE 
C A L L  P O S I T N ~ I D l F P r l , I D l r 3 5 1 )  
k R I T E (  IC11 kC 
R E T U R N  
EhC 
CALL E N C F L ( I C l F P r I C l 1  

SL;I~RCUTINE S T A T E (  ~ , c s ~ s N , P , u , v , P , A , s , ~ L ~ )  
C COPPLTES R , l ! v V , P t A S i P L S  FRCP C S e S N  
C C P P C N  / C C 3 A  / C T ~ , C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T S * C T ~ ~ C T ~ ~ C T ~ C T ~  
CIFEkSIEh k ( 4 )  
P = lu(l) 
RR = 1 . / R  
C X  7 R R * k ( 2 )  
L Y  = R R * k ( ? )  
L = -UX*Sh + C Y * C S  
\ = ux*cs + LY*Sh 
L 2  = UX*LX t bY*L'Y 
P = k ( 4 )  t C T 3 * L ' 2 * R  
1 = P / R  
4 = C T 4 * S C R T ( T )  
S = P / ( R * * C T 5 )  
P L S =  A L C G I S )  
R E T L R h  
ENC 
S L ' B R C U T I f V E   S P A L R T (   C t B e r A v X  1 
C F I N D S  S P A L L E S T   P C S I T I V E   R C O T   O F   A * Z + Z  + B*Z  + C = 0 
C C C C C N  / C P 1 1  / I R p I k  
B=  .5*8B 
C E L  = B*B - A*C 
I F ( C E L o L T . O o 1   G C   T C  10 
C C  = -I3 - S I G h ' l l . r B l * S C R T ( C E L )  
I F ( A 8 S ( A ) ~ L T . L ~ E - l C ) A = l ~ E - L 0  
X l = C C / A  S X 2 = C / C C  
X = A C I h l ( X l v X 2 )  
1 F I X o G E i C o ) G C   T C  9 C  
X = A M A X L ( X l , X 2 1  
I F ( X - L T . C . )  G C  T C  20 
G C   T C  9C 
1 C   k R I T E [ I h v l l )  A v B B r C , D E L  
11 F C R C P T ( l I - C t *  C L A C R A T I C   F R C C  BhC3 P A S   I Y A G I I V P R Y   R C C T S * /  
4 1X e *  A v B B , C v C E L  P R E  * 4 E 2 0 . 8  1 
C A L L   E X I T  
2C h H I T E I I k r 2 1 )  A , E @ , C , X l , X 2  
2 1  F C R t A T ( l I - C v *  C L A 4 R A T I 3  6964 BkC3 H A S   B C T F   R C C T S   N E G A T I V E * /  * 1 X  r *  A v B B , C t X l r K 2   A R E  * 5E20o8  1 
C A L L   E X I T  
90 R E T U R N  
EFtC 
CVERLAY(CVER14,C)  
PRCGRAH F I N C C T  
CCPFCN / CF4A / I C T , I C T F P , T l r T 2 r k C l r h C L ! R V  
COPFCN / C P 4 8  / T P R E V , T , I N C C T , k T , N T F R S T  
CCPPCN / CCBA / N C T ~ X , N B T M X , N X , ~ Y , K X , K Y , K ~ , ~ E T , ~ ~  
CCPPCN / C P l C  / I C C T L r T M X , h T P X ~ T C R  
CtPPCN / CPlOA / T I Y A ( 2 ) r T I Y B 1 2 ~ ~ T I P S ( 2 ) ~ T I ~ T ( Z ~ ~ T I ~ ~ Z t 8 ~  
CQPPCN / C P l l  / I R e I k  
CCCPON / C C 9 9 9  / h * , A ( l )  
N = NCTCX 
h l  = 1 
N 2  = N 1  + h 
N3 = N2 + Fi 
h4 = N 3  t Fc 
h 5  = N 4  + h' 
k 6  = N5 + N 
h 7  T N6 t h' 
k 8  = h7 t h 
N9 = N8 t h: 
h1C = N 9  + tv 
rill = K l C  + h 
h12 = N 1 1  + N 
h 1 3  f N 1 2  t I\: 
h 1 4  = N 1 3  + k 
hr15 = N 1 4  + h. 
h l C  = N',5 t h 
h 1 7  = N l t  t h 
h18 = N 1 7  + N 
A19 = N l e  + h 
h 2 C  = N l S  t h 
A 2 1  4 N2C + h 
h22 = N 2 1  + h 
k 2 3  = k 2 2  + h 
h 2 4  = N 2 3  + h 
h25 = N 2 4  + K 
h 2 6  = h25 + h- 
N27 = N26 + N 
h'28 = N27  + hi 
h29 = N 2 @  t h 
h3C = N2S + M 
EkC 
C FIFlOS  TPE  NEk-COhTCLR  kHEN I T  IS NCT I C E N T I C A L   k I T H  A READ I N  CONTOUR 
CCCCCN / CY3A / C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T ~ ~ C ~ ~ , C T ~ , C T ~ , C T ~ ~ C T ~ , C T ~  
CCCPCN / C P 3 @  / d L F A R l k l F S t h Z F S t k 3 F S I k 4 F S  
CCCCCN / C M 4  / CFpDTRXv  DXYSN, DTFRST~DTOUT,DTBNDIDTSTE~DT 
CCCCCN / CP4P / i C T t l C T F P , T l r i 2 r ~ C l , ~ C ~ R V  
CCCPCN / CP7 / TOLSITOLX~TOLCI~,TOLCF,TOLSOL 
CCCWCIV / C C 4 8  / T P A E ~ , T t I N C C T , h T , N T F R S T  
CC.Cr)rCN / C C l l  / I R p I k  
CCCPCN / C C l l B  / I C l t I C 2 t I L l t I L 2 ~   I C l F P ~ I C 2 F P ~ I L L F P t i L 2 f P  
C C C P P L T E  EhD C C N C I T I C h S  B Y  L I h E P R   I N T E R F C L A T I C N   B E T W E E h   V A L U E S  AT C O N T O U R S  192 
C k R I T E   C C h T G L R   I N F C R P A T I C N   C h  I C ( 2 1 r I C 2 ( 3 )  
C A L L  P O S I T h !   1 0 2 F P , 2 , I C 2 r 4 1 1 1  
h R I T E i  IC21 X I Y I D , C S , S ~ , C ~ ~ C ~ , C ~ , S  
h R I T E ( I C 2 )  S , F ; P T P  
CALL ENCFL(ICZFPvIC2) 
C R I T E ( I C 2 )   X C I Y D ~ X C C I Y C C  
CPLL E k C F L ( I C 2 F P r I C 2 )  
w ru w 

C F I N C I  kEk CChTGLR kHEh * IhCCT* = 2 
c CCPPLTE  ON-LIKEAR c u a I c  SPLINES 
C F I L L  I h  P R C  LEkGTH A P P A Y  * S 4  
C kRITE  CEFiTGLR  INFCRCATICN Ch I C Z ( 2 1 v I C Z I 3 )  
CALL P O S I T h  1: I C 2 F P v 2 t I C 2 ~ 4 2 1  1 
h R I T E ( I C 2 )   X l r Y l r C s C S 1 S ~ t C l r C 2 r C ~ s S  
kRITE(IDZI S s N P T A  
C A L L   E N C F L ( I C Z F P s I C 2 )  
hRITE(IC2)  XlCtYlCsXCCvYCC 
C A L L  ENCFL(IDZFPvID2) 
C R E P O  k C C  FRCP I C L (  1 )  
C P L L  P C S I T N  ( I C 1 F P , 1 ~ 1 C 1 , 4 2 2  1 
R E A C (  1011 k C C  
h l s N - 1  
cc l C * C  I = Z v h l  
c c  8C J=2,hP 
If(Z1I)iLE.SP(J)) G C  T C  80 
60 C O N T I N U E  
80 J 1 =  J -  1 
R R C C  = l./(SP(J) - S P ( J 1 ) )  
C SAVE * k c *  GF; I C 2 ( 4 )  
C A L L  P O S I T R  ( 102FP149102,423 1 
k R I T E ( I C 2 )  kC 




P R C G R A P  C A P S  
hC = kc1  
h l  = 1 
N2 = N 1  + K X * N X  
h 3  = N 2  + K Y * N Y  
h 4  9 N3 + kC 
N5 = N4 t hC 
h 6  = h15 t NC 
hi’ = N6 t hC 
h’8 = h 7  + NC 
h9  = N8 + kC 
h l C  = N9 + hC 
h l l  = N 1 C  t hC 
h12 = N 1 2  + 1 
A13 = N12 t A X  
h14 = N13 + KX*kX 
h15 = N 1 4  + N Y  




C C P P C R  / C P 2  / ZNX,LhL,YZ,CX,CY,CS,Ch,  RCX,HOYtRCS,RDN 
CCPFChr / C P 7  / T C L S , T C L X t T O L C P r T O L C F , T G L S O L  
C C C P C h  / C P l 1  I IR, Ik 
CCPPCh; / C C l l B  / I C l t I C 2 , L L l ~ I L 2 r   I C L F P ~ I C 2 F P , I L l F P t I L 2 F P  
CCCPCl\i / C P 1 4  / h P R ~ T * I P R ~ T , h B U G , I B U G  
C R E A D  * C C h T *  FRCP IC2(2) 
C P L L  P C S I T h  1 IC2FP,2,1C2,511 1 
R E P C ( I D 2 )   X , Y I C I C S , S K ~ C ~ ~ C Z , C ~ * S  
h l  = hlC - 1 
C Z E R C  CLT A R R A Y S  I X I L X I ~ S X  
C Z E R C   C L T  A R R A Y S  IY,VYtI\'SY 
C I N  F C l L C k I N G   C C   L C C F   I h T E R S E C T I Q h S  CF C C h T   h 1 T k   b E R T   M E S I -  LINES A R E  FOUND 
CC 1 C O  I = l r N 1  
XC = X ( 1 1  
xc  = X I  1+1) 
X 1  = A Y I K l ( X C g X C )  
X 2  f A P A X L ( X C 9 X C )  
K 1  = L N T ( X l * R C X )  + 1 
K 2  4 I N T ( X l + R D X )  + 1 
I F ( K 1 - L T . 1 )   K l = l  
I F ( K 2 o G T o K X )   K 2 s h i X  
Kt4 = ( K l + K 2 ) / 2 .  
s s  9 S(I+l) - SI11 
K = K M  
I N C  = 1 
GC TC 50 
IF( NR.EC.0 .AND. IND.EG.2 1 G C  TC 100 
8 IF{ r U R o E C o C  . A h C o  I h C o E C - 1  1 G C  T C  2C 
I F (  r(iRmNE.C a A h . 0 .  INC.EC.1 1 GC T C  1 C  
I F (  kR.h'E.C o A h D o  IhC.EC.2  1 GC TC 3 0  
10 K = K - 1  
I F ( K o G E o 1 ) G O   T C  5C 
h R = C  
G Q  T O  8 
20 K = K P + 1  
I F ( K . G T . h X ) G C   T C  1 C O  
IhiC = 2 
C-C T C   5 C  
3C K = K t 1  
I F f K o G T - h X I G C   T C  1 C O  
C F I N D  I h T E H S E C T I O k  C F  C L B I C   S E G C E N T  * I *  k I T k  X = ( K - l ) * : D X  
C F I N D  I k T E R S E C T I C h  C f  C L B I C   S E G C E h T  * I *  k I T H  L I N E  X = ( K - l ) * C X  g K FROM K l p K 2  
c c  2 c c  I=ltril 
Y C  = Y ( I )  
Y C  = Y ( I t 1 )  
Y 1  T A H I k l f Y C t Y C )  t Y Z  
Y 2  = A M A X l I Y C p Y C I  + Y Z  
K 1  = L N T ( Y l + R D Y )  + 1 
K 2  = I N T ( Y 2 * R C Y l  + 1 
I F ( K 2 . G T . N Y l   K 2 = N Y  
KC = ( K l + K 2 1 / 2  
SS=Sf I+l)-S( I )  
I( = K N  
IhC = 1 
GC T C   1 5 C  
I F ( K l o L T . 1 1   K l = l  
108 I F (  K R o E C o C  . A N C o  INC.EC.1 1 G C  T C  1 2 0  
If( h;R.ECoC .Ah;Do I N C o E C . 2  1 GO TC 2 C O  
I F (  hR.hE.C .AhO. I k C o E C . 1 .  1 G C  T C  110  
I F (  h'R.F;E.C ,ANC.  I r U C . E C o 2 - l  G C  T C  130 
110 K = K - 1  
h R = C  
GC T C  lot3 
I F ( K . G E . 1 ) G O   T C  1 5 C  
120 F = K H + l  
I F ( K o C T o h Y 1  GC JC 2CO 
I K C  = 2 
GC TC 15C 
130 K = K + l  
IF(K.GTohY1 GO TC 200 
C F I k C  I N T E R S E C T I C h  CF CLBIC SEGIJEhT * I *  k I T H  Y=(K-lI*CY-YZ 
C REARRANGE EACH CC!LLMk CF V X I N S X  I N  ASCENDIKG  ORDER OF CONTENTS OF V X  
C C  3 2 C  K = l r F t X  
h = I X ( K 1  
IF(h.LE.1) GC TC 320 
c c  3 1 c  I = 2 r h :  
C C  31C J = Z r N  
I F ( V X ( J r K ) o G E o V X 1 J - l , K ) )  G C  T C  3 1 0  
E L S A V E  = L X ( J r K )  
b X . f J r t 0  = V X I J - l v K I  
V X (  J - 1 . K )  = ELSAVE 
h L S A V E  F F I S X ( J v K 1  
h S X ( J p K 1  F KCS)I(J- l ,IO 
N S X I J - l p K )  = NLSAVE 
310 C C h T I N C E  
320 C C h  T I N U E  
C R E A R R A h G E   A C K  C C L L P h  CF V Y * h i S Y  Ih' P S C E N C I h C  G R C E R  C F  C C N T E h ' T S  OF V Y  
T C L = . C O I * t C X + C Y ) / Z .  
V X ( J r K 1  = V X Y ( J )  
h S X ( J , K ) = h X Y ( J )  
515 C C h T I k L E  
520 C O N T I N U E  
C k I P E  C L T   C C l K C I C E h T   P C I h T S  Ik * V Y *  
IF(1ELG.EC.C) CL T C  7iC 
k R I T E l I h , 6 C C C )  
h R I T E ( I h r 6 0 1 0 )  I X  
h R I T E l l k ~ b 0 2 C 1  V X  
h P I T E ( I h , 6 C 3 C )  hSX 
k R I T E ( l k , 6 C l C )  I Y  
kRITE(IkrbC2CI V Y  
kPITE(Ik,603C) kSY 
7 1 0  C O N T I N U E  
6CCC F O K P A T ( ' L k O , +  I X , L X I ~ S X ~ I Y I V Y I K S Y ~ )  
6 G 1 0   F G R P A T ( ~ X I ~ O I ~ )  
6020 FCRCbT[lX,lOFLZ.@) 




C F I h O  C C E F S   C F   L I F i E  I K  L C C A L   C C C R C S  
P L  7 A * C S  + B*Sh 
@ I .  = -A*Ch +. B * C S  
C L  = A * X C  t B * Y C  + C 
C F I K O   C C E F S  CF C L B I C  
C I F  A h Y   C C E F   I S   V E R Y   S P P L L   C C P P P R E C   k I T k   C T k E R S ,   S E T  T C  Z E R O  
- h H = C  
CC  LC P C = 1 , 4  
P = 3  
I F ( C F ( 4 I . h E . C . l G C  T C  2C- 
P = 2  
I F ( C F ( 3 ) o N E . C . )  G C  T C  2 C  
P = l  
I F ( C F ( 2 ) . h E . C . )  GC T O  2C 
P = C  
P E T L R h  
10 I F ( A B S t C F ( C C ) ) . L T . E P S )   C F ( P C l = O o  
c 1  = -.CCl*C 
c 2  = l . C C l * C  
E l  = .CCCl*C 
E2 = . 9 S S 9 * C  
cc 3c I=l,P 
IF(RIt’(1)ohEoC.) C C  TC 3C 
R I  = R R L ( 1 )  
hR : N R  + 1 
IF( R I o L T o C l  o C R .  H I o . G T . C 2  1 GC T C  30 
I F (  P I o G E o C  1 R I  = C 
IF( R I o L E . 0 -  I R C  = 00 
X L ( h R 1  = R i  
C A L L  C U B P R C  (O,,XL(NR)rClrC2,C3rTCLS*SS,SI 1 
SI = S I / C S  
IFISI.GT.1.) S I = l .  
h S ( h R )  = L C C C C * I h T ( 1 0 E + 0 6 * S I )  + I 1  
3C COhTINUE 
C C  4C I = l p h R  
x x  = X L t I )  
V Y  = X X * ( C l  + X X * ( C 2  + X X * C 3 1 )  
X R ( I . )  = X C  + X X * C S  - Y ’ r * S F (  
4C Y R ( I I  = Y O  + X X * S F ;  + Y’r*CS 
CCPCCh / CF2 / Z ~ X ? Z ~ ~ ? Y Z , ~ C X I C Y T C S , C ~ ,  R C X V R D Y P R C S ~ R D N  
CCCPCN / CC4B / TPREV,T,INCCT,hT,NTFRST 
CCPPCN / C C l l  / I R t  I h  
CCPFCN / C P l l B  / I C l r I C Z r I L l r I L Z ,   I C l F P ~ I C 2 F P ~ I L l F P , I L 2 F P  
COCPCN / C C 1 2  / I A L Z R S , I A ~ k N S ~ C S K ( 6 O ) , C S K R G T ( 6 0 )  
CCCCCN / C H 1 4  / h P R ~ T , I P R h T , K B ~ G , I B ~ G  
C GENERATES *FAPOUT* FCR PRESEKT  CCNTOUR  *T+ 
C GEKERPTES *PAPBNk*  FCR U S E  A T  * T + C T *  
C S A L E S  W b P e : N k *  Oh I C 2  I t3 
C READS IN *CAPBCL* FROP IDZ(1) 
C *PPP6ET*  = (CAP@CL).ANC.(PAPCUT) 
C * C ~ P L X ~ *  = . I . N C T . ~ P P R E T ) . A ~ C . ( C ~ P C L T )  
C S A V E S  *PAPLXW* ON I D 1  ( 1) 
C FORPS * L I S T 6  + FRCC  * PPBET* 
C STATECEhT  FUNCTICN 
XCESF( I )  = F L C P T (  I-l)*CX 
' vCESk(J )  = F L C A T ( J - l ) * C Y  - Y Z  
C GEhERCITE * P P P C l r T *  
C C  1 C C  I = l , h X  
J I h T  = I X ( I )  
I F ( J I k T * E C * C )  G C  TC 1CC 
C C  SC J = l , J l h T  
L Y  = V X ( J . 1 )  
I\ = I N T ( ( Y Y + Y Z ) * R C Y )  + 1 
L'YY = YYESI - (h )  
k = h + l  
I F ( Y Y Y * E C * Y Y )  Iri = h - P C C ( J v 2 )  
h l  = # N - 1  
I B I T  = 6C - P C C ( h l . 6 0 )  
IhC = 1 t l u L / 6 C  
IP = P S K R G T ( I B I T 1  
LCP = I L e C R - I P  
L P P  = I L * A h C . I r J  
h L 4 P  = .hCT.LAC 
C A P C L T ( I h 0 , I )  = LGt'*AhC*NLAM 
I F ( I k C * E C . K h )  G C  T C  9C 
I L = C A P C L T ( I h C , I )  
I h C l  = I h C  + 1 
C C  20  K = I U C l r K k  
2C PCIPCLT[KpI )  = * N C T . C A P C L T ( K , I )  
9C C C h T l h U E  
1cc CCh T I h U E  
C GEkEAATE *PPPBhh* 
k Y 1  = NY - 1 
h X l  = NX - 1 
L C  2 c c  I=l,kX 
JIhT = I X (  I )  
I F  ( J1KT.EC.C 1 C C  T C  2CO 
I l= I - l  
IF(Ll .LT.1) I 1  = 1 
IZ= l* l  
C C  2 C C  K=l ,J INT 
k Y  = VX(K t1 )  
J 1  = I N T ( ( Y Y  + Y Z ) * R C Y )  + 1 
J2 = Jl + 1 
J J = J - 1  
I k C  = 1 JJ/CO 
C C  120 J z J l r J 2  
I B I T  = 6C - POD(JJp60) 
CC 3 C C  J=l*F;Y 
J IhT = I Y ( J )  
I F  I JIhT.EG.0 1 G C  T C  3 C O  
J 1  = J -  1 
J Z = J + 1  
C C  3 C C  K=l ,J INT 
# X  = V Y ( K t J )  
I 1  = I N T ( X X * R C X I  + 1 
I2 = 11 + 1 
C P L L  P C S I T h  ( IC2FP,6,IC2,521 1 
b R I T E ( I C 2 )   P b P F i h N  
C P L L  E h C F L ( I C Z F P , I C 2 )  
I F ( h T . E C . C ) G C  T C  S C C  
C R E A D   * f r P P B C L *   F R O P  I C 2 ( 1 )  
C A L L  PCSlTA ( IC2FPrlpIC2r522 
K E A C   ( I C 2 1  C A P H C L  
C G E h E P P T E   * P D P t l E T *  
C GEhERATE * L I S T e *  FRCC *YAPBET* 
CC 610 I - l r N B T W X  
61C LIsTetr, = c 
he! = o 
C k  69C I = l r N X  
CC C 9 C  J = l p I c ' Y  
I f l Y b P C H K (   Y A P B E T t K h t h X t J r 1 ) m E C . C )  GC T C  690 
k B T  = W8T t 1 
L I S T E I N B T )  = l C C C C * I  t J 
t9C CCNTINUE 
. .  
IF( NBTmLEoNBTCX 1 GO TC 750 
kAITE(IMt7CCI h ' 8 1 r k B l Y X  
7CC F @ R Y b T ( l P O t *  h6T EXCEECS  NBTPX / l X ~ * h R T t t U e f P . X  ARE* 216 / 
l X c *  JCB ABCRTEC * 1 
CALL E X I T  
75C C C h T  INUE 
C L R I T E   * L I S T @ *  Ch 1 C l I Z I  
























' 000002 LO 
cccco22o 







O U C C 0 3 2 0  
COO00330 
'OCCC0350 
. c o o a o ~ ~ o  



















































5 2  
5.3 
5 4  
7c 
. 7 1  
72 
73 
7 4  
C C K T l M J E  
E=E*lC.C 
, C A L l i  CUEQFL(NES1 
I f  I h E S o E C - 1 )  GC T C  95 
,IF (E-CChV) 2 0 r 2 0 ~ 4 0  
.CONV=E 





GO TC 53 
t(hC)=ft 
cc '54 l=lrKC 
b4 I ) = B (  I t 1 1  
t C  TC 6 
hC=hC-2 
I F  ~ IREV)71*72 ,72  
c P = l i o / c  
FP+F/  ( Q * 2  o C 3  
GC TC 73 
CP=C 
FPsP/2.O 
F= ( PP 1 **2-CP 
I F  (F174r75 r75  
LlhCtl-)=-PP 
L ( K C  )=-PP 
V(hC+l)=SCRTI-F) 
L(.hC)=-V(hC+l) 











































C V E R L A Y ( C V E R , O , C )  
F P C C R A P  L A X k C F  
EhC 
S L B R C U T I h E  LXWh h l r k 2 v k 3 v k 4 t   F 2 t F 3 v F 4 v   G 3 r C 4 v   k F l r k F 2 t h F 3 v t ’ F 4 v  * C A P L X h v   P P 3 t K Y 3 r K Y 2 v K k r h X v N Y  1 
C L A X - l r k C  S T A R  FCR WFHLLLF FCR WGI-ALF  FCR k F I N A L  
C F C R  co  
C 3 6 9  c s  o R  0 0 0 
C 
C 2 5 8  e o  * * E  4 A A .  4 088 
C 
C 1 4 7  P .  O P  . . b . 
C P e t  P P  
CCPPCN / C P 2  / Z ~ X r Z h Y , Y Z t C X v C Y v C S , C D ,  RCXVRCYIRCSIRGN 
CCPPCN / CP38 / A L F A P I W ~ F S I W ~ F S ~ W ~ F S , ~ ~ F S  
CCPCCN / C P 4  . / C F v C T P X v   C X Y S N v  C T F R S T v C T O C T v C T B N C , O T S T ~ v D T  
CCCPCN / C P 6  / D R T Y S  v f A C i 3  
CCCPCN / CP8H / P S r P L v K B L K S  
C C P P C N  / C P 1 1 B  / I D l v I C 2 v I L l v I L 2 v   I C l F P v X C Z F P v I L l F P v I L 2 F P  
C STIITEPEhT F L ‘ K C T I C k S  
C S E T   I h C I C A T C R S  
f TbIS IS THE c"C LC,CF C V C R  T k E  f!LCCKS 
klllJ = kl/h'Yl = k l F S  
k 2 ( 1 1  = \U2(NYI = h 2 F S  
C3(1) = k 3 ( h Y )  = h 3 F S  
k4(11 = h4(1\1Y) = h 4 F S  
IF( Kt3ehE.1 1 G C  T C  46 
C SET L P  L E F T  E C G E  CF F I R S T  E L C C K  
J 1  = 3*&Y + 1 
J2 = 4 * K V  
J P  = 2 + h Y  
CO 45 J = J l r J 2  
J J  = J - JC 
hl(JJ1 = k l ( J )  
k 2 f J J )  = -k2(J) 
h 3 ( J J )  = k 3 ( J )  
k 4 ( J J )  = h 4 ( J )  
45 CCh T I K b E  
4&IF KBekE.K3LKS 1 SC T C  56 
C S E T  L P  H I G I - T  E C G E  IF T I - I S  IS L A S T  B L C C K  
J 1  = hY*{k'+2) t 1 
J2 = NY*(C+3) 
k l ( J )  = h l F S  
k 2 t J I  = k2FS 
b 2 ( J )  = k 3 F S  
k 4 ( J )  = k4FS 
C C  5 5  J z J l r J 2  
5 5  CGh;TIhUE 
5 k  CChTIMLE 
C THIS IS THE CC LCCP C L E R  Tt+E  CCLbPh-S I h  A BLCCK 
cc  ECC I=ltC 
11'1 = I - 1 
1 P 1  = I + 1 
LSAVE = L 1  
L 1  = L2  
L 2  = L 3  
1.3 = LSALE 
K A  f L 3 * h Y  + 1 
K2 = K 1  + RY - 1 
C C  6C K = K l t K 2  
C INTERCPAKGE  AUXILIARY STGRAGE ARRAYS AkD RESET *COMPUTE* INDICATOR 
60 F ' + ( K I  = -1C. 
LSAVE = L F 1  
L F 1  = L F 2  
L F 2  = L S b V E  
K A  = LF2*NY + 1 
K 2  T K 1  + hY - 1 
C C  7 C  K = K l t K 2  
70 k F 4 ( K )  = -LC- 
L C 1  = 1 
LC2 = 2 
k G 4 I t t i L )  = -10. 
l - G 4 ( L G 2 )  = -10. 
C T V I S  1 s  THE C C  LCOF k l T H I k  P CCLUCh' 
C C  7 C O  J z 2 t N Y 1  
i J h  = I P L * N Y  + J 
LZAVE = L G l  
L E 1  = L C 2  
LC2 = L S A V E  
K4 1 K5 - 1 
K2 = K5 - N Y  
K C  = K5 + 1 
K 1  K2 - 1 
K3 = K2 + 1 
Kt3 = KS t NY 
K i  * K6 - 1 
K9 = K8 t 1 
K5 5 lPl*NY + J 
A FA€ C CHECK I F  P O I k T  I S E S  'EAP PC 
IF(W4(Kl loNE.W4FS) GO TC 100 
IF (k4 (K2)oNEoW4FS)  GC T C  1CO 
I F ( k 4 ( K 3 ) o k E . k 4 F S )  GC T C   1 C O  
€F(Y41K4)-NEmW4FS) GO T G  LC0 
IF (Y4LKS)oNE.k4FS)  GC TC LC0 
I F l k 4 ( K 6 ) o N E . k 4 F S )  GG T C  1CO 
IF(Y4(K7).NEmW4FS) GC T C  IC0 
IF (Y4(Ke)oNE.h4FS)  GC T C  1 C O  
I F ( k 4 ( K 9 ) . k E o k 4 F S )  GC T C  LC0 
kl(IJN) = W i F S  
h Z ( I J N 1  = h2FS 
k 3 t I J ) r )  = k3FS 
k 4 ( 1 J N )  = k4FS 
GC TC 7CC 
1 O C  CChTINUE 
C FINO POSITIONS I& F T ~  A R R A Y S  OF N I N E  PClkTS 
K K 2 .  = L l * N Y  + J 
K K 1  K K 2  - 1 
K K 3  = K K 2  + 1 
K K 5  = L2*oN’Y + J 
K K 4  = K K 5  - 1 
I (K6 = K K 5  + 1 
K K e  = L 3 * K Y  + J 
K K 7  = K K 8  - 1 
K K S  = KKf! + 1 
K F 1  = L F l * N Y  + J 
K F 2  = L F 2 * N Y  + J 
130 I F ( F 4 ( K K 3 ) . N E . - l O . ) G C  T C  140 
C A L L  FG(kl(K33rk2(K3)rh3tK3)rh4(K3)r 
*F2(KK3)rF3(KK3)rF4(KK3lrG3(KK3l,G4(KK3l) 

G3( L G1) J 





C V E R L A V ( C V E R , 7 * 0 )  
P R C G R A M   E E T I i r h  

SL'BRfUTIkE L A P G U h l L I S T E , A R Y t N S Z , I X t V X v I Y , V Y , ~ S X t ~ S Y t  * KXvhXvKYtNYvNBT) 
C TFIS SLBROUTINE  CCCPLTES  VALUES  CF THE LAPLACE-GLkNESS  STAR 
C STATECEhT  FUNCTIONS 
X P E S I - ! ! ( I )  = FLCAT(I-l)*CX 
YPESk(J1 = FLCAT(J-l)*CY - Y Z  
C SET  KSZvDRH 
C T F I S  11 THE @IG CC LCCP 
C  HECK SGLTH AND kCRTH A R V S  
C  hECA SCLTH P O I N T  
C CPECK NORTH PClNT 
2cc h ; I k T l  = NIkT - 1 
CC 22C K+lpNINTlt2 
V V  = VX(K,I) 
I F ( Y Y o G T o Y 2 )  GC TC 22C 
I F t Y Y o L T o Y  1 GC T C  220 
ORP13,N) = ( Y Y - Y )  
h’S143,N) = h S S l K t l )  
GC T C  30C 
22c CChIINUE 
C CHECK E A S T  ANC WEST P O I N T S  
3CC k l h T  = I Y ( J 1  
IF( NINToECoO I t C  T O  7 C O  
x = XMESP( I )  
% l *  YWESPf  1-13 
x2= XUESI-ti+11 
C C H E C K   E A S T  P C I h T  
C I F  N I k T  IS EVEk CHECK C C D   P C I F i T S  S I F  k I R T  IS C C C  C h E C K   E V E N   P O I N T S  
' I F (  P O D ( I ' i I N T , Z I a E C a C  1 GC 1C 310 
I F . (  K I N T a E C . 1  1 GC T C  4 C U  
K1 = 2 
K2 = N I N T  - 1 
GC T C  315 
K 2  G kIKT - 1 
315 CC 32C K = K l r K 2 , 2  
XX = V Y t K v J ) '  
I F I X X - G T I X Z I  GC TC, 320 
I F f X X a L T a X )  GC T C  320 
A R Y l 2 , N l  = ( % X - % )  
k S Z ( 2 . N )  = N S Y ( W , J )  
310 K 1  = 1 
GC T C  4 C C  
320 COW I I N U €  
C CHECK k E S T   P C I N T  
C k E S T   P C I h T   k k E N  1=1 
C F G R M  LAPLACE-GUNKESS STAR 

C ZERO CLT *AHtJ*  
C C  1 C  I = l r h B T  
C C  1 C  J = l r 4  
1 0   R t ' S ( J t 1 )  = 0. 
C R E A C  * k c *  F R C P  I C 2 ( 4 )  
CALL P O S I T h (  I C 2 F P t 4 t I C 2 r 7 2 1  1 
R E P C  1 LC2 1 kC 

C C G P P C T E S   C C N T R I B t T I C h  T C  RkS FRCY LAX-khC POIhT-S 
C POSITICh * 1 L 2 *  A T  E L Z ( 1 1  
C A L L   P O S I T k t   I L Z F P r l r I f 2 r 1 3 1  1 
C C H E C K   L I S T B  FGR BET'WEEh PCIhiTS FHCP 11  TO  I2 
I1 = (KB-l)*PS + 1 
I 2 =  I1 + c -  1 
CC 4 C C   h = l * h @ T  
I = L I S T B ( k ) / l C C C C  
IF(I.LTaI11 G O  TO 400 
I F ( I o G T o I 2 )  G O  T C  4 C C  
J = P C O ( L I S T @ ( h l r l C C C C )  
C C  3 C C   K = l 9 4  
IF(PRClKvN).LEs-lC.) GC T C   3 C C  
If (PRM(K*k)eLE--lCel GC T G  3 C C  
G C  T C  ( 2 1 0 r 2 2 0 , 2 3 0 r 2 4 0 ) t K  
2 1 0  I 1  = I 
J J = J - 1  
6C T C  2 5 C  
22c I 1  = I + 1 
JJ 5 J 
GC TC 2 5 C  
23C I 1  = I 
J J = J + l  
C-C T C   2 5 C  
JJ = J 
240 I 1  = 1 - 1 
1F( I1eEG.O 1 II=2 
250 COhTIIUUE 
L = (I! - I 1  + l ' ) * h Y  4 JJ 
L I S  = lCCCC*II + JJ 
I F ( k 4 ( L ) e L T o C )  G C  TC  3CC 
C C  2 E C  N Z  = 1 t h B T  
I F ( L I S e t C - L I S T B ( h 2 ) )  GC T C  3 C C  
P 
c 5 c  C C h f  thCE 
RETLPK 
EkC 
S L e R C U T I h E  LHS ( L I S T B c  A R C ,  A A ,  hhc hET 1 
C C @ F P L T E S   T H E  A A  C A T R I X  
C C L E A R   A R R A Y S   * . P A * ,  *kh* 
C T H I S  I S  T H E  R I G  C C  L C C P  C V E R  A L L  T H E  RETkEEIv P O I N T S  
C E A C k   P A S S   S E T S  b P   C N E  RCh C F  T H E  * P A *  P A T R I X  
CC 4 C C  L = l  , R E T  
1 = L I S T R   ( L I / A C C C C  
J = Y C D ( L I S T B ( L ) , l C C C C )  
I P C S  = c 
C I N  T I - I S  CO L C C P  T h E  4 h E I G k E C U R I h G  P C I h T S  C F  B E T k E E N  P C I k T  *L*  A R E   C H E C K E C  
C T C  A S C E R T A I N  I f  TkEY A R E  R E T k E E h  P C I h T S  
C C  ? C O  K = 1 , 4  
I F ( A R M f K , L ) ; L E . - l C . )  G C  T C  300 
G C  ‘IC I l l C , A 2 0 , 1 3 C t 1 4 C ) , K  
11c  L I S  = l C C C C * I  + IJ-1) 
12c L I S  = l C C C C * ( I t l )  t J 
A3C L I S  = l C C C C * I  t l J + 1 )  
G O   T C   1 5 C  
C-C T C   1 5 C  
GC T C  1 5 c  
1 4 C  I F l I . E C . 1 )   G C   T C  3 C O  
C F I N O  THE PCSITIOh CF L I S  IF; L I S T B  
C C  2CC C = l p h : @ T  
IF(LIS.EC.LIETB(PIJ G C  TI! 220 
20C C C N T I N L E  
k R I T E l I k r 2 1 C )  
2 1 C  F C R C P T I l X p * E P R O R  Ih: L r A P T R X * )  
22c I P C S  = IPCS + 1 
CALL E X I T  
E L  = ARC(K,L) 
IF(Z.NE.1) G C   T C  250 
I F t K . N E . 2 )  G C  T C  Z 5 C  
P R C 1 4 r L )  = -30. 
EL = 2 - * E L  
2 5 C  C C h T I N U E  
P A Y I K r L )  = -3C. 
bA(IPOSrL) = EL 
hh(IPCSrL1 = P 
3 C C  CCkTIkLiE 
4 C C  CONTINUE 
If ( I B L ' G o E C  .C I G C  TC 4 1 C  
h R I T E I I W r 6 0 1 0 )  
6 C l C   F C R C A T I l C C p  * 4 A  * 1 
k P I T E { I k p 6 0 2 C )  4P 
6020 FGRCAT(lX*4F20.8) 
k R  I T E  I I k r603C 1 
6030 FCRCATIlPC1 * hk * I  
Y R I T E ( I k r 6 C 3 5 )  h N  
6035 F C R C A T ( l X r 4 1 2 0 )  
kRITE(Ikr604C) 
6040 F C R Y A T t l H O r  * ARF * I  




C SCLVES L INEbR E C R S  FCA BETkEEN  POIhTS 
CCPYCrV / C P 7  / T O l S v T C L X ~ T O L C B ~ T C L C f t T O l S ~ l  
CCPYCk / CNll / I R t I k  
COPWCN / C Y 1 1 8  / ICltIC2rILltILZq I O l F P , I D 2 F P , I L l F P q I L 2 F P  
CCCCCN / CM14 / hPRNT,IPRNTtNBUG.IBUG 
IC1 = TOLSCL 
C S E T  STARTING  SOLUTICk 
C C  2 C  I - l vF iBT  
CC 1 C  J = l v 4  
SCLIJtI) R H S ( J p I 1  
LO CONTINUE 
2G C@hT INUE 
I T E R  = C 
50 I T E R  = I T E R  + 1 
ELFX4 = C. 
CELFX4 = 0. 
I F ~ ( L I S T B ( I 1 / L C C O C I . E ~ o l ~  S O L ( 2 r I 1  = 0 ,  
C EACH  PASS  THRQUGH  FOLLCkING LCCP IS ENE I T E R A T I C k  
C C  4 C O  I=l,NBT 
LC 1 C O  J = L t 4  
100 SCLkEW(J1 = RHSlJvIl 
3 C O  CCkTINUE 
CC 3 4 0   J = l r 4  
34C S C L ( J r I 1  = SCLNEk(J1 
400 CONTINUE 
IF(IT6RoGT.2CC) GC TC 450 
IF (CELHX4,oGT. (TOL*ELCX4))  GC TC 50 
45C CCNTlNL'E 
R A T  = DELYX4/ELCX4 
~ R I T E ( I W , b O O C )  ITER,DELFX4rELMX4r  RATrTCL 
OCOO FCRNAT[ lHOr*  I T E R , D E L C X 4 r E L C X 4 r R A T I C r T C L S O L  ARE * 14,4Flbo8) 
C STORE *SOL* Chi IDl(1) 
CALL P O S I T k (  I C l F P r 3 r I C l t 7 4 1  I 
hRITE( ID1)  SOL 
CALL ENCFL(ICl .FPrIC1) 
I F (  1 E b G o E C o C ) G O  T O  5CO 
k R I T E ( I h r 6 8 5 C )  
kR ITE( Ik r6SCC)  SCL 
6 8 5 0  FCRFAT(lPOr* SCL * 1 
69CO F O R ~ O T ( l X ~ B F 1 5 o 8 ~  
5CC CCN'IINLIE 
C V E R L A Y ( C V E R v l C * O I  
F R C C R A C   S T B P R N  
EhC 
C TblS  5CERGUTIhE IS C I L L E C  kFEN K T  = Q 
C P P l h T  CLT k 1 , i i i r W 3 , k 4  
I F (  i P R N T . E C . C ) G C  T C  25C 
I 2 = I  1tM-1 
k P I T E ( I h r C C 1 C )  
cc 21c 1=11,12 
K = (l-ll)*NY 
K l = K + l  
K2 = K t I\Y 
2 1 0  k R I T E ( I h ~ 6 C C C ) I ~ ( h l ( K ) , ~ = K l ~ K 2 ~  

C F I L L 5  *k* A R R A Y S  k ! T P  EEThEf'h: P C I N T   V A L U E S .   P R I h T S  k .  FIhCS D T G U T  
CCIVFCfV / CF3A 
C C P C C h  f CC36 
C - C C t C N  / Ct'4 
C C C C C N  / C Y 4 6  
C C C C C N  / C P 8 E  
C C t F C h '  / C C l l  
C O P P C F l  / C P l l B  
C C C P C N  / C C 1 4  
C A L L  PC'SITfVU( I C l F P , 2 , I C l r 8 1 1  1 
R E A C (  I D 1 1  L I S T @  
C A L L   P C S I T N (   I C l F P 1 3 , I C l t ~ 8 1 2  1 
R E P C (  I C 1 1   S C L  
i l  ? ( K B - l ) * P S  t 1 
I Z = I l + F - l  

3CC C C k T I N b E  
5 C C  CChiTIkLE 
C A L L   E N D F L ( I L l F P , I L l )  
CTCLT = C X Y S F ; / C P b x  
5319 CAROS 
